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1

A mottled olive/green glazed hu with unglazed
base, 17.5cm high; a famille rose ginger jar and
cover with four-character Qianlong mark but not of
the period; and an oviform famille rose vase
decorated with a wader beside a lotus, the last
12cm high (3) £50.00 - £100.00

2

A large framed and glazed textile picture of the
Daoist theme depicting a flock of red-capped
Cranes and Pine, 144 x 87cm £50.00 - £100.00

3

A Canton famille rose vase, decorated with two
panels of figures in narrative scenes; about 47cm
high; Qing Dynasty or later (mounted for
electricity) £50.00 - £100.00

4

Six small objects, comprising: a single blue
overlay Chinese Snuff Bottle; a blue monochrome
bird feeder; a blue and white vase with Kangxi fourcharacter mark; two small 'Dutch decorated'
vases; and a small blue and white vase; the last
vase 6cm high; Qing Dynasty or later (6) £50.00 £100.00

5

A white monochrome cup, decorated with a
dragon beside clouds; 7cm diameter; with
unglazed exterior; underglaze blue Kangxi sixcharacter mark, but not of the period and post
Qing Dynasty £200.00 - £300.00

6

A Japanese Shigaraki-yaki vase with irregular
trumpet neck by Rakusai Takahashi; 25cm high;
together with its original paper, giving the history of
Shigaraki wares in kanji, and its fitted hinoki-wood
box; together with a Japanese stoneware dish
decorated with a pair of waders (probably Little
Egrets-Egretta Garzetta) (2)

9

For another example of unburied bones, illustrated
on Japanese Sword Fittings, see the tsuba
decorated with a wolf on a battlefield (illustrated
plate 107) in 'The Arts of The Japanese Sword' by
B.W. Robinson (1912-2006). £300.00 - £400.00
10

A famille rose bowl, decorated with a design of
butterflies or other invertebrates; 17cm diameter,
the well with a floral design and the base with sixcharacter Daoguang mark, but not of the period
£500.00 - £800.00

11

A pair of susancai and blue decorated, Buddhist
Lions, looking to the left and right; each one about
30cm high (2) £60.00 - £100.00

12

A Chinese famille rose barrel seat decorated with
figures and floral designs on a black ground; 29cm
diameter and about 47 cm high; post Qing
Dynasty £30.00 - £60.00

13

A small ruby-ground famille rose teapot and cover
with gilt knop finial, decorated with panels
depicting Natural History; the base with
underglaze blue Qianlong six-character mark but
not of the period; together with a Chinese blue and
white vase, 13cm high, decorated with a fourcharacter Kangxi mark, but not of the period (2)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. The
teapot with a circular label, stating: 'Law Fine
Art/Joseph Jackson Collection/24th April 2001'
£100.00 - £200.00

Provenance: The Property of a Lady £20.00 £30.00
7

A Japanese metal lined, rectangular wood hakohibachi (brazier) for charcoal and hot ashes;
designed with two drawers; 51 x 41 x 28 cm,
Meiji Period; together with a haori, or other, jacket
and a Chinese textile of two fish (3)

14

Compare this hibachi with a similar example taken
from a print by Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (1839-1892)
illustrated on page 117 of 'Traditional Japanese
Furniture/A Definitive Guide' by Kazuko Koizumi.
£20.00 - £50.00
8

A Toshusai Sharaku facsimile of Segawa
Tomisaburo II and Nakamura Manyo as Yadorigi
and Wakakusa in Hana-ayame Bunroku Soga;
together with nine other Japanese facsimile
pictures and a quantity of Thai or Burmese
pictures, pigment on textile (lot)

Attributed to Agnes Cripps, pigment on paper, a
mother and child in a mountainous region,
possibly near Cherat now in the Province of
Khyber-Pakhtunahwa (Nowshera District,
Pakistan); 43 x 30.5cm; inscribed at bottom right
'A Cripps 1873'; the reverse of the paper inscribed:
'This picture was dated (on the back of the mount)
1874, & entitled Himalayan Hillwomen. Signature
AS (?) Cripps-1873 (see bottom R corner)'
Compare a watercolour of 1872 by Agnes Grace
Cripps, also depicting a mountainous landscape,
said to be Cherat in the Peshawar Valley, and
listed by Christie's King Street. £100.00 - £200.00

15

Provenance: Accompanied by a letter, dated 19-1221, and stating: The Japanese Consul and Mrs R.
Howard take the liberty to wish to Admiral & Mrs
Mitchell a Happy Xmas & a prosperous New
Year..' £20.00 - £30.00
BidMaster Office

An ersatz katana with tsuba in buke-zukuri style
koshirae; the configuration style honzukuri, kijimomo style nakago and single mekugi-ana;
inscribed with two kanji on omote and four kanji on
ura; each of the fuchi-kashira decorated with an
unburied skull; nagasa about 73cm (2
Shaku/4Sun/0.9066008 Bu)

1

Eight Indian, Persian or other pictures, all framed
and glazed, including: two depicting processions
that include an elephant and a dromedary; two of
an elephant, each wearing an elephant decorated,
howdah cloth; and one of a high ranking aristocrat
or official riding with an attendant in an elephant's
howdah; the last picture overall dimensions 36 x

27cm (8) £20.00 - £50.00
16

Rafiee Abdul Ghani,a coloured etching of an
abstract, coastal landscape; with pencil signature
at bottom right and inscribed 'AP II/'Remembered
Landscape'; margins apparently uncut; overall
dimensions 55 x 37cm; the reverse of the picture
stating: Rafiee Abdul Ghani/Age 22/Address: Fine
Arts Department School of Art and Design/Mara
Institute of Technology/Shah
Alam/Selangor/Malaysia.
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. Given to the
vendor's family by the organiser of a Winchester,
global art Competition held in about 1984.
Rafiee Ghani studied at the Mara Institute of
Technology, circa 1981-85. His more
contemporary work, generally oil on canvas,
appears regularly at auction. See for instance,
Klos Art Auction/Malaysian Modern and
Contemporary Art/15-1-2017 Lot 1 where the
catalogue entry states that Ghani is 'one of
Malaysia's most prominent fine artists'. Compare
also Sotheby's Hong Kong 'Modern and
Contemporary South East Asian Art'/3-4-2017 Lot
216 for Ghani's 'The Beginning of the Red Sea'.
£100.00 - £200.00

17

19

20

21

22

A Song Dynasty style conical bowl decorated with
a 'hare's fur' design; the circular foot unglazed,
12cm diameter £400.00 - £600.00

23

An antique Chinese wood stand with circular
marble, or other stone, top; with four stylised
mythological animal-head legs, 32cm wide and
40cm high £50.00 - £100.00

24

An associated pair of of copper and enamel bowls,
possibly Syrian, each one decorated in white,
blue, pink and green enamel with stylised flower
heads and blue enamel Arabic inscriptions; both
about 14cm diameter (2) £40.00 - £60.00

25

A Chinese wood sculpture of a Chinese Scholar,
holding a status Badge of office, 28cm high,
Ming/Qing Dynasty £30.00 - £40.00

26

A blue and white porcelain Kamcheng for the
Peranakan Market, with domed cover decorated
with floral and foliage designs, 18cm diameter;
together with a Chinese small blue and white vase,
decorated with a fisherman, 18.5cm high (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

27

A blue and white dish, decorated with a pair of
mythological birds; the base with a Xuande sixcharacter mark but not of the period, 26cm
diameter £30.00 - £40.00

28

A pair of blanc-de-chine libation cups; each one
decorated with a design depicting a dragon, a
tiger, a deer and a crane; both about 9.5cm wide;
post Qing Dynasty; in a fitted case (3)

Ravikanth Dharmasiriwardena, pigment on paper of
an elephant herd at a watering hole, signed at
bottom left Ravikanth 84.10.20
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. Given to the
vendor's family by the organiser of a global art
competition, held at Winchester in about 1984.
The reverse of the paper giving the artist's age as
15, and his address in Sri Lanka. Ravikanth's work
underlines the importance of Sri Lanka's rich
wildlife, looking particularly at elephants, an
interest that the artist states was influenced by
the work of David Shepherd. £50.00 - £100.00

18

snuff bottles; and a glazed figure of a Chinese girl,
seated on a recumbent water buffalo, the last
14cm long (5) £30.00 - £60.00

An Indian picture, possibly Pahari style from
Northern India, depicting two girls beside an
elegant, arched building; framed and glazed.
Overall dimensions including frame 28 x 20cm
£500.00 - £800.00
A Vaishnava theme, Indian picture on textile
portraying The Blue Krishna standing beside
thirteen Gopis, possibly representing the musical
mode (raga) of Vasanta; dimensions including
frame about 194 x 59cm; together with a Chinese
picture of Scholars on a rocky promontory (2)
£20.00 - £30.00
A Sino-Tibetan or Himalayan rectangular puja,
decorated on a scarlet ground with a coiled dragon
at the top, and sacred emblems (ba jixiang) from
Buddhism, including: the Conjoined Fish (Yu) and
The Everlasting Knot (panchang); about 81 x 40 x
39cm £100.00 - £150.00
A pair of Indian, or other, metal candlesticks, each
one designed as a rearing cobra, about 14cm
high; together with two blue and white Chinese
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2

Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman.
£100.00 - £200.00
29

Four items of Asian metalwork, comprising: a
white metal water pipe; a pair of betel-nut cutters;
a white metal chatelaine with circular ring
suspension, 18cm long; and a box and cover of
circular lobed form, 8cm diameter (4) £30.00 £50.00

30

A green jade reticulated plaque of rectangular
form, decorated with two recumbent goats beside
a reticulated design, 9 x 7cm, post Qing Dynasty
£3,000.00 - £4,000.00

31

A pair of Peranakan gilt metal Bantal Peluk of
rectangular form; each one decorated with sacred
symbols, 15.5 x 9 cm, 20th Century; together with
an architectural stone plaque, decorated with a
mythological animal (3)
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £30.00 £50.00

32

A cased set of Chinese ink stones; the 24 cakes
variously shaped and decorated with narrative
scenes and calligraphy; post Qing Dynasty
£100.00 - £200.00

33

A quantity of Asian textiles, comprising: six
various Shisha/Abhala Bharat decorated fabrics,

variously decorated with geometric, reticulated or
other abstract designs; together with two other,
similar textiles, lacking the mirrors; possibly
Rajasthan, Gujarat or Pakistan (8)

Sun/1.5049732 Bu); together with a Burmese Dha
(2) £30.00 - £50.00
42

A Satsuma bowl decorated with two emaciated
Rakan, or other characters, 18.5cm diameter,
Meiji Period; together with a plique-a-jour bowl on
three feet, decorated with plum designs, 12.5cm
diameter (2) £50.00 - £100.00

43

A mottled sang-de-boeuf/lang yao style bowl;
14cm diameter; with underglaze-blue Qianlong sixcharacter mark, but not of the period and post
Qing Dynasty £100.00 - £200.00

44

A green jade cicada, 7cm high, post Qing Dynasty
£100.00 - £150.00

45

A green jade carved as an archaistic ewer or
other vessel with mythological animal handle, 5cm
high, post Qing Dynasty £100.00 - £150.00

46

A Chinese red lacquer vase with trumpet neck,
decorated with Scholars and Acolytes in a rocky
landscape; about 33cm high

Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £30.00 £50.00
34

A Japanese wakizashi mounted with bone saya
and tsuka; some metal fittings on koshirae
decorated with the Tokugawa Clan mon; nagasa
just under 46cm (about 1 Shaku/5Sun/1.8041594
Bu); Meiji Period
B.W.Robinson (1912-2006) discusses the long
tradition of the Tokugawa mon on blades,
describing the case of Shimosaka Yasutsugu of
Echizen Province, a swordsmith favoured by the
Shogun, Tokugawa Ieyasu. Yasutsugu was
allowed the privilege of engraving the Tokugawa
mon on the nakago of his blades (Robinson's
work, ''The Arts of The Japanese Sword', page 23,
refers). £80.00 - £120.00

35

36

37

38

A Japanese cloisonne enamel vase of tapering,
hexagonal form, decorated with invertebrates and
flowerheads on a black ground, 25.5cm high,
Meiji/Taisho Period £30.00 - £50.00

47

A small green jade of a recumbent, curled lion dog
or other mythological animal, 4cm wide, post Qing
Dynasty £100.00 - £120.00
A pair of soapstone figures; each one carved as
Shoulao, holding a staff in his right hand and a
peach in his left; both about 25cm high (2) £20.00 £30.00
A pair of famille rose bowls; each one decorated
with Heroes from the The Wu Shuang Pu compiled
by Jin Gulian in 1694; both about 10.5cm wide,
Daoguang four-character marks, but not of the
period (2)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. Four
Heroes from China's classical history are
illustrated on the two bowls here; these figures are
thought to include Xi Chu Ba Wang (232-202 BC),
and Zhao-E (circa 220-280), the avenger of her
husband's death. For a small dish, similarly
decorated, but with a Daoguang six-character
mark, compare lot 66 in this sale. £50.00 - £100.00

39

Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman.
£300.00 - £500.00

A pair of cafe-au-lait ground, famille rose dishes;
each one decorated with an invertebrate beside
flowers, 15cm diameter; together with a cafe-aulait bowl and associated cover, 12.5cm diameter
(3)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. £50.00 £100.00

40

A green jade figure of a standing accolyte, holding
a vessel with both hands, 6.5cm high, post Qing
Dynasty £100.00 - £200.00

41

A Japanese wakizashi with bone tsuka (saya
lacking), nagasa about 55cm (1 Shaku/8

BidMaster Office

3

A Chinese blue ground dish, decorated with bat,
floral and other designs; 23cm square; the base
with Tongzhi six-character mark, but not of the
period
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. £50.00 £100.00

48

A teadust/Ch'a yeh mo style vase of triple gourd
form; 45cm high; the base with Yongzheng sixcharacter mark but not of the period and post Qing
Dynasty £50.00 - £100.00

49

A doucai bowl decorated with a formal lotus
design; 9.5 cm diameter; Yongzheng six-character
mark but not of the period £50.00 - £60.00

50

A famille rose model of a peach, 11cm high;
together with six small bowls modelled as fruits,
each one about about 6.5cm diameter; and eleven
wood stands (18) £300.00 - £400.00

51

A pair of rectangular, famille rose plaques; each
one decorated with a floral arrangement, and with
wood frame and metal suspension ring, overall
dimension of each about 44 x 20 cm; post Qing
Dynasty (2) £500.00 - £800.00

52

A Kacho-ga of a bird perched on a branch,
inscribed Hiroshige hitsu, 25 x 12cm £20.00 £50.00

53

Two oban yoko-e, comprising: the gate at Chionin
Temple in Kyoto from the Eight Scenes of Cherry
Blossom Series; and 'Spring in a Hot Spring'; both
inscribed Hiroshi Yoshida (2) £50.00 - £100.00

54

A Japanese Imari figure of a seated dog,
decorated in underglaze blue, copper red and
green, 12.5cm high £100.00 - £150.00

55

A kuro-nuri cabinet with hinged doors and metal
kanagu, decorated in hiramakie with figures and
mountainous river landscapes, 44 x 23 x 44cm;,

Meiji Period £40.00 - £60.00
56

period; and two famille rose tea bowls and saucers
(6)

A scarce porcelain whistle designed as a
recumbent karako with unglazed base; decorated
in blue, green and copper red with black eyes;
operated through two holes around the feet and
legs; 7cm long, possibly Japanese Arita and Edo
Period

Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. The
saucer dish with the Daoguang mark here
apparently portrays four of the famous heroes from
Classical China (The Wu Shuang Pu) by Jin
Gulian in a compilation that first appeared during
the Kangxi era in 1694. Of course, both the
iconography and colouring of each hero or heroine
has been subject to some change, but the four
paragons illustrated here may be Chen Tuan, the
9th Century Daoist, Chen Dong (1086-1127)
presenting his petition to the Emperor, Qian Liu
(852-932) and Cao E, the Han Dynasty heroine.
Chen Dong was active in the resistance against
those appeasing the invasion by the Jurchen
Tartars, an opposition that even questioned the
legitimacy and mandate of the Song Emperor,
Gaozong £80.00 - £150.00

Provenance: The Property of a Lady, from a
Private English Collection. For a bird whistle of
similar design and form, compare V&A C.3-1959,
attributed to Arita and dated to circa 1700 £50.00 £100.00
57

A Japanese sometsuke dish decorated with a
kacho-ga style design, 39cm diameter,
Meiji/Taisho Period £20.00 - £30.00

58

A Chinese cloisonne enamel, circular brushwasher
or other vessel, decorated with coiled five-clawed
dragons, 14cm diameter; together with a small
yellow ground dish, about 9.5cm diameter,
Qianlong six-character mark on the base, but not
of the period (2) £20.00 - £30.00

59

67

A Chinese copper hand warmer of oval form with
looped handle and reticulated cover; decorated
with floral designs on the cover and rocky
landscapes on the body, 12cm long, Qing
Dynasty or later £20.00 - £50.00

68

A pair of translucent bowenite bowls, 10cm
diameter; a mottled green and grey/black
bowenite, or other, group designed as a pair of
deer; a famille rose vase with four-character mark;
a small white monochrome bowl, nearly 8cm
diameter; a famille rose and white metal circular
box and cover;two small Indian white metal dishes
respectively mounted with an 1840 One Rupee,
and a 1917 One Rupee; a miniature keris; and a
pair of metal Betel nut cutters, possibly Indian (10)
£50.00 - £100.00

69

A Chinese famille rose vase and domed cover,
decorated with Manchu/Chinese Bannermen or
other armed figures; the base with four-character
Chenghua mark, but not of the period; 26cm high
(2) £50.00 - £100.00

70

A gilt metal incense burner or other cylindrical
vessel with pierced domed cover and shell
handles; decorated with three inscriptions, 39cm
diameter £20.00 - £30.00

71

Two rectangular wood panels: one decorated with
Uba, or another character, using a besom beneath
a tsuru; the other depicting a character chasing a
Lepidosauria. The larger panel 89 x 54 cm, both
Meiji Period (2) £50.00 - £80.00

72

A famille rose stick stand of typical cylindrical
form, decorated with an inscription beside a
scholar's retreat in a mountainous river landscape;
61cm high; six-character mark on the unglazed
base but post Qing Dynasty £50.00 - £100.00

A set of four blue and white Chinese Export
shallow soup dishes; each one decorated with two
characters from a narrative scene, 23.5cm
diameter, Qianlong; together with a small
turquoise monochrome gourd-shaped vase,
14.5cm high (5) £30.00 - £50.00

73

A turquoise-blue monochrome, Chinese vase;
together with a small saucer dish, 12.5cm
diameter, with Daoguang mark but not of the

An Indian metal figure of a horseman, holding an
edged weapon with his right hand, 11cm long
£30.00 - £50.00

74

A Chinese metal bowl with tripod frog, or other

A mottled sang-de-boeuf/lang-yao style vase with
green inclusions, oviform body and short, flaring
neck; 11cm diameter, post Qing Dynasty £200.00 £300.00

60

A Sang-de-boeuf/lang-yao style monochrome dish
or cover of circular form; 13.5cm diameter; the
base with underglaze blue Xuande six-character
mark but not of the period £50.00 - £100.00

61

A famille rose 'egg-shell' bowl, decorated with
dragon and floral designs, 27cm diameter,
Qianlong mark but not of the period £20.00 £30.00

62

A reticulated jade, or other stone, carved with a
reticulated design, 12cm diameter; together with
four items of Chinese cloisonne enamel, including
a vase and domed cover; the vase 15cm high (5)
£30.00 - £50.00

63

A famille rose vase, decorated en-cameau with
panels depicting retreats in mountainous
landscapes on a dense floral ground; 23.5cm high;
four-character mark Yongzheng Yuzhi mark but
not of the period and post Qing Dynasty £300.00 £400.00

64

65

66

Six Chinese snuff bottles, including: one in coralred monochrome; one in single blue overlay
decorated with figures beside pine; and one
decorated with a single Manchu Bannerman or
other horseman; two of the bottles with stopper (8)
£50.00 - £100.00
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4

amphibian, feet; the base with six-character
Xuande mark but not of the period, 15cm diameter
£20.00 - £50.00

84

75

A tripod incense burner or other vessel inlaid with
white metal and decorated with shou symbols,
15cm diameter £50.00 - £100.00

An antique Chinese veined marble inset carved
hardwood stand of cylindrical form, 41cm diameter
£100.00 - £150.00

85

76

A black ground lacquered tea box with hinged
cover, named to the Hepburn family, of rectangular
form; the interior with fitted white metal container
with ivory handle, decorated on the cover with
three Daoist figures (including Li Tieguai); 36 x 27
x 23cm, 19th Century

An Asian, or other, textile picture of two long-tailed
birds beneath a pair of butterflies or other
Lepidoptera; framed and glazed £50.00 - £80.00

85A A small quantity of Chinese textiles, including: a
small pair of slippers, 18cm long; a hat decorated
with the linear trigrams from the Book of Changes;
and a small wallet (lot)

Provenance: The Property of a Lady. By direct
family descent to the present owner £80.00 £150.00

rectangular base; both about 90 cm high, post
Qing Dynasty (2) £300.00 - £500.00

Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman, from a
Private English Collection. £20.00 - £50.00

77

A small brass, North African or Middle Eastern
tray with pie-crust rim, 44cm diameter £20.00 £30.00

78

A pair of Indian white metal, tapering hexagonal
vases; each one with circular base and decorated
with a reticulated design of figures and flowers,
18cm high (2) £30.00 - £50.00

86

A Yueh-yao style/olive- green glazed monochrome
incense burner and domed cover with seated
scholar finial, 25cm high; together with a wood
sculpture of a group of East African figures; and
metal and green stone scholar's or other
implement, 13cm long (3) £30.00 - £50.00

87

A green Chinese jade paperweight, or other object
for the Scholar's Studio; the composition
apparently a stringed instrument wrapped up
beside a text and a prunus spray; 9.5cm long
£600.00 - £800.00

79

A Japanese metal alloy koro, or other vessel, with
cloud handles, 19cm high, Meiji Period or later
£20.00 - £50.00

80

A Chinese jade, or jade style, necklace
comprising 46 spherical green beads with some
yellow metal dividers; length when worn about
39cm; some beads decorated with shou symbols
£300.00 - £500.00

88

Two Asian scroll pictures, comprising: a Japanese
kacho-ga of birds and bamboo, 90 x 24cm; and an
ethereal, Chinese mountainous landscape with red
seal and inscription, 51 x 46cm; each one with
with a fitted wood box (4) £20.00 - £40.00

81

A quantity of Japanese and other textiles,
including: a Chinese or Korean rank badge
decorated with a Buddhistic Lion, 30 x 28cms; a
red-brown scarf in hinoki-wood box; an orangebrown gros grain fabric decorated with kanji; a
Japanese furoshiki decorated with a red-capped
Manchurian crane; another furoshiki decorated
with a mask; and a black ground textile decorated
with Durna from the Sanskrit Epic, Mahabharata,
probably Javanese (lot)

89

A Japanese lemon yellow cloisonne enamel vase
with white metal mounts, decorated with a ho-ho
or other mythological bird, 16cm high; probably
Showa Period £50.00 - £80.00

90

A Chinese blue and white oviform vase, 9cm high,
Kangxi four-character mark but not of the period
together with a wood stand and cover (3) £50.00 £100.00

91

A famille rose dish of circular form, decorated with
a millefleurs design; 24cm diameter; Guangxu sixcharacter mark, but not of the period £50.00 £100.00

Provenance: The Property of a Lady. Some of the
Japanese textiles, thought to have been collected
in Japan, prior to the Second World War £30.00 £50.00
82

An elegant Japanese, wood and maki-e shodana,
designed with six hinged doors and a typical
arrangement of shelves above three rectangular,
sliding drawers; with central applique designed as
a scholar on a mythological bird; 107 x 36 x
164cm, Meiji or Taisho Period

91A A set of three celadon ground, famille rose dishes;
each one with a Tongzhi four-character mark and
about 9cm diameter; together with a pewter tripod
ding, or other vessel and cover, 23cm diameter,
some marks to base and cover (4)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman; from a
Private English Collection. £20.00 - £50.00
92

Provenance: The Property of a Lady, inherited from
her Aunt, possibly during the 1970's, and thought
to have been purchased soon after the Second
World War £800.00 - £1,200.00
83

Provenance: Collected by the parents of the
vendor's first wife prior to The Second World War
£80.00 - £100.00

A large associated pair of glazed Buddhistic
Lions; each one decorated with blue, blue-green
and straw coloured glazes, and standing on a

BidMaster Office

An ivory okimono of a Yamato Nadeshko, holding
a samisen with her left hand, 18cm high,
Meiji/Taisho Period; together with an ivory or bone
paper knife, 22cm long (2)

5

93

Two pieces of blue and white ceramics,
comprising: a stem cup with circular bowl, 11cm
high and a joss-stick or other holder of trapezoid
form, 8.5cm long (2) £50.00 - £100.00

circular tray £40.00 - £60.00
105

94

A blue white circular dish decorated with floral
designs; 20cm diameter, Qianlong six-character
mark but not of the period £250.00 - £300.00

95

A Chinese white metal part tea-service,
106
comprising: a teapot with domed cover and
bamboo sprig finial; sugar basin with handles
designed as bamboo; and milk jug also with
bamboo design handle, the last 12.5cm wide,
107
each piece with maker's or other marks(3) £250.00
- £350.00

95A Two Chinese Export punch bowls: the larger in
108
famille rose decorated with elegant
Manchu/Chinese figures, 29cm diameter, Qianlong
(2) £50.00 - £100.00
109
95B An iron, or other metal figure, of The Historical
Buddha Sakyamuni seated in dhyanasana on a
double lotus base with both hands held together in
dhyanamudra; some gilt detail, 33cm high £300.00
- £500.00
110
96 A pair of doucai style vases with flaring necks and
trumpet rims, decorated with formal lotus and
scrolling foliage designs; each one about 23cm
111
high; both with Kangxi four-character marks but
not of the period (2) £300.00 - £500.00
97

98

99

100

101

A Chinese green jade brushpot, carved as a peach
112
hanging from a gnarled stem, about 11cm long;
some darker, mottled inclusions, post Qing
Dynasty £800.00 - £1,200.00
113
A Satsuma stoneware part-service in a fitted box,
comprising: six variously decorated cups and
saucers, Showa Period (6) £20.00 - £50.00
Two ivory or bone netsuke: one with single
himotoshi, carved as two boys practising Sumo
beside their father acting as the Gyoji; the other
netsuke of a man seated beside a large dish;
together with a small pair of Satsuma vases,
9.5cm high, and a small model of a fish (5) £20.00
- £30.00
A WMF electroplated bowl with glass liner, to/w a
candelabrum, tea and coffee pots, flatware, etc.,
including Chinese green-glazed ginger jar (box)
£50.00 - £70.00
A canteen of epns king's pattern flatware, with
other flatware - some unmatching £40.00 - £60.00

102

A large oval electroplated champagne bath with
beaded rims and twin handles, on lion mask and
paw feet, 54 cm wide overall £130.00 - £160.00

103

A pair of pheasant table ornaments, to/w a small
cast metal pair of pheasants, a Sheffield plate
salver, revolving breakfast dish, fish servers, oval
bowl, coopered biscuit barrel and tea pot (box)
£80.00 - £120.00

104

A US plate 'Victoria' pattern three piece tea
service by Reed & Barton, on similar engraved
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An Old Sheffield Plate chamberstick with beaded
rims and cast oval thumbpiece engraved with lion
crest, with conical snuffer to/w an ovoid bonbon
bowl, sitting in a plated on copper Empire-style
stand with swing handle, winged mask caryatids
and hoof feet (2) £50.00 - £70.00
A silver taste-vin, Birmingham 1969, to/w an
electroplated urn-shaped wine cooler, a wine
funnel and two other electroplated tastes-vin (5)
£50.00 - £70.00
A quantity of Continental electroplated flatware,
including an extensive set of modified fiddle,
thread and shell £100.00 - £200.00
A Mappin Brothers Queen's plate oval three-piece
tea service, to/w a Prince's plate pear-shaped hot
water jug (4) £40.00 - £60.00
A canteen of Community Plate flatware and
cutlery and other flatware, to/w a Hukin & Heath
Art Deco cafe au lait pair, silver-handled King's
pattern serving implements, etc. (box) £50.00 £70.00
An epns oval wine tray with pierced gallery, to/w a
pierced bonbon dish, thistle-shaped sugar basin,
teapot, flatware, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00
An Old Sheffield Plate Argyle in the Adam taste,
with hot water skin, turned wood acorn finial and
handle, on stemmed foot £100.00 - £150.00
A Viners electroplated three-piece tea service,
to/w four goblets, tray and brassware (box) £40.00
- £60.00
A pair of electroplated snuffers on Old Sheffield
Plate snuffers tray with shell and scroll gadrooned
rim, to/w a Victorian engraved crumb scoop, the
ivory handle with silver ferrule, Sheffield 1899 (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

114

An Old Sheffield Plate dish-cross with adjustable
foliate and shell supports, spirit burner to the hub,
29 cm £60.00 - £90.00

115

A pair of epns dishes of roseate form, with
gadrooned rims and engraved with stag crests, 26
cm diam £60.00 - £90.00

116

An Old Sheffield Plate sauce tureen and cover with
foliate cast detachable handle and twin side
handles, gadrooned rim and claw feet £50.00 £70.00

117

A pair of German Sterling three-sconce
candelabra, 11 oz, 16 cm high, to/w a silvermounted glass preserve jar and cover with spoon,
a silver-topped sugar caster, a WMF electroplated
modern design four-branch candelabra and other
electroplated wares, etc. (box) £140.00 - £180.00

118

A heavy cut glass cocktail jug of waisted form,
with electroplated collar, handle, cover and inner
cover £60.00 - £90.00

119

A German .800 grade novelty pomander in the
form of a flower, 14 cm, to/w a cut glass six-piece

cruet set with electroplated mounts and stand and
a cased set of electroplated fish knives and forks
with silver ferrules £50.00 - £70.00
120

A pair of Victorian electroplated oblong meat
domes with oakleaf-cast handles and gadrooned
detail, 34 x 26 cm £50.00 - £90.00

121

A large plated on copper twin-branch candelabrum
with three sconces, central flame finial and
detachable baluster pillar, 50 cm high £70.00 £100.00

122

123

124

131A Various silver oddments, including brushes,
combs and hand mirror, cigarette box, button
hook, and powder bowl, to/w electroplated wares
including Hukin & Heath christening mug, pint
mug, stemmed fruit and comport, hot water jug,
flatware etc (box) £100.00 - £150.00
132

An Old Sheffield Plate sauce tureen and cover in
133
the Adam manner, with twin handles and square
foot, to/w a pair of electroplated chambersticks
with snuffers, a wire fruit basket, oval teapot stand,
pair of classical column candlesticks on stepped
134
bases, a melon-shaped teapot and an egg-boiler
(box) £100.00 - £150.00
A large quantity of mixed electroplated flatware
and cutlery, oval entree dish and cover and other
electroplated wares £50.00 - £70.00

135

An electroplated kettle on stand, to/w a large
quantity of mixed flatware and cutlery, including
carving sets and other tableware (box) £50.00 £100.00
An oval plated on copper biscuit box, to/w two tea
canisters and two chambersticks (5) £50.00 £70.00

126

Two 19th century plated on copper chafing dishes
and covers on stands, to/w two matching entree
dishes on stands (4) £40.00 - £60.00

127

A Victorian burr walnut toiletry case fitted with
electroplate-mounted glass jars and bottles,
sprung drawer to base £50.00 - £70.00

128

A quantity of electroplated items including a silverhandled bread knife and other flatware, fruit
basket, rose-bowl trophy, tea wares, etc. (box)
£50.00 - £70.00

129

A pair of epns classical column candlesticks,
converted as table lamps with conical pierced
electroplated shades £40.00 - £60.00

130

An unusual Victorian oval plated on copper entree
dish with hinged 'eyelid' cover and two liners
£40.00 - £60.00

130A Two malacca swagger sticks with electroplated
mounts - one with pommel-badge of the
Gloucester Regiment, to/w an Elkington & Co
electroplated half-reeded oval bachelor teapot, an
oval fruit-dish in the Adam style and an EPBM
pear-shaped hot water jug (3) £40.00 - £60.00
Dr. Christopher Dresser: a morocco-bound picnic
case, fitted with an electroplated set by Hukin &
Heath comprising; kettle no.2110 on folding stand
with burner, teapot no.2109, to/w milk and sugar,
tea canister with lower compartment, two
teaspoons (one associated) and sugar tongs,
silver-topped glass flask, conical flask with
electroplated top, infusing spoon and two Royal
Worcester Willow Pattern cups and saucers
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An Edwardian cylindrical silver cigar-case with starpierced ventilation, John Wilmot, Birmingham
1903, 17 cm £60.00 - £90.00
A pair of silver sauce boats in the Georgian taste
with moulded rims, scroll handles and hoof feet,
Frank Cobb & Co. Ltd., Sheffield 1936, 12.6 oz
£130.00 - £150.00
An Edwardian cylindrical silver tea canister and
cover, embossed and chased with continuous
frieze of figures in a rustic scene Skinner & Co.,
London 1909, 8 cm high £80.00 - £120.00
Three matched Georgian feather-edge tablespoons
- various makers and dates (rubbed), 6 oz £60.00 £90.00

135A Two silver pepper pots and a mustard, 4 oz, to/w a
pair of antique brass candlesticks, 18 cm high (5)
£40.00 - £60.00

125

131

£2,000.00 - £2,500.00

7

136

Liberty: a set of five silver and enamel pastry forks
with stylised foliate design finials in the manner of
Archibald Knox, Birmingham 1931 £100.00 £150.00

137

Six various silver napkin rings, 4.6 oz £40.00 £60.00

138

A late Victorian foliate-engraved visiting card slipcase, George Unite, Birmingham 1896, to/w a
toothpick case stamped 925 and an Edwardian
pencil fob-case (as found) (3) £60.00 - £90.00

139

A quantity of flatware, including William IV fiddle,
thread and shell sifter ladle with oval bowl, William
Eaton, London 1833, to/w a fiddle and thread
preserve spoon, London 1853, a set of six coffee
spoons with chased handles, Sheffield 1908, etc.,
8.8 oz £80.00 - £120.00

140

Various silver-backed hairbrushes, hand-mirror,
toilet jars and manicure implements (as found)
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

140A An Edwardian Art Nouveau silver-faced aneroid
barometer in oak strut-frame, Joseph Gloster Ltd,
Birmingham 1905, 13 cm wide, to/w various silver
oddments including four napkin rings, sifter ladle,
teaspoons, French 950 grade floral-engraved
beaker, various electroplated wares (box) £100.00 £150.00
141

A heavy quality engine-turned visiting card case,
William Neale & Son Ltd., Birmingham 1926, to/w
a cigarette case, Birmingham Jubilee marked
1934 (2), to/w oddments of silver including
hairbrushes and mirror, shoehorn, oval salt,
photograph frame and four Britannia standard
dognose coffee spoons, London 1913 (box)
£100.00 - £150.00

142

A pair of modern silver bottle coasters with turned
wood bases, W. I. Broadway & Co., Birmingham
1985, 10 cm, to/w a rocker blotter, Birmingham
1986, a boxed 1977 Jubilee pin dish and a
miniature Armada dish, London 1994 (5) £80.00 £120.00

143

A pair of modern design silver baluster salt and
pepper mills with Peugeot actions J. A. Campbell,
London 2000, 12 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

144

A Danish Sterling napkin ring, a pair of modern
design .830 grade short candlesticks with
composite bases, a silver napkin ring (as found), a
small silver salt and pepper pair and various
electroplated items £60.00 - £90.00

145

An Edwardian two-handled trophy cup, Mappin &
Webb, London 1908, 3.9 oz, to/w a pair of late
Victorian half-reeded open salts, London 1892 and
a modern cylindrical salt and pepper pair (5), 10.1
oz total £100.00 - £150.00

knop and domed foot, Alexander Clark & Co Ltd,
Birmingham 1934, 13 oz £150.00 - £200.00
156

A silver bowl with wavy rim and stemmed foot,
Birmingham 1904, to/w an oval stemmed bowl,
Sheffield 1982 and a Christening bowl on ball feet,
Sheffield 1945 (3), 17 oz £180.00 - £220.00

157

An Asprey engine-turned silver snuff-box,
Birmingham 1990, to/w a parcel gilt snuff box,
Peter John Docherty, Birmingham 1990 - both in
Asprey presentation boxes £100.00 - £150.00

158

A Garrard & Co Ltd, silver snuff box, Birmingham
1989, in presentation case, to/w a replica meat
skewer/letter knife, Garrard & Co. Ltd.,
Birmingham 1986 and a replica meat skewer/letter
knife, Francis Howard Ltd., also Birmingham 1986
(3 - all cased) £100.00 - £150.00

159

A cased pair of late Victorian silver serving spoons
with ornately embossed and chased bowls and
stems, two Barraclough & Sons, London 1896,
to/w a cased pair of preserve spoons with
engraved bowls and carved mother-of-pearl
handles, William Batt & Sons, Sheffield 1898
£60.00 - £90.00

160

A pair of George III OEP silver sauce ladles,
Thomas Northcote, London 1897, to/w a pair of
fiddle pattern tablespoons, Eley & Fearn, London
1801 (4), 6.8 oz £80.00 - £120.00

161

A Victorian heavy quality set of six teaspoons,
very finely chased with arabesques and other
designs, Francis Higgins II, London 1871, 6 oz
£70.00 - £100.00

145A A cased set of twelve silver Zodiac teaspoons with
figural gilt finials, The St James's House
Company, London, 1979, 10 oz £100.00 - £150.00
146

147

148

149

A small silver hip-flask with hinged bayonet bun
cover, London 1928, to/w a heavy quality cigarette
case, London 1950 and two napkin rings (4), 8.7
oz £80.00 - £120.00
A travel watch, the 3.5 cm enamel dial with
luminous hands and numbers, in folding silver
case with engine-turned decoration, William Neale
& Son Ltd., Birmingham 1919 £80.00 - £120.00

Two silver OEP dessert spoons, three napkin rings
and three coffee spoons (8), 7.6 oz total £80.00 162
£100.00
A pair of George III silver decorated labels for Gin
and Brandy, Daniel Hockley & Thomas Bosworth
and a Madeira label, Elizabeth Morley, 1793, to/w
four 20th century labels for Port (2), Whisky and
Sherry (5) £50.00 - £70.00

150

A set of four engine-turned silver napkin rings,
Birmingham 1914, to/w a caddy spoon,
Birmingham 1968, four small electroplated ladles,
three implements with mother-of-pearl handles
£50.00 - £70.00

151

A cased silver commemorative British Empire
plate, no. 850/1700, Roberts & Dore Ltd., London
1972, 6.8 oz, 19 cm diameter, with certificate
£70.00 - £100.00
A silver three-piece tea service in the Regency
manner, oblong form with banded reeding and
gadrooned rims, S. Blackensee & Sons Ltd.,
Chester 1928, 29 oz gross, retailed by Brocker &
Sydenham of Reading £300.00 - £350.00

152

153

An Asprey & Co silver cocktail shaker,
Birmingham 1926, 11 oz £150.00 - £200.00

154

A silver cocktail shaker, Roberts & Dore (Hatton
Garden), Birmingham 1931, 11 oz £100.00 £150.00

155

An Art Deco silver bowl on hexagonal stem with
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A set of six George III bright cut teaspoons,
William Stroud, London 1810, to/w a heavy pair of
king's pattern teaspoons, London 1829, 4.5 oz
£50.00 - £70.00

163

A Victorian pair of heavy quality Britannia standard
Hanoverian pattern 3-tine table forks, Francis
Higgins II, London 1887, 5 oz £60.00 - £90.00

164

A set of six silver coffee spoons with individually
decorated bowls, Sheffield 1994, to/w another set
of six coffee spoons with bean finials, Birmingham
1930, a single fiddle pattern teaspoon, set of four
salt spoons, a single fiddle pattern salt spoon, two
Danish tea knives with low grade handles and two
spoons (one Spanish) £70.00 - £100.00

165

A Peruvian sterling four-piece tea/coffee service of
half-reeded pear shape, to/w a two-handled
rectangular tray, Camusso, Lima. 142oz gross
(apparently little used) £1,500.00 - £2,000.00

166

A matched silver five-piece tea service of
elongated octagonal form with engraved
decoration, comprising a Regency teapot on
stand, milk and sugar pair, Duncan Urquhart &
Napthali Hart, London 1805, to/w a 20th century
coffee pot made to match, Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Co. Ltd., London 1929 and a pair of
sugar tongs engraved to match, William Bateman
II, London 1832, 64 oz total (6) £700.00 - £900.00

167

A large loaded silver table lamp in the form of a

hexagonal baluster candlestick, Hawksworth, Eyre
& Co. Ltd., Sheffield 1927, 46 cm high £100.00 £150.00
168

A German wine ewer with finely wheel-etched
glass body on 800 grade foot, collar, handle and
patent spring-action rising cover £100.00 - £150.00

169

A late Victorian silver 'Irish' potato ring of waisted
form, ornately embossed and chased with birds,
figures and harp, Carrington & Co., London 1891,
18 oz, c/w original blue glass liner, 20.5 cm
diameter £300.00 - £400.00

170

£100.00 - £150.00
182

A cased silver gilt commemorative dish,
celebrating 900th Anniversary of The Tower of
London, no.41/90, with certificate signed by Field
Marshall Geoffrey Baker, Constable of The Tower,
St. James House Company, London 1978, 9 oz
£100.00 - £150.00

183

A Victorian silver desk-clock with brass movement
and enamel dial, the case Wright & Davies,
London 1890, 9 cm high overall (including loop
handle and bun feet) £300.00 - £400.00

A heavy quality silver sauce boat on stemmed oval 184
foot, James Deakin & Sons, Sheffield 1911, to/w
another sauce boat with cut rim and pad feet,
Viners, Sheffield 1932 (2), 11 oz £120.00 - £150.00 185
An Edwardian silver toast rack of trefoil design, on
ball feet, London 1906, to/w a cream jug, Chester
1899, a pair of bottle tickets for Port and Madeira,
Birmingham 1958 and a small perpetual calendar
186
(lacks full set of date-cards) on weighted foot,
engraved 'SS Alondra', Birmingham 1922 (5) (Note:SS Alondra sank, Irish Sea, 1916) £80.00 £120.00

A silver baluster sugar caster with lattice-pierced
top, James Dixon & Sons, Ltd., Sheffield 1926, 5
oz £60.00 - £90.00

172

A pair of engraved silver bottle coasters with
turned wood bases, Birmingham 1988, to/w a
single coaster London 1997 and a pair of pierced
silver bottle coasters, London 1976 (latter pair as
found) (5) £60.00 - £90.00

187

A cased Christening set with spoon, fork and
napkin ring, Sheffield 1922/23, to/w two cased
napkin rings, Sheffield 1892 and London 1924 (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

173

A late Victorian silver flute vase with pierced rim
and domed foot, Sheffield 1898, to/w two other
flute vases (3 - as found) £100.00 - £130.00

188

An Italian 925 standard engine-turned snuff-box by
Angeletti, Roma £60.00 - £90.00

189

A George IV travelling Communion paten engraved
with IHS within Sunburst, on heavy short stem,
Rebbecca Emes & Edward Barnard I, London
1825 £100.00 - £150.00

190

A William IV silver gilt vinaigrette with engine
turned and wreathed decoration, floral and foliatepierced grill, maker I J (not identified), London
1831, 4 cm wide £80.00 - £120.00

191

A George IV reeded silver snuff-box with gilt
interior, maker TS, Birmingham 1822, 5.6 cm wide
£100.00 - £150.00

192

A pair of Victorian silver fish servers, the sliceblade pierced and engraved with a hippocampus,
loaded handles, Thomas Sansom, Sheffield 1852
£60.00 - £90.00

171

An Edwardian cased silver seven-piece condiment
set with five spoons and four blue glass liners, H
W, Sheffield 1904, 10 oz (net of liners) £100.00 £120.00
A circular silver pill-box and cover with two-colour
basse-taille enamel, Cohen & Charles,
Birmingham 1912, 5 cm diameter, to/w a quatrefoil
pill-box with tortoiseshell-inset top, Mappin &
Webb, Birmingham 1913 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

174

Four various trumpet-shaped vase-flutes with
weighted bases - (all as found) £100.00 - £150.00

175

A pair of loaded silver baluster candlesticks,
Birmingham 1979, to/w a pair of small urns with
loaded bases, Birmingham 1954, two silvermounted cut glass condiment bottles and a pair of
condiments (8 - all as found) £100.00 - £150.00

176

A Victorian cut glass hip flask with hinged bayonet
bun cover and detachable curved beaker, James
Dixon & Son, Sheffield 1899 £150.00 - £200.00

177

A cased part set of engine-turned sterling ashtrays
(4) and matchbox covers (6) £100.00 - £150.00

178

Two small modern silver-faced photograph frames
in the Art Nouveau manner, to/w another ornate
frame embossed with putti and foliage (3) £70.00 £100.00

193

A late Victorian silver elliptical pierced bowl with
foliate scroll rim, Nathan & Hayes, Chester 1898,
4.8 oz, 25.5 x 4.5 cm £50.00 - £70.00

179

A modern silver-faced photograph frame in the
Regency manner, 25 x 19 cm £40.00 - £60.00

194

180

A modern silver-faced photograph frame in the Art
Nouveau manner, embossed with daffodils, 29 x
25 cm overall £50.00 - £70.00

An unusual folding silver shoehorn/button-hook,
to/w thirteen various other button-hooks and
shoehorns with silver handles (14 - box) £80.00 £120.00

195

A US sterling bowl on three ball feet, Samuel Kirk
& Son of Baltimore, 13.5 cm, to/w an Edwardian
cased BBB Own Make pipe with silver-mounted
stem, Birmingham 1905 (very little sign of use) (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

196

An ovoid cut glass scent bottle with silver hinged

181

A set of four open salts with gilt interiors, twin
scroll handles and stemmed foot-rims, William
Hutton & Sons, Birmingham 1929, to/w four parcel
gilt salt spoons, Sheffield 1929 and a cased set of
six tea knives with electroplated blades and
loaded silver handles, Sheffield 1916 (little used)
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bun cover, Birmingham 1917 £30.00 - £40.00

handles and steel blades (box) £100.00 - £150.00

197

A silver 'pig' pin-cushion, Adie & Lovekin Ltd.,
Birmingham 1922 (pad a/f) £80.00 - £120.00

198

A heavy quality small silver coffee pot of tapering
form with domed cover, composite handle and
finial, George Edward & Sons (Glasgow),
Birmingham 1922, 10.4 oz gross, 17 cm high
£100.00 - £150.00

209

A Soviet .875 standard gilt and Niello-decorated
pastry slice and six matching small spoons,
c.1960, to/w a cased silver manicure set, 1918/19
(2) £80.00 - £120.00

210

A late Victorian silver-faced travelling watch-case,
Birmingham 1899, to/w a silver-mounted cut glass
scent bottle, a vase flute on weighted foot, two
pairs of loaded silver candlesticks (as found) and a
small circular photograph frame (box) £100.00 £150.00

211

A George III Irish silver bright-cut table spoon,
maker J S, Dublin 1799, to/w another bright-cut
table spoon, William Bateman I, London 1820, a
fiddle pattern table spoon, William Eaton, London
1836, a pair of engraved fiddle pattern sugar tongs,
London 1850 and three engraved fiddle pattern
teaspoons, London 1875 (7), 8 oz £100.00 £130.00

199

A modern glass claret jug with flared body and
silver collar, cover and handle, maker C S,
Sheffield 2000, 30 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

200

A large silver epergne with central trumpet-shaped
vase flanked by three smaller vases on scrolling
brackets and weighted circular foot, 36 cm high
£250.00 - £350.00

201

A quantity of silver, including; Victorian and later
coins - Florin, Shillings and 3ds, to/w three
medallions (one 'Presented by Football Favourite'),
a cased silver Yard-o-Led propelling pencil and a
212
napkin ring £70.00 - £100.00

202

Ivor Novello interest: An engine-turned silver
cigarette case, engraved inscription within 'Darling
Bebe from Ivor, 1948', Padgett & Braham Ltd.,
London 1928, retailed by Boodle & Dunthorne of
Liverpool. Note - Bebe Verdie was a ballet teacher
and choreographer who worked with Novello
Provenance - the property of the recipient's niece
£60.00 - £90.00

213

A set of five modern silver decanter labels for
Scotch, Rum, Gin, Vodka and Sherry - all new
and in presentation boxes, Birmingham 2016
£60.00 - £90.00

214

A modern silver-backed brush and comb set,
Broadway & Co., Birmingham 2016 - new in
presentation box £70.00 - £90.00

203

An Art Deco cased set of six silver gilt and
Harlequin enamel coffee spoons, Deakin &
Francis, Birmingham 1933 (little used) £50.00 £70.00

204

Four various silver-faced photograph frames - all as 215
found £100.00 - £150.00

205

An ornate silver caddy spoon with rococo handle
and bowl richly chased with Jonah and The Whale, 216
London Import 1906, to/w a small loaded silver
candlestick, a pierced comport (both as found), a
German .800 grade serving spoon with twist stem
and a cased set of electroplated fish servers with
217
pierced blades and carved ivory handles £40.00 £60.00

206

207

208

An engine-turned silver powder compact with gilt
interior, the front applied with Royal Irish Fusiliers
Regimental badge, Birmingham 1953
Prov: Formerly the property of M M Kaye, author
of 'The Far Pavilions' £40.00 - £60.00
A Victorian cased silver pickle fork and spoon with
engraved decoration, Josiah Williams & Co.,
London 1888, to/w a cased fiddle pattern
teaspoon, Jacob Wintle, London 1848, a cased
set of six OEP teaspoons, Cooper Brothers &
Sons Ltd., Sheffield 1922 and a seal-top preserve
spoon, London 1948 £60.00 - £90.00
A cut glass cocktail shaker with sterling top, to/w
a late Victorian cut glass scent bottle with silver
collar, Birmingham 1900, two scent flasks (as
found), a 'glug-glug' decanter with electroplated
collar and a cased set of tea knives with ivorine
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An Art Deco engine-turned silver three-piece brush
set, Birmingham 1946, to/w two small clothes
brushes, a vesta case, Gaelic cloak-clasp,
Egyptian 800 grade bracelet and a scent flask and
stopper overlaid with white metal (box) £70.00 £100.00

A George III Scottish silver fiddle pattern soup
ladle, William Marshall, Edinburgh 1801 £80.00 £120.00
An Edwardian heavy glass inkwell with hobnail-cut
base and silver collar and engraved hinged cover,
London 1901 (probably - marks rubbed), 10 cm
square £50.00 - £70.00
An Edwardian silver stamp-box with sprung lid and
ball feet, Birmingham 1903, to/w a small silver
frame inset with stamps, an engraved silver
bangle, Birmingham 1882, a scent-flask with
electroplated top and a cased electroplated napkin
ring with engraved decoration £70.00 - £100.00

218

An Imperial Russian gilt metal and plique-a-jour
enamel letter knife, decorated with floral and foliate
designs, in fitted case inscribed for Grachev
Brothers, St. Petersberg, 17.5 cm long, stamped
G R A on blade £100.00 - £150.00

219

Two cased 1902 silver Coronation medals, a
bronze example, 5.5 cm and a similar silver 3 cm
example in original issue envelope (4) £100.00 £150.00

220

An oval half-reeded silver five-piece tea/coffee
service including kettle on stand with burner,
Martin, Hall & Co., Ltd., Sheffield 1919, 89 oz
gross £1,000.00 - £1,200.00

221

222

223

A cased set of six silver seal-top coffee spoons,
Harrods Ltd., London 1937, to/w an engine-turned
powder compact with gilt interior, Deakin &
Francis, Birmingham 1936 and a cylindrical
pepperette in the form of a miniature muffineer,
Birmingham 1900 (3) £40.00 - £60.00
Newcastle Assay: A set of six early Victorian
silver OEP teaspoons, John Walton, Newcastle
1841 (Wm. IV duty mark) £40.00 - £60.00
Four cut glass toilet jars with engraved silver
covers, with a pair of hairbrushes, hand mirror and
shoe horn to match, Mappin & Webb, London
1929/30, to/w a part manicure set, Birmingham
1922 (case as found) and a silver handled letter
knife (box) £70.00 - £100.00

236

A Georgian silver half-pint baluster mug, later floral
and foliate embossed, 7 oz £70.00 - £100.00

237

A George III Adam style baluster sugar caster,
John Merry (probably), London 1811, 15 cm high
£80.00 - £120.00

238

An ovoid silver sugar caster on flared foot, Mappin
& Webb, Birmingham 1927, 6 oz £60.00 - £90.00

239

An Art Deco silver cigarette box, London 1931,
to/w another cigarette box, London 1929 and a
cigarette case, Birmingham 1922 (3 - all as found)
£50.00 - £70.00

240

A pair of George II silver circular open salts on
hoof feet, maker D M, London 1938 £70.00 £100.00

224

241
A silver hip flask with detachable beaker, James
Dixon & Sons, Sheffield 1930, 5 oz £60.00 - £90.00

225

An Edwardian hip flask with silver hinged bun
cover and detachable beaker, leather sleeve,
William Hutton & Sons Ltd., London 1901, to/w a
plain glass hip flask with silver hinged bun cover,
London 1885 (2) £50.00 - £70.00

242

A pair of George III silver fiddle pattern table
spoons, Thomas Wilkes Barker, London 1816,
to/w an OEP table spoon, London 1807, an OEP
sifter ladle, London 1798 and two OEP table forks,
Eley & Fearn, London 1814 (6), 11 oz £120.00 £150.00

An engine-turned silver handbag scent atomiser
with electroplated patent top, Birmingham 1928,
to/w a foliate engraved vesta case, Birmingham
1899, a silver-cased pencil, London 1901 and an
electroplated propelling pencil/pen (4) £50.00 £70.00

243

An early Victorian silver drum mustard with shell
thumb-piece, gadrooned rim and scroll handle,
Charles Gordon, London 1838 £80.00 - £120.00

244

An early Victorian silver infant's rattle, ornately
chased with foliate decoration, with whistle, six
bells and coral teether, Unite & Hilliard,
Birmingham 1842 £70.00 - £100.00

226

An Edwardian pierced silver inkstand with cut
glass bottle, William Hair Haseler, Birmingham
1906, to/w an inkwell with hinged cover, Cohen &
Charles, Birmingham 1905 (2) £80.00 - £100.00

227

A matched set of six silver fiddle pattern table
forks, London 1813/15/31/32, 11 oz £120.00 £150.00

228

A matched set of six Georgian silver fiddle pattern
dessert spoons, London 1811/23, 7 oz £70.00 £100.00

245

229

A quantity of Georgian and later silver flatware,
including teaspoons, Christening spoons and
forks, sugar tongs and tea strainer, to/w a French
950 grade pair of sugar tongs and an unmarked
toddy ladle with twisted whalebone handle (as
found) £150.00 - £200.00

A Victorian novelty vesta case in the form of a
leather pouch, Joseph Hayes Taylor, Birmingham
1881, to/w a George III vinaigrette, Joseph
Willmore, Birmingham 1805 (as found) (2) £50.00 £70.00

246

Two small silver toast racks, a shell butter dish, a
napkin ring, a mustard pot with matching
pepperette, 9 oz (net of liner) (6) £100.00 - £130.00

230

247
A Victorian fiddle pattern silver caddy spoon,
London 1852, to/w a quantity of Georgian and later
teaspoons, etc. 7 oz £80.00 - £120.00

231

A set of six Victorian silver OEP table spoons,
Chawner & Co., London 1852, 12 oz £130.00 £150.00

232

A set of six Victorian silver OEP table forks,
Mappin & Webb (John Newton Mappin), London
1889, 14 oz £150.00 - £180.00

233

A set of six heavy quality OEP soup spoons,
Viners, Sheffield 1930, 15 oz £150.00 - £180.00

234

235

A George III silver half-reeded spherical teapot on
flared foot, Robert Hennell I, David Hennell II &
Samuel Hennell, London 1801, 21 oz gross
£250.00 - £300.00

248

A Victorian compressed melon silver teapot with
finial cast as a lurcher, scroll handle with ivory
insulators, on honeysuckle-cast scroll feet,
William Hunter (probably) London 1842, 24 oz
£250.00 - £350.00

249

A pair of OEP silver table spoons, London 1919,
to/w six various Georgian and Victorian dessert
spoons, 12 oz £130.00 - £150.00

A set of three George II silver baluster casters with
urn finials and domed pedestal bases, James
Gilsland, Edinburgh 1740, 20 oz, 20 cm and 17
cm high £600.00 - £800.00

250

Eight various OEP silver dessert forks and five
spoons, to/w a Wm. IV fiddle pattern table fork, 23
oz £230.00 - £260.00

A Victorian plain silver pint mug of slightly tapering
form with loop handle and glass base, Thomas
Bradbury & Sons, Sheffield 1870 £80.00 - £120.00

251

A Scottish silver quaich of traditional form with
twin handles, Brook & Son., Edinburgh 1914, 5
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oz, 17 cm wide overall (11.5 cm diameter) £60.00 - 266
£90.00
252

253

A set of four George II Scottish silver circular open
salts with crimped rims and hoof feet with cherub
masks, Robert Gordon, Edinburgh 1758, 14 oz
£250.00 - £350.00

267

A pair of conical glass whisky noggins with starcut bases and silver collars and covers, Robert
Pringle & Sons, London 1921, complete with
labels, to/w a somewhat similar Edwardian noggin, 268
J & J Maxfield Ltd., Birmingham 1908 (no label) (3)
£150.00 - £200.00

Two silver lobster picks Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths, London 1898 and 1953, to/w two
small electroplated meat skewers (4) £40.00 £60.00
A George III silver stilton scoop with ivory handle,
William & Samuel Knight, London 1810, to/w an
unmarked punch ladle on turned wood handle and
another punch ladle inset with a gilt 1758 shilling
(lacks handle) (3) £50.00 - £80.00
Two pairs of Georgian Scottish silver toddy ladles,
one pair James McKay, Edinburgh 1810, the other
with duty mark and thistle assay mark only (one
for restoration), to/w a single toddy ladle, Eley
Fearn & Chawner, London 1812 (5) £100.00 £150.00

254

Four various small Russian 88 zol, gilt and plique
a jour enamel open salts with spoons, maker A P
£100.00 - £150.00

255

A pair of Edwardian Scottish silver stoppers with
broad flared rims surmounted by cast armorial
crowned lion crests, Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh
1904 (note: see lot 248) £100.00 - £150.00

269

Four George III silver feather and shell table forks,
George Smith III, London 1778, 8 oz (marks
rubbed to various degrees, but probably all a set)
£80.00 - £120.00

256

270
A late Victorian glass matchpot-striker with silver
rim, Birmingham 1898, to/w a paperweight inkwell,
with silver top, Birmingham 1910 (as found) £50.00
- £80.00
271

A set of nine Victorian silver fiddle pattern dessert
spoons, Chawner & Co., London 1847, 14 oz
£150.00 - £200.00

257

258

259

A pair of oval pierced open salts (one bearing
rubbed hallmarks), to/w an octagonal mustard, the
lid marked as Scottish Georgian silver (3 - all as
found) £50.00 - £70.00

A set of six Victorian fiddle pattern dessert forks,
Chawner & Co., London 1847, 8 oz £80.00 £120.00

272

WITHDRAWN A George IV silver elongated box
with hinged cover, Charles Reily & George Storer,
London 1829, 18 cm long, 5 oz £80.00 - £120.00

A set of eight Victorian silver fiddle pattern table
forks, Chawner & Co., London 1847 £200.00 £250.00

273

An unmarked pocket-case with sprung hinged
cover, profusely chased with foliage, 9 x 4 cm
£50.00 - £100.00

A set of nine George III silver fiddle pattern table
spoons, Thomas Wilkes Barker, London 1808, 18
oz £200.00 - £250.00

274

A set of six each table knives and forks with
loaded silver handles, to/w two matching spare
handles, two non-matching, three unassociated
Georgian Scottish silver tea knife blades and a set
of six each electroplated dessert knives and forks
with mother-of-pearl handles (box) £60.00 - £90.00

260

A Dutch 833 grade cloak-clasp, as two outsize
button-bosses with star centres, beading, piercing
and chain rims, linked by an elongated wire loop,
each boss 7.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

261

A Victorian Scottish silver bottle-stopper,
surmounted by the figure of Sir John Falstaff,
Millidge & Son, Edinburgh (no date, but Victorian
duty-mark), to/w another stopper surmounted by a
stag, Chester Import 1901 and various silver and
electroplated oddments including thirteen
electroplated bottle tickets, matchbox cover, cigar
cutter, etc. £50.00 - £70.00

275

A set of twelve each silver dessert knives and
forks with ornate scrolling ferrules and mother-ofpearl handles, Francis Higgins II, London 1847
(some knives as found) £100.00 - £150.00

276

A Victorian engraved silver chalice decorated with
scrolling foliage, on beaded knop stem and flat
circular base, Charles Boyton II, London 1869, 7.5
oz £80.00 - £120.00

262

A quantity of Georgian and later teaspoons and
other small spoons (a/f), 17 oz total £180.00 £220.00

277

A 1960s design loaded silver three-sconce
candelabrum, David Lawrence, London 1963, 18
cm high £50.00 - £100.00

263

A George III silver half-fluted milk jug, London
1801, to/w a plain silver sugar basin on moulded
foot, Wilson & Sharp, London 1916 (2) 8 oz
£80.00 - £120.00

277A Various oddments of silver including pin dish,
ashtray, condiments, teaspoons and sugar tongs,
napkin ring, 10 oz (net of blue glass liners)
£100.00 - £130.00

264

Two George III silver meat skewers, Eley & Fearn,
London 1798 and (maker's mark rubbed) London
1793, 18 cm and 17 cm long £80.00 - £120.00

278

265

A Georgian silver marrow scoop, marks obscured,
24 cm long £70.00 - £100.00
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A heavy quality silver inkstandish with twin
handles, shaped rim and scroll feet, Thomas
Bradbury & Sons Ltd., London 1912, 19 oz, to/w
two associated square cut glass ink bottles with
silver bun covers, Sheffield 1927, 30 cm wide
£200.00 - £250.00

279

A George III Regency style three piece silver tea
service with embossed decoration and gadrooned
ruins, ivory insulators and ball feet, Thomas Dicks,
London 1816, 36 oz gross £350.00 - £400.00

including bolt ring £150.00 - £180.00
294

280

A lot containing a 15ct yellow gold hollow bangle,
295
chain bracelets, Albert chain, cufflinks, and a
quantity of damaged 9ct gold items, approx 13g of
15ct, 128 g 9ct to/w an Art Nouveau pendant set
with amethyst and small seed pearls, stamped
9ct, repaired with soft solder £1,500.00 - £1,700.00

281

A 22 ct court style wedding band, size L, approx
4.5 g £140.00 - £160.00

282

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band, size M, to/w a
9ct yellow gold eternity ring set with synthetic
white stones, size M, approx 9.5 g all in (2)
£90.00 - £120.00

283

284

285

A collection of four 9ct stone set rings including
oval garnet cluster, garnet single stone, garnet five
stone, amethyst single stone, and signet ring, all
as found, size L-M to/w damaged amethyst set
ring, approx 18g all in (6) £180.00 - £220.00
Two 9ct signet style rings, one set onyx (size I)
and one engraved with initials (size K), approx
5.5g all in (2) £60.00 - £80.00
Two ruby and diamond rings, both 18ct, including
one circular cluster (size K), and one boat shaped
having four rubies with small rose diamonds
between (size N) approx 5.5g all in (2) £120.00 £150.00

286

An 18ct yellow gold monogrammed signet ring,
size L 1/2, approx 9g all in £180.00 - £220.00

287

A diamond set cluster ring, the centre stone
approx 0.10 cts, yellow and white metal set, size
R 1/2, to/w emerald and rose diamond cluster,
yellow metal set, size K, and sapphire and
diamond cross over, yellow metal set, size M 1/2,
all a/f, approx 6g all in (3) £140.00 - £160.00

A 9ct yellow and white gold link bracelet set with
amethyst and small eight-cut diamonds, 18.5 cm
long, approx 8 g all in £150.00 - £180.00

297

A blue topaz and diamond cross over ring, size Q
1/2, approx 2.5g to/w blue topaz and diamond oval
cluster right, size O 1/2, approx 2.5g, and
amethyst and diamond five stone ring, approx 2g,
size P 1/2, all 9ct set (3) £60.00 - £80.00

298

A tanzantite and diamond three-row cluster ring,
18ct yellow and white gold claw setting, size P,
approx 6.5g all in £200.00 - £300.00

299

Four 9ct rings including oval claw set smoky
quartz, size O, a single cultured pearl, size N 1/2,
five stone peridot size O, opal, emerald and
diamond oval cluster ring size N 1/2, approx 16g
all in (4) £120.00 - £150.00

300

A mixed lot containing silver Jubilee ingot on
chain, silver half engraved bangle, to/w quantity of
jewellery items mostly stamped 925, and small
circular box bearing Russian mark 1912, approx 4
oz c/w three glass bead necklaces, lucite brooch
featuring crinoline lady etc £80.00 - £120.00

301

A 9ct four row gate bracelet with padlock to/w a
9ct yellow gold anklet, and a yellow metal
necklace with blue and white stones, approx 15.5g
all in (3) £180.00 - £220.00

302

Eight pairs of stone set earrings, mostly yellow
metal set including cultured pearls, amethyst,
garnet, opal, peridot, to/w four pairs of fashion
jewellery earrings etc £80.00 - £120.00

A 9ct D-shaped wedding band, approx 7 mm wide,
size Y 1/2, approx 8.5g £100.00 - £150.00

289

Mixed costume jewellery including three strands
simulated pearls, all in need of re-stringing; various
303
necklaces including multi-coloured bead
necklaces, paste-set necklace, brooches,
earrings, chains, cufflinks, ATS badges, and
imitation amber beads £50.00 - £80.00
304
A row of black Venetian beads decorated with
polychrome roses etc to/w a turquoise and pearl
set double heart brooch, yellow metal set (missing
hook) (2) £40.00 - £60.00

291

A platinum wedding band, size R 1/2, approx 2.5g
£50.00 - £80.00

292

A 9ct yellow and white gold hinged bangle set with
seven sugar loaf amethysts, and six small eightcut diamonds, approx 12.5g all in £180.00 £220.00

293

A yellow metal linked bracelet stamped 10k, set
with eight oval rubies, and thirty-two small
diamonds, approx 6.5g all in, 18.5 cm long
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A 9ct fancy linked bracelet set with nine oval pale
blue stones, approx 19 cm long including sprung
snap, approx 7.5g all in to/w a 9ct Rennie
Macintosh style linked bracelet, 9ct yellow gold
set with pale blue stones, approx 20 cm long
including fastening, approx 9.5 g (2) £150.00 £200.00

296

288

290

A 9ct yellow gold linked bracelet set with seven
oval amethysts, approx 19 cm long including
snap, approx 10.5g all in £150.00 - £180.00

A collection of eleven stone set pendants, some
9ct, including amethyst, blue topaz, spinnel etc
£100.00 - £150.00
Lot containing a quartz cat's eye and rose
diamond stick pin in case, to/w four lava cameos,
formerly part of a bracelet, two wine labels W and
B, silver circular brooch with hair at back, Trefari
imitation pearl and gilt metal brooch to/w three
15ct dress studs, one 9ct dress stud, yellow
metal tie pin, and square watch in 9ct case,
approx 5.5 g to/w various jewellery and other items
including thimble, necklace, buckle, pencil,
buttons etc £100.00 - £150.00

305

A yellow metal rectangular box link chain stamped
585, approx 23g £300.00 - £400.00

306

A blue stone bead necklace to/w brooch (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

307

An 18ct yellow gold ring set with six diamonds set
in rectangular cluster, size H 1/2, approx 2g
£100.00 - £150.00

308

A yellow metal graduated chain necklace stamped
375, approx 24.5 g £300.00 - £400.00

309

A pair of green jade drop earrings, yellow metal
set £50.00 - £80.00

310

A ladies Tourneau cocktail watch, yellow and
white gold elliptical face wristwatch with small
diamond on each shoulder, stamped 14k, on
leather strap, to/w a German Art Deco onyx and
eight-cut diamond dress clip, stamped Drem and
an oval shell cameo of female (3) £100.00 £150.00

311

A piece of amber having yellow gold pendant fitting
containing three insects, approx 5 x 4.5 cm at
widest points, approx 15.8 g all in £50.00 - £80.00

312

A matching necklace and bracelet of heavy oval
links, and large bolt ring, both stamped 925,
necklace approx 50 cm long including snap and
bracelet approx 20 cm long including snap, approx
6ozs (2) £50.00 - £80.00

313

A carved blue jade pendant of fruit and vine,
approx 4 x 3 cm excluding attached bead £200.00
- £300.00

314

A yellow metal circular brooch/pendant featuring
Peruvian chariot scene, approx 4 cm diam, approx
9g £100.00 - £150.00

315

A pressed amber cheroot holder with gold band, in
fitted case, approx 10 cm excluding gold band,
approx 24g £80.00 - £120.00

316

A gilt metal curb bracelet with various charms
attached including gold Statue of Liberty, gold
dolphin, gold cross engraved 'M M Kaye from E
Kaye', and five various other charms
Note: M M Kaye (1908-2004) was the author of
'The Far Pavilions', pub 1978 £80.00 - £120.00

317

318

322

An interesting collection of Eastern and Oriental
jewellery items including pendant earrings, clip-on
earrings, pendants, beads, necklaces, rings, to/w
gilt metal half engraved bangle, in red jewel trays
Prov: The property of M M Kaye (1908-2004) the
author of 'The Far Pavilions'. Some of the items
reputedly featured in the film production of The Far
Pavilions. £80.00 - £120.00

323

A large gilt metal collar style Indian necklace with
coral and filigree decoration to/w a pair of faience
bead drop earrings with matching fringe style
necklace and coral set gilt metal clip
Prov: The property of M M Kaye (1908-2004) the
author of 'The Far Pavilions'. £100.00 - £150.00

324

A companion pair of Scottish 18th century plaited
hairwork bracelets one having a miniature
watercolour of a bewigged Andrew Douell,
engraved to the back of the diamond-set frame
'Andrew Douell, Lord Bankton, 1760', the other of
similar style depicting his wife, engraved on the
back 'Hellen Grant, Mrs Douall of Bankton 1760',
both gold and silver set with engraved shoulders,
each 4 x 3.5 cm (2)
Prov: Andrew McDouell, Lord Bankton, (16851790) Judge and Lord of The Court of Session of
Scotland, author of the important work 'Institutions
of the Laws of Scotland in Civil Rights, Douell
family, thence by descent through the BuchanHepburn family connection £600.00 - £800.00

325

A set of six engraved mother of pearl dress
buttons, diamond set centres and green
enamelled borders, 18ct yellow gold, in fitted case
supplied by Goldsmiths & Silversmiths £500.00 £600.00

326

A collection of various items including set of ten
mother of pearl buttons, Scottish pebble brooch,
simulated pearls, paste earrings, tie pin etc
£30.00 - £40.00

A 9ct yellow gold and diamond set badge brooch,
Queen Victoria's Own Corps of Guides, highlighted
with small diamonds and red enamel, Birmingham 327
1983, approx 16.5 g, fitted with safety chain
Prov: The property of M M Kaye (1908-2004),
author of 'The Far Pavilions', a pub 1978 £400.00 £600.00
Two bracelets, one silver, 1970s, one stamped
328
sterling featuring pierced plaques, approx 4 oz
£60.00 - £80.00

319

A pair of convolvulus enamelled earrings of blue,
white and green enamel, for pierced ears £60.00 £80.00

320

A yellow gold blue and green enamel pendant
having diamond set duck with ruby eye suspended
in centre, on yellow gold chain stamped 375,
approx 2 x 1.3 cm £200.00 - £300.00

321

facetted aventurine beads in need of re-stringing,
part necklace of garnet beads, part necklace of
mixed stone beads £50.00 - £80.00

14

A quantity of vintage jewellery in two jewel boxes
including simulated pearls, Wedgwood brooch and
pendant, various watches, brooches, rings etc
to/w lighters, pen-knife and scientific object with
ivory handle £40.00 - £60.00

329

A collection of six various chain necklaces,
Identity bracelet, earrings, cross etc, mostly 9ct,
approx 55g £600.00 - £700.00

330

An 18ct white gold wedding band, size N, approx
4 g £100.00 - £150.00

A collection of bead necklaces and loose beads
including long row of copal and rice pearl beads on 331
gilt metal snap, 180 cm long; graduated aventurine
beads, approx 80 cm, a short length of stick coral, 332
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Various gold items including double stick pin
interlinked by fine chain, four dress studs, tie pin,
napkin clips, part Albert chain, part cufflink and
diamond-set pendant fitting, approx 38.5g, mostly
9ct and 18ct £400.00 - £600.00

A platinum wedding band with gold overlay, size
Q, approx 4.5g £100.00 - £150.00
A collection of five rings including ruby and

diamond half eternity, green stone and diamond
ring, ruby and diamond gypsy set ring, and two
cultured pearl rings, one 18ct, the remainder
yellow and white metal (5) £80.00 - £120.00
333

334

335

336

337

A small signet ring to/w 9ct wedding band and
yellow metal wedding band, stamped 750 and
pearl and diamond set jewellery fragment, 9ct
pierced textured pendant set with blue stone,
approx 17.5g all in, all a/f £180.00 - £220.00
An 18ct yellow and white gold dress Albert fitted
with swivel and bolt ring stamped 18c, approx
11.5g £280.00 - £320.00
A pair of 18ct and platinum diamond set studs
with onyx centres, cased, retailed by Mappin &
Webb to/w six various studs, 9ct and yellow
metal, approx 4.2g £60.00 - £100.00

350

A Tiffany pocket knife stamped 925, engraved
Tiffany Dubai 1997 to/w Jubilee silver ingot,
moustache comb stamped sterling, and Art Deco
style rectangular cufflinks with green and black
enamel decoration £50.00 - £80.00

351

A silver bracelet with various charms attached,
mostly silver, to/w two chain necklaces and pair of
earrings, approx 4 oz, to/w Charles & Diana St
Paul's Cathedral wedding medallion on chain
£80.00 - £120.00

352

A rose diamond set flower brooch, yellow and
white metal to/w pierced leaf brooch set with small
pearl, yellow metal, approx 8.5g all in (2) £80.00 £120.00

353

Two pairs of earrings, including one 9ct of multiple
hoops, and one pair of textured half hoops, approx
8g £60.00 - £80.00

A pair of 18ct yellow gold circular chain link
cufflinks with black and white enamel banding, and 354
surround, approx 12.5g £250.00 - £350.00
A pair of 9ct rose gold oval chainlinked cufflinks
with engine turned faces, approx 8g £80.00 £120.00

A 9ct cased yellow gold reeded penknife to/w 9ct
engine turned propelling pencil and 9ct St
Christopher, all linked by three bolt rings £150.00 £200.00

355

A 9ct yellow gold slide action engine turned
cigarette case having applied monogram, approx 4
ozs including elastic retainer, 10 x 7.5 cm
£500.00 - £700.00

356

A circular open style brooch set amethyst and four
small pearls, stamped 9ct to/w two old gold rings,
one 18ct, one 9ct, approx 4g all in £60.00 - £80.00

338

Three rows of simulated pearls to/w pair of
simulated pearl earrings £50.00 - £80.00

339

A collection of various gold items including two
damaged bangles, two earrings, ring settings
without stones, three necklace chains and initial
pendant etc approx 1 oz £300.00 - £400.00

340

An 18ct yellow gold textured band ring, diamond
set centre approx 0.60 carats, with four small
diamonds on either side, maker Boodle &
Dunthorne, size O 1/2, approx 9.3 oz all in
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

357

An 18ct yellow gold dress Albert having watch key
attached, with monogrammed mauve coloured
stone, hinged to reveal vacant locket
compartment, Albert fitted with bar, bolt ring and
swivel, approx 16g all in £300.00 - £400.00

341

A graduated simulated pearl necklace with
simulated pearl and paste set snap, in Ciro box
with guarantee, to/w with Ciro imitation pearl
earrings (2) £100.00 - £150.00

358

Three propelling pencils - one 9ct cased and two
gilt metal (3) £150.00 - £180.00

359

A four row simulated pearl bracelet, to/w five rows
of river pearls £60.00 - £80.00

342

A 9ct yellow gold pierced dome style ring set with
small rubies, sapphires and emeralds, size L 1/2,
approx 5.2 g £100.00 - £150.00

360

343

A 9ct yellow gold Cleopatra style fringe necklace,
approx 19g £150.00 - £200.00

Style of Castellani - A bloomed yellow gold
Etruscan style Victorian brooch having diamond
and pearl star surmounting a blue enamel dome in
centre, with white cloisonne enamel around, locket
at back £600.00 - £800.00

344

A 9ct yellow gold linked bracelet with duck charm
attached, approx 6 g £60.00 - £80.00

361

A rectangular blue spinnel set pendant, stamped
750 £150.00 - £200.00

345

A diamond and two half pearl crossover ring,
yellow and white metal set, stamped K 15, one
pearl skinned, size I £100.00 - £150.00

362

346

A 1915 coin ring, stamped 9ct, approx 5g £100.00
- £150.00

A diamond set cluster ring having nine brilliant cut
diamonds in square cluster, yellow and white
metal set, stamped 750, size W, approx 4.5 g
£100.00 - £150.00

363

347

A yellow metal set with two heart shaped citrines,
approx 9g all in, size K 1/2 £300.00 - £400.00

A Victorian rose gold single fancy linked Albert
chain, approx 19g, fitted with swivel and bar, and
having initial E charm attached £180.00 - £220.00

348

An 18ct yellow gold monogrammed signet ring,
size N 1/2, approx 3 g £100.00 - £150.00

364

349

A 9ct yellow gold peridot and diamond cluster ring,
yellow gold carved setting, approx 2g, size N 1/2
£120.00 - £150.00

A synthetic ruby and diamond two row half eternity
ring, white metal set, to/w half eternity ring set
with six diamonds stamped 9k, and opal
cabochon single stone claw set stamped 9c,
approx 6g all in (3) £80.00 - £120.00

365

A black enamel and half pearl mourning ring, 18ct
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yellow gold, Chester, engraved 1893 etc, size K
1/2, approx 3.5g all in £80.00 - £120.00

need of re-stringing (without snap); and a circular
pendant set blue paste cabochon on white metal
chain stamped sterling to/w white metal engraved
bangle

366

A single stone illusion set diamond ring set 18ct
and plat, size K, approx 3 g all in, diamonds
approx 0.20 carats £150.00 - £200.00

367

A 9ct yellow gold curb bracelet and padlock,
approx 18g to/w two bar brooches, part swivel seal 384
and shell cameo in gilt metal setting £200.00 £250.00
385

£40.00 - £60.00
A yellow metal collar style fringe necklace
stamped 750, approx 41g £800.00 - £1,200.00
A contemporary diamond set ring, square cluster
at top with diamond set shoulders, mixed princess
and brilliant cut diamonds, white metal set, size J
1/2, approx 12g £500.00 - £700.00

368

A ruby and diamond triple cluster ring, 18ct yellow
and white gold setting, size M, approx 5.2g all in
£600.00 - £700.00

369

A pair of oval sapphire and diamond stud cluster
earrings for pierced ears, in yellow metal setting,
4.1 cm all in £550.00 - £650.00

386

A garnet necklace of thirty-four claw set garnets in
yellow metal setting stamped 9k, approx 39 cm
excluding bolt ring £200.00 - £300.00

370

An Art Deco carved pale emerald brooch having
old cut diamonds around, approx 4 x 2.5 cm
(emerald) and 5 x 3 cm overall £3,000.00 £4,000.00

387

A single row of uniform cultured pearls, knotted
throughout onto yellow metal clasp stamped 9ct,
set with small cultured pearl, 43 cm long
excluding clasp £80.00 - £120.00

371

A heavy 9ct gold curb chain bracelet with padlock
clasp, 43.8g £400.00 - £500.00

388

372

A cultured pearl pendant having three small
diamonds below hanger, on white metal chain
stamped 18ct £80.00 - £120.00

An oval amethyst claw set pendant in pierced and
cast 9ct mount, hung onto fine link yellow metal
chain, approx 4.7g all in £50.00 - £80.00

389

373

A single stone brilliant cut diamond ring, in claw
setting, stamped PLAT, approx 0.45 carats
£300.00 - £400.00

A pair of diamond and sapphire cluster earrings in
the shape of a flower, the central claw set
diamond forming a removable stud as the flower
disc, with four claw set sapphires forming petals,
approx 1.6g all in £100.00 - £150.00

374

A single stone old cut diamond ring, 18 ct yellow
gold claw setting, approx 0.20 carats, size L
£150.00 - £200.00

390

375

A three stone old cut diamond crossover ring, 18ct
yellow gold claw setting, approx 0.40 carats, size
J £100.00 - £150.00

A ruby and diamond cluster ring, the four claw set
rubies surrounding a central brilliant cut diamond,
with seventeen diamonds around, set yellow metal
stamped 18ct, size M, approx 3.3g all in £400.00 £700.00

391

A five stone old cut diamond ring, 18ct yellow gold
with white gold claws, approx 0.50 carats, size M
£250.00 - £350.00

A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the oval
central sapphire surrounded by eighteen
diamonds, size O, approx 5.2g £300.00 - £500.00

392

Two 18ct Winston Churchill Stamp Replicas, no
B2034 and A2040, November 1965, each 0.643
oz, 40.3g total weight in fitted box by Metalimport
Ltd, c/w certificates of authenticity £800.00 £1,000.00

393

A mixed lot of five rings including five stone
diamond ring, square red stone yellow metal
stamped 9ct, 18ct signet ring (broken), yellow
metal signet ring (marks obscured) and eternity
ring, approx 18.7g all in £100.00 - £150.00

395

An Edwardian lady's 18ct fob watch with top-wind
movement no 38046 (unnamed), enamel dial with
subsidiary seconds dial and blued hands, the
case Chester 1906 (little used, and in working
condition) in leather case £200.00 - £300.00

396

A J W Benson lady's silver wristwatch with fifteen
jewel movement, London Import 1917, to/w four
various later wristwatches, in an inlaid cigarette
box £30.00 - £40.00

397

A gentleman's gilt metal Omega Automatic
wristwatch with date aperture £80.00 - £120.00

398

Railway interest - a stainless steel pocket watch
by Montine of Switzerland, with 17 jewel Incabloc

376

377

A diamond set full eternity ring, in white metal
setting, having plain sides, size N, each diamond
approx 0.10 carat £500.00 - £800.00

378

A rose gold curb bracelet having 9ct padlock with
three charms and drilled gold coin attached,
approx 22.8g all in £200.00 - £300.00

379

A Victorian floral beaded reticule to/w velvet
reticule having pinchbeck base and frame (2)
£30.00 - £40.00

380

A 9ct gold three-tier cluster ring with illusion-set
diamonds £40.00 - £60.00

381

Box of mixed fashion jewellery including bead
necklaces, simulated pearls, earrings etc £40.00 £60.00

382

Collection of mother of pearl and other bead
necklaces to/w carved resin bangles, and five
other bangles etc £30.00 - £40.00

383

Three rows of beads without snaps, including blue
dyed rock crystal, black agate, and black and
white beads to/w single row of cultured pearls in
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movement, engraved on reverse 'BR (S) 25102',
with single Albert chain £80.00 - £120.00

textured flexible bracelet strap, 31.5g (net of
movement) £500.00 - £600.00

399

A gilt metal open-faced pocket watch with Swiss
414
Labrador movement, retailed by F Rowe of Marlow
to/w an electroplated fob seal on moire ribbon tab
(2) £50.00 - £70.00

An Edwardian 18ct gold open faced pocket watch
with top-wind English movement and enamel dial,
by F A Chandler of Leamington Spa, 'Maker to the
Admiralty', Chester 1905 £350.00 - £450.00

400

A lady's 9ct gold Rotary wristwatch with electronic
movement, on textured flexible bracelet strap,
20.2g net of movement £180.00 - £220.00

415

401

A lady's Swiss 935 standard fob watch with
keywind movement, decorative enamel dial and
floral engraved case £40.00 - £60.00

An Art Deco silver Dunhill 'Unique' cigarette lighter,
inset with a 15-jewel Swiss watch-movement, 4.5
cm high, London import 1927 (hinge a/f) £300.00 £500.00

416

A stainless steel Hamilton military wristwatch with
Swiss movement and black dial with luminous
highlights, engraved on reverse 'W10 - 664599/523-8290/ (Broad Arrow mark)/4166/75, on
black webbing strap £300.00 - £400.00

417

A gentleman's stainless steel Omega Seamaster
Automatic Chronometer wristwatch with 3 cm
black dial and facetted gilt, hands and chapters,
on leather strap (lot includes bill for full service
carried out 11-2-17) £600.00 - £800.00

418

A gentleman's 18ct gold Ulysse Nardin wristwatch
of slim profile, champagne dial with gilt hands and
batons, on textured flexible bracelet strap, 69 g
gross weight £2,000.00 - £2,500.00

419

A gentleman's 18ct gold Omega De Ville
wristwatch, the gilt dial with date aperture, on
leather strap in original case and outer box with
2001 warranty and other documents £400.00 £600.00

420

A lady's Art Deco style 9ct gold wristwatch, the
Swiss movement with elongated octagonal silvered
dial and cabochon sapphire-set winder, on
expanding gold bracelet strap, to/w another Swiss
lady's 9ct wristwatch, Glasgow Import 1917 (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

421

A gentleman's 14k Paul Buhre wristwatch with
champagne dial (worn), on expanding gilt strap, no
85009 £100.00 - £150.00

422

A 9ct gold Swiss slim profile pocket watch by the
Record Watch Co, with 15 jewel movement,
London import 1920 £250.00 - £350.00

423

A lady's Rolex Oyster Perpetual Superlative
chronometer wristwatch, stainless steel and gilt,
champagne dial with gilt batons and hands,
overhauled 2013, with original case £1,200.00 £1,500.00

424

Thomas Tompion - A Queen Anne period gold paircase watch, the verge and fusee movement with
ornately pierced cock and tulip pillars, no 2016
(1687), with later white enamel dial, the inner case
marked crowned PC (probably), the outer fishskin
case with gold nailwork monogram (lot includes
letter of authenticity from the British Museum and
photocopies of photographs of deconstructed
elements of the watch and study notes) £3,000.00
- £4,000.00

425

Assorted amber glass including twelve x 21.5 cm
plates, five x 15 cm plates, water jug and a small
bowl to/w Murano glass basket and small circular

402

403

404

405

A late Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch
with fusee lever movement no 1968 by Edward
Lamb, London, the case, Chester 1893 (lacks
glass) to/w a Swiss unmarked pocket watch with
keywind movement by S Barlow, Geneva (2)
£80.00 - £120.00
A US gilt metal open-faced pocket watch with topwind 17 jewel movement by P S Bartlett,
Waltham, Mass, retailed by Schierwater & Lloyd,
Liverpool, to/w a gilt Albert chain £40.00 - £60.00
A US Waterbury Watch Co electroplated pocket
watch, to/w two electroplated pocket compasses,
one with War Department arrow, dated 1918 and
two sovereign cases £50.00 - £70.00
A Victorian silver hunter pocket watch with
keywind fusee lever movement no 84823 by J
Newlands of Kilmarnock, the case London 1880
£80.00 - £120.00

406

A 19th century Swiss lady's 18k fob watch with
keywind movement and ornate gilt dial, 3.5 cm
diam £150.00 - £200.00

407

An 18k Philier lady's wristwatch to/w four various
lady's 9ct wristwatches (5 - all as found) £180.00 £220.00

408

A black steel naval watch, the enamel dial with
calendar and seconds subsidiary dials, large
seconds sweep hand to outer calibrated ring
denoting 'Miles per Hour from 1/4 mile distances',
top-wind Swiss movement, no 59815, 5.5 cm
diam, by J Sewill, Maker to the Royal Navy
£150.00 - £200.00

409

A lady's Excalibur 9ct gold wristwatch, 17 jewel
movement, on gatelink bracelet strap, 9.4g (net of
movement), Birmingham 1979 £130.00 - £150.00

410

A Continental gilt metal hunter pocket watch,
repeat striking on two gongs, top wind lever
movement to/w a long-link gilt metal chain,
stamped '9', as found £50.00 - £70.00

411

A silver half hunter pocket watch with top-wind
Swiss movement, London Import 1918 £50.00 £70.00

412

An 18k Texa Watch Ancre gentleman's wristwatch
with gilt dial £100.00 - £150.00

413

A lady's 9ct gold Longines wristwatch, the 17
jewel movement with champagne tonneau dial, on
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bowl etc. £60.00 - £80.00
426

427

428

429

430

431

432

box to/w a boxed model of church and a boxed
heart (3) £30.00 - £50.00

Four Royal Doulton figures - Southern Belle
HN2229; Fair Lady HN2193; Janet HN1537 and
Top o' the Hill HN1534 (4) £30.00 - £50.00

440

Four Royal Doulton figures - Elegance HN2264;
Valerie HN2107; Ninette HN3215 and River Boy
HN2128 to/w a small Coalport figure 'Jill' (5) £30.00 441
- £50.00
A pair of 19th century Sevres ovoid vases and
covers, gros bleu ground, each with two reserves
with raised gilded borders painted with courting
couples in a naturalistic setting and a watery
landscape, the covers also painted with
landscapes, blue factory mark to base (one
rubbed), 15 cm high (2) £300.00 - £400.00
A 19th century Vienna porcelain shaped plaque
painted to the centre in a shield shaped reserve
with a lady playing a lute and putto in a landscape
setting, blue beehive mark to base and inscribed
'Di Musik 11/2 Austria', 24.5 x 21 cm £200.00 £300.00
A Wemyss large ewer, 25 cm high and a Wemyss
cosmetic box and cover of circular form, 9 cm
diam., both painted with purple plums and foliage
and impressed Wemyss to base (2) £50.00 £60.00
A pair of Chantilly France porcelain ornate
cornucopia vases in high rococo style, each
painted with floral reserves on a pomme vert
ground, raised on a rectangular base, underglaze
blue 'MA' for Michel-Isaac Aaron (1845-1870), 26
cm h.
£280.00 - £320.00
A pair of Kaiser, Germany early 19th century style
porcelain ovoid vases and covers, having twin
handles terminating in ram's heads, handpainted
decoration, 20th century, 32 cm high (2) £80.00 £120.00

433

Three Swarovski Crystal cats with metal tails, 3.3 7.4 cm high c/w two boxes (3) £40.00 - £60.00

434

Swarovski Crystal - three graduated teddy bears
and a koala bear, 4.2 - 7 cm, c/w three boxes (4)
£50.00 - £80.00

435

Swarovski Crystal - six miniature ducklings c/w
boxes (6) £30.00 - £50.00

436

Swarovski Crystal - Five bird models comprising
two swans, song bird, chicken and gosling, c/w
boxes (5) £40.00 - £60.00

437

Swarovski Crystal - Blue tulip specimen stem, 9
cm to/w nine miniature tulip stems in a bag c/w
box and a similar boxed specimen stem of a blue
tulip (2) £50.00 - £80.00

438

Four Swarovski Crystal models - two graduated
butterflies, an ox and an owl, c/w two boxes (4)
£40.00 - £60.00

439

Swarovski Crystal paperweight commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II 1953-2003, limited edition of 1000, c/w
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Three boxed Swarovski Crystal brooches, all with
gilt metal stems and leaves, two with crystal rose
buds and the other with a tulip head (3) £50.00 £70.00
A Victorian Staffordshire foot bath painted with
passion flowers and foliage to/w a matching water
ewer (2) £50.00 - £80.00

442

Three French porcelain boxes with gilt metal
mounts, bleu ciel ground, painted with songbirds,
probably Limoges, 20th century (3) £100.00 £150.00

443

Four Royal Crown Derby Collector's Guild small
paperweights - Teal Duckling, Puppy, Bunny and
Misty to/w a Dappled Quail, all gold stoppers, c/w
boxes (5) £80.00 - £120.00

444

Six Beswick Beatrix Potter characters: Mrs
Rabbit; Benjamin Bunny; Little Pig Robinson;
Jemima Puddleduck (gold backstamps) Mr
Jeremy Fisher and Tommy Brock (brown
backstamps) (6) £60.00 - £100.00

445

Six Royal Doulton Brambley Hedge characters Poppy Eyebright; Lord Woodmouse; Primrose
Woodmouse; Wilfred Toadflax; Mrs Apple; Dusty
Dogwood to/w a Beswick Norman Thelwell pony
and rider (7) £60.00 - £100.00

446

Giuseppe Cappe - a pair of porcelain figures - War
& Peace, 20th century (2) £150.00 - £200.00

447

A Victorian Davenport shaped and moulded part
dessert service, grey ground decorated with cream
vine leaves and gilded fruit, comprising three
shaped dishes and six x 23.5 cm plates (9)
£80.00 - £100.00

448

A collection of 19th century Imari and Chinoiserie
decorated plates and soup plates including
Masons Patent Ironstone, Ashworth Real
Ironstone, Spode, Davenport to/w five 19th century
small jugs £80.00 - £120.00

449

Waterford Crystal 'Boyne' pattern drinking glasses,
comprising: Nine x 13 cm high water/wine
goblets; eight sherry/port glasses and six liquor
glasses (23) £180.00 - £200.00

450

Royal Doulton tea service, 'The Coppice' pattern,
comprising a small teapot, milk jug, sugar bowl,
cake plate, six side plates, six cups and six
saucers (22) £50.00 - £80.00

451

A set of eight 19th century penny lick glasses, 9.5
cm high (8) £40.00 - £60.00

452

A doll's 19th century Staffordshire blue and white
transfer printed dinner service, including soup
tureen, cover and stand, two tureen, covers and
stands, serving plates and dishes, dinner plates,
side plates and gravy boats £80.00 - £120.00

453

A Victorian Staffordshire part dessert service,
green ground painted with floral centres,
comprising: two oval and two circular dishes and
twelve plates to/w a 19th century Staffordshire

454

455

pink and turquoise part coffee service, pattern
5/5169, having floral painted reserves, comprising:
bowl, two sandwich plates, ten cups and six
saucers £100.00 - £150.00

465

A small collection of 19th century glass,
comprising: two water jugs, oval dish, trumpet
form footed vase etched with flowers and foliage,
28 cm high and a green glass vase with ground
out pontil (5) £50.00 - £80.00

An Art Deco Beswick jug, 28 cm high and
matching twin handle vase, 19 cm high, decorated
in a variegated blue, yellow and green matt glaze
to/w two Beswick barn owls, no 2026 (4) £30.00 £40.00

466

Eleven Beswick models of small birds: Kingfisher;
Blue tit, Goldcrest x 2; Stonechat; Bullfinch;
Greenfinch; Robin; Chaffinch; Wren and Goldfinch
(11) £40.00 - £60.00

467

A small collection of early English porcelain and
china comprising : a Derby plate with polychrome
dash decoration, puce painted mark 1782-1800,
24.6 cm diam.; a saucer dish decorated with floral
borders in bright enamels, patt. 2863, 21.8 cm
diam.; two tea bowls with yellow borders, gilded
prigs and gilt borders; a fluted tea bowl, possibly
New Hall pattern 172; a Worcester Barr Flight &
Barr period coffee can and a small cup painted en
grisaille with a chicken and a chick (7) £30.00 £50.00

468

An unusual Carlton Ware red lustre ginger jar and
cover decorated with stylised pine trees, rocks,
scholars objects and having three shaped reserves
painted with a landscape of snow covered
mountains, pagodas, lake and figures, c. 1920's,
26 cm high £100.00 - £200.00

A Wedgwood Fairyland lustre bowl decorated
externally with the 'Woodland Bridge' pattern and
internally with the 'Picnic by a river' pattern,
designed by Daisy Makeig-Jones, Portland vase
mark, painted Z4968 & 'F', 21 cm diam. £500.00 £600.00

456

Eleven drinking glasses, various designs; the
tallest 14cm high, decorated with ferns (11) £50.00
- £70.00

457

A pair of large Vienna or Vienna-style, urn-shaped
vases; each one decorated with narrative themes
probably taken from classical history or
mythology; blue bee-hive marks for Vienna; each
one about 59cm high (2) £80.00 - £150.00

458

459

A large Royal Doulton 1937 Coronation Loving Cup
with two handles, decorated with a group of State
Trumpeters and a mounted, Chivalric figure; with a
related certificate confirming the cup as No.335
from an edition of 2000; 26cm high (2) £100.00 469
£150.00
A collection of amber glass including ten small
tumblers, 8 cm h., five wine glasses, 11 cm h.,
three large wine glasses, 15.3 cm h and ten
sundae dishes
£60.00 - £80.00

Herend Porcelain model of a pair of hares seated
on a shaped base, indistinct impressed signature
and date 1928, 14 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

471

Pilkington Royal Lancastrian Art Deco model of a
panther, uranium oxide orange vermilion glaze,
impressed factory marks, 12 cm high to/w a
similar glazed model of a monkey seated on a
rectangular base, impressed 'England' to base,
10.5 cm high (2) £70.00 - £100.00

472

A set of four Brierley glass candlesticks, 24.5 cm
high (4) £50.00 - £80.00

473

Tiffany & Co - a fluted glass posy vase with wavy
rim and matching jug, 9 cm high to/w a Herend
porcelain toast rack painted with insects (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

A Moorcroft circular pin dish decorated with the
pomegranate pattern on a blue ground, facsimile
signature and partial paper label to base, 9.5 cm
diam to/w a Dresden circular stand in the form of a
lace covered table decorated in relief with flowers
and foliage, 16 cm diam. x 9 cm high, underglaze
blue crossed swords (2) £50.00 - £80.00

474

A Royal Copenhagen model of a vixen and cubs,
no. 946/1788 to/w a small bear cub, no 1124 (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

475

A 19th century stone china tureen and cover
decorated in the Chinoiserie style with green
parrots, flowers and foliage £80.00 - £120.00

A Staffordshire-style blue and white centrepiece
designed with four curved trapezoid dishes fitted
on a dish; each piece with underglaze blue 'full
achievement' mark, about 19cm square £15.00 £25.00

476

A Clarice Cliff Bizarre twin handle Lotus vase
painted in the Cabbage Flower pattern, 29 cm high
£300.00 - £500.00

477

Royal Worcester pot pourri vase with pierced and
gilded cover, painted with apples and blackberries
against a naturalistic ground, signed E. Townsend,
13 cm high £180.00 - £200.00

A collection of mainly Victorian green majolica leaf
moulded plates including a set of six impressed
with an anchor and RS to the base, 20.3 cm diam,
a Wedgwood example and three similar dishes
to/w an early 19th century creamware tazza (19)
£40.00 - £60.00

461

Two Moorcroft chargers decorated with the
anemone pattern on a blue ground, 25.5 cm diam.
to/w a contemporary Moorcroft ovoid vase
decorated with birds and fruit on a blue ground c/w
box, 19 cm high (3) £200.00 - £300.00

463

464

Herend Porcelain - model of a seated hare, 13.5
cm and two small pairs of hares, 4.5 cm (3)
£60.00 - £80.00

470

460

462

22.7 cm diam £30.00 - £50.00

A Royal Worcester cabinet plate handpainted with
a mountainous lake landscape, date cypher 1906,
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478

Four Royal Doulton figures - Thanksgiving
HN2446; Victoria HN2471; Grace HN2318 and
Kirsty HN2381 (4) £60.00 - £80.00

£80.00 - £120.00
494

A small collection of tiles, mostly floral designs;
together with one tile decorated with a threemasted sailing vessel £15.00 - £30.00

479

Royal Doulton figurine - Chloe HN1479 £40.00 £60.00

495

480

Herend porcelain oval bowl on four gilded lion paw
feet raised on a rectangular base, painted with
song birds in branches and assorted insects, 10
cm high £50.00 - £80.00

An oil lamp on circular base, decorated with a tulip
design around the bowl, 55cm high; together with
another oil lamp,similar, 51cm high (2) £20.00 £30.00

496

481

A Victorian Molineaux Webb clear pressed glass
model of Sphinx, registered design mark for July
1875, 13.5 cm high x 20 cm long £50.00 - £70.00

A Continental porcelain egg-container designed as
a hen seated on her eggs, 21cm long, apparently
un-marked £30.00 - £50.00

497

482

Lladro 'Sweet Enchantment' - large matt black
seated figure of a woman, limited edition 234/500,
printed and impressed marks, signed and dated
25.9.99, ESCUP Catala Blanes, 41 cm high c/w
framed certificate, base and original box £300.00 £400.00

A Copeland/Spode England, Luneville Pattern,
circular tureen and domed cover with apple finial,
presumably after a Strasbourg original, 23cm
diameter; together with a quantity of similar wares,
some marked 'Luneville/France' or
'Spode/England', and including plates, teacups
and saucers (lot) £40.00 - £60.00

483

Beswick model of a yellow Labrador, no 2314
£60.00 - £80.00

498

484

An English part-service, comprising: 6 saucers,
13.5cm diameter/one bowl, 15.5cm/one large dish,
20cm/one milk jug/six tea cups/6 coffee cans;
each piece decorated with a landscape; 19th
Century (21) £20.00 - £40.00

A Staffordshire, or other English, ceramic and
glass distillation set,mounted with gilt metal on a
rectangular stand, 29cm long; both bowl and stand
with monogram trade mark £20.00 - £30.00

499

A large German circular dish, decorated in the
Imari style with floral designs in orange, blue and
gilt enamels; 39cm diameter; the base marked
'Kaiser/W.Germany/Junnan' £40.00 - £60.00

500

William Miller Frazer (Scottish, 1864-1961) Harvest time, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 35
x 45 cm £200.00 - £300.00

501

J Lee - A pair - 'Dysynni Valley, Towyn, N Wales',
hill and valley views, oil on canvas, signed lower
right, 19.5 x 29.5 cm, one inscribed verso and with
circular label for J Ede, Aberystwyth £150.00 £180.00

502

Thomas Baker Pyne (1800-70) - A sailing ship in
distress, oil on canvas, 21 x 29 cm £200.00 £300.00

A set of seven Victorian, Staffordshire China
dishes; each one with a floral design, 22cm
diameter, un-marked, 19th Century (7) £40.00 £60.00
A large Doulton-style vase, apparently un-marked,
with mottled honey-brown glaze, 47cm high
£20.00 - £50.00

503

English school - Waterfall in a wooded glen, oil on
panel, 22 x 29 cm, torn label to reverse reads
'Frank with Father's love March 1883' £50.00 £80.00

504

B Hayes - Coastal view with gulls, oil on canvas,
signed and dated 1911 lower right, 31 x 47 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

490

A Muller Freres Cameo Glass lamp on conical,
circular base; decorated with floral and butterfly
designs, 37cm high, signed 'Muller-Fres' (mounted
for electricity) £3,000.00 - £4,000.00

505

491

A yellow-ground glass vase on circular foot,
decorated on the exterior with beetles or other
Coleoptera, signed 'Chander/Le Verre Francais',
29cm high £500.00 - £700.00

Sir Oswald Birley (British, 1880-1952) - 'A farm in
East Lothian', oil on canvas, signed and dated Aug
29 1912', 32 x 39.5 cm, partial label remains for B
Hepburn Esq to reverse
Prov: Patrick Buchan-Hepburn, 1st Baron Hailes,
thence by descent £500.00 - £800.00

506

Patrick Naysmith (1787-1831) attrib - Sussex
landscape, oil on canvas, 50 x 70 cm, gallery label
to reverse from Ian MacNicol, Glasgow £500.00 £700.00

507

William Walton - 'Gravesend', oil on board, etched
Octob 3/63 lower centre, 20 x 37 cm £150.00 £200.00

485

486

487

488

489

A pair of small Vienna or Vienna-style porcelain
vases in rococo form, 11 cm high, beehive marks
for Vienna; together with a Continental potpourri
lobed vase and pair of twin handle porcelain vases
(5) £40.00 - £60.00
A pair of Minton majolica, turquoise monochrome
garden seats, of curved hexagonal form, 54cm
high; the interiors impressed Minton/England/588
(2) £100.00 - £200.00
A pair of Murano/Verre de Venise vases of
quatrefoil form with a Cranberry red, gilt and floral
design, 18cm diameter (2) £20.00 - £30.00

492

A Beswick Huntsmen with two foxes and three fox
hounds (6) £50.00 - £70.00

493

A Lalique Nogent stemmed bowl, the pedestal
formed as four birds, 14cm diameter; and a
Swedish glass owl paperweight, 13cm high (2)
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508
509

510

511

512

Bavarian school - Landscape with church, oil on
card, 13 x 21 cm £30.00 - £40.00

and titled lower left, 19 x 55 cm £80.00 - £120.00

526
Joseph Kinzel (Austrian, 1852-1925) - Three
musicians in the snow, oil on panel, signed and
dated '89 lower right, 19 x 14 cm £400.00 - £600.00 527
Heinz Flockenhaus (German, 1856-1919) - Figures
at dusk, oil on panel, signed lower right, 23 x 17
cm £200.00 - £400.00
Heinz Flockenhaus (German, 1856-1919) - A river
landscape at sunset, oil on panel, signed lower
right, 24 x 18 cm £200.00 - £400.00
Frank Hider (British, 1861-1933) - A pair of coastal
views 'The Glory of the Western Sky', oil on
canvas, signed, one inscribed verso, 30 x 49 cm
(2) £200.00 - £300.00

F J Aldridge (British, 1850-1933) - Boats in a
harbour, watercolour, signed lower right, 25 x 37
cm £80.00 - £120.00
S P Jackson (British, 1830-1904) - A pair of
coastal views with figures before cliffs,
watercolour, signed lower right, 32 x 48 cm, one
with artist name etched onto backboard, and
indistinct remains of paper label £200.00 - £300.00

528

L B Swan - (fl 1912-21) - Two impressionistic
studies of horses and figures, watercolour, signed
lower right, 17 x 24.5 cm £150.00 - £200.00

529

English school - Figures on a country lane at
harvest time, oil on canvas, 49 x 69 cm £100.00 £150.00

530

Christopher Williams - 'The Old Tower - Santa
Margherita', oil on board, 33 x 55 cm, titled and
inscribed to verso 'To G Ferrier Williams Esq from
Mrs Christopher Williams, Nov 1935 £200.00 £300.00

513

R G Somerset (British, 1848-1928) - 'The Hay
Field - Betws y Coed', oil on canvas, signed lower
right, 39.5 x 59 cm £200.00 - £300.00

514

Continental school - Young girl holding a bundle of
faggots in a sunset landscape, oil on board, 54 x
36 cm £80.00 - £120.00

531

English school - 'Lea Farm near Gomshall,
Surrey', oil on canvas, 100 x 75 cm, titled to
reverse £100.00 - £200.00

FB - A continental lake view, oil on panel, signed
with initials lower right, 24 x 27 cm £80.00 £120.00

532

Stanley Orchart (British, 1920-2005) - The French
Horn pub at Steppingley, Bedfordshire, oil on
board, signed lower left, 59 x 59 cm £200.00 £300.00

Andrew Kamiti - Study of a Gurney's Pitta
(Hydrornis Gurneyi) in a woodland setting,
watercolour, signed and dated 2011 lower left, 60
x 44 cm £100.00 - £200.00

533

** John Horsewell (b 1952) - Study of a blue
poppy, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 43 x 43
cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00

534

** Linda Norris (b 1960) - 'Dark Boundary', mixed
media, signed lower right, 16 x 40 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00

515

516

517

Drecki - Venetian canal view, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 54 x 45 cm £40.00 - £60.00

518

Abraham Hulk I (British, 1813-97) - A coastal view
with boats on foreshore and two in sea, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 53 x 85 cm £2,000.00 £4,000.00

519

535
Johannes Gijsbert Vogel (Dutch, 1828-1915) - An
extensive Dutch canal view with windmills, oil on
canvas, signed and dated 1902 lower left, 92 x 118
cm £1,500.00 - £2,000.00
536

520

521

522

523

524

525

Alfred Montague (1832-c1883) - A continental town
and canal view, oil on canvas, signed and dated
1865 lower left, 76 x 36 cm £200.00 - £300.00
537
Mary Stewart (British, fl 1910-35) - 'Bare Winter
suddenly was changed to Spring', watercolour,
signed and dated 19?, 35 x 33 cm £80.00 £120.00

538

David Thelwell - Red kite (Milvus Milvus) perched
in a landscape, watercolour, signed lower right and 539
dated '04, 19 x 28 cm
Prov: Commissioned by the vendor from the artist,
himself £60.00 - £80.00
540
E M Hunt - A village lane with figures and white
cat, watercolour, signed lower left, 44 x 29 cm
£80.00 - £120.00
Andrew Carrick Gow (1848-1920) - 'The
Requisitionist', watercolour, signed and dated
1878 lower left, 48 x 77 cm £500.00 - £700.00

541

R B Wright - 'Near Aberdeen', watercolour, signed
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F S Begg - Scottish mountain view with shadow of
bird of prey, oil on board, signed lower left, 56 x 77
cm £100.00 - £150.00
Continental school - Portrait of a bearded
gentleman in a red beret, watercolour, indistinctly
signed lower right, 25 x 16 cm £50.00 - £80.00
Charles Johnson Payne - Snaffles (1884-1967) 'Sans Panache', circa 1914, hand-coloured print,
blindstamp, 30 x 22 cm £100.00 - £150.00
Charles Johnson Payne - Snaffles (1884-1967) 'Wipers', circa 1914, hand-coloured print,
blindstamp, 30 x 22 cm £150.00 - £180.00
John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - Primulas,
woodblock print, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 17.5 x 16.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00
** Duncan Shanks (Scottish, b 1937) - 'Rocky
Shore', mixed media, signed lower left, 26 x 26 cm
Exh: 'Duncan Shanks Recent Works', The Fine
Art Society Glasgow and Edinburgh, March-April
1984, with label to reverse
** ARR may be applicable £600.00 - £800.00
Fouart? - Boat interior, gouache, signed upper
right, 20 x 22 cm £80.00 - £120.00

542

Richard Norman - 'Rio di San Felice, Venice',
gouache, signed and dated 1999 lower left, 20 x
17 cm £100.00 - £200.00

cm (4) £100.00 - £150.00

543

Brian Graham - 'Familiar Monoliths', mixed media,
signed and dated 2002 lower centre, 45 x 20 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

544

Tessa Coe - 'Wandering between Worlds I', oil on
canvas, 59 x 44 cm £80.00 - £120.00

545

French school - 'St Omen', Breton church and
market scene, watercolour with heightening,
inscribed lower left, 31 x 21 cm £50.00 - £80.00

546

Continental school - A mountain and waterfall view
with figures and dog on a rocky outcrop,
watercolour, 21 x 27 cm £50.00 - £80.00

547

P Nolan - A pair - 'Eagles Nest Mountain,
Killarney' and 'Vale of Glengatiff, Ireland',
watercolour, inscribed and signed, 15 x 20 cm (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

548

Brian Stanton - A coastal view, watercolour,
signed and dated '86 lower left, 32 x 22 cm £30.00
- £40.00

549

Jacope - Nile view with pyramids in distance,
watercolour, signed lower left, 16 x 29 cm £40.00 £60.00

550

English school - 'Keyhaven Hants', watercolour,
inscribed and dated 17.4.67 lower right, 22 x 37
cm £50.00 - £80.00

550A Frances Macdonald (1914-2002) - 'Green Drive
Langley: Looking towards Windsor', watercolour,
signed and dated 1952 lower left, 37 x 67 cm

557

Courtenay Hosking - A set of six moth studies cabbage white, oil on canvas, signed and dated
'83, 29 x 24 cm; moth on paling fence, oil on
canvas, signed and dated '82, 29 x 24 cm; moth
on teasels, signed and dated '83 lower right, 24 x
29 cm; 'Peacock, shrew and hogweed', oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 29 x 24 cm; Moth and
bind weed, oil on canvas, signed and dated lower
right, 30 x 24 cm; moth and mushrooms, oil on
canvas, 29 x 24 cm to/w 'Magpie', oil on canvas,
signed and dated '75, 39 x 29 cm (7) £100.00 £150.00

558

Barbara Westman - Saw All - illustration for New
Yorker, print, 26 x 54 cm £40.00 - £60.00

559

A serigraph cel certified print of One hundred and
one Dalmatians, 25 x 33 cm c/w certificate £40.00
- £60.00

560

Igor Talwinski (1907-83) - 'Nude 22: La pure Elise',
oil on canvas, signed lower right, 54 x 44 cm, with
labels to reverse £300.00 - £500.00

561

English school - A set of four vignettes of children
playing at the edge of the sea, oil on board, 11 x
16 cm (4) £80.00 - £120.00

562

English school - Portrait study of a young child in
a white shirt, pastel, 52 x 37 cm £200.00 - £300.00

563

R R Scanlan (c 1801-76) - 'Colonel James
McDouall 2nd Life Guards', on horseback,
watercolour with heightening, signed and dated
1841 lower left, 42 x 53 cm £300.00 - £400.00

564

Lithograph of 'Captain Little on Chandler, Winner of
the Liverpool Grand National, 1848', 38 x 56 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

£100.00 - £150.00
551

CPP - A busy shipping channel, watercolour,
signed with monogram and dated lower right, 34 x
49 cm £80.00 - £120.00

565

552

David Shepherd - 'While the sun shines', ltd ed
548/850 print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
30 x 44 cm, impressed back stamp £50.00 £80.00

Two framed book plates after David Roberts 'The
Arch Crossing the ravine' and ' Encampment of the
Alloeen in Wady Araba', 52 x 36 cm (2) £40.00 £60.00

566

A set of four 19th century prints - bullfighting and
cock fighting (4) £80.00 - £120.00

553

G Venning - A pair of Continental lake and
mountain views, oil on canvas, signed, 39 x 50 cm
(2) £100.00 - £150.00

567

Continental school - A pair of studies of a cavalier,
one before tent, the other behind rock, oil on tin,
19 x 15 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

554

Mary Ward - 'Across the Arno, Florence',
watercolour, signed and dated 1958 lower left, 25
x 35 cm £80.00 - £120.00

568

555

R Dighton - 'Mrs Boots!', caricature silhouette
study, watercolour, signed and dated 1849 lower
right, 31 x 18 cm to/w 'Um Boots! MD FSA', 28 x
15 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

George Charles Haite (1855-1924) - 'Venice', oil on
board, 10 x 16 cm, preparatory study for a larger
work
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal from the Estate of George
Haite's granddaughter in the 1970s £180.00 £220.00

556

Courtenay Hosking - A set of four butterfly/moth
studies - 'Painted lady', oil on canvas, signed and
dated '80 lower right, 24 x 28 cm; 'Pallas's
Fritallary', oil on canvas, signed and dated '79
lower right, 24 x 28 cm; 'Fly', oil on canvas, signed
and dated '82 lower right, 29.5 x 24 cm; and
'Clouded Yellow', oil on canvas, signed,
monogrammed and dated '78 lower left, 25 x 29

569

George Charles Haite (1855-1924) - A set of four
watercolour views - 'Flushing', signed and dated
9th May; 'Vern', May '89; 8th May; one dated 8th
May - and inscribed 'Sketched while with Wilfred
Ball', 19 x 10.5 cm (4)
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal from the Estate of George
Haite's granddaughter in the 1970s £250.00 £350.00
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570

571

A collection of loose folios and ephemera relating
to George Charles Haite (1855-1924) including
numerous pencil studies and sketches of animals,
people and places including views of Suffolk, Kent,
Europe etc; c/w Haite's detailed Exhibition Book,
various letters of correspondence, two old partial
582
newspapers - one the Death of King George VI,
the other V-Day; invitations etc
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal from the Estate of George
Haite's granddaughter in the 1970s £200.00 583
£300.00
George Charles Haite (1855-1924) - An en grisaille
landscape study, watercolour with heightening,
584
signed lower left. 23 x 18 cm
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal from the Estate of George
Haite's granddaughter in the 1970s £150.00 £200.00

572

A loose folio of watercolour views, unattributed but
from the estate of the granddaughter of George
Haite £100.00 - £200.00

573

George Haite - An artist's folio album of pencil
studies (some signed), dated 1892, mainly
European views
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal from the Estate of George
Haite's granddaughter in the 1970s £100.00 £200.00

574

George Haite - An artist's folio album of pencil
studies (some signed), dated 1894-1899 relating
to Seaford, Brentford Canal, Portchester,
Yarmouth, Horsham, Greenwich, Betchworth,
Portsmouth, New Romney, Kessingland,
Beaulieu, Dorchester, Wells and Greenwich etc
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal from the Estate of George
Haite's granddaughter in the 1970s £200.00 £300.00

Song', a still life study with roses in Oriental vase,
watercolour, signed lower right, 50 x 41 cm, the
reverse with Royal Institute of Painters in
Watercolour Members back label £200.00 £300.00
A set of three Thames panoramic prints,
'Blackfriars Bridge', 'View of the North Bank of the
Thames from Westminster Bridge to London
Bridge', and 'Waterloo Bridge', 20 x 108 cm (3)
£100.00 - £150.00
Fanny Prince - Children chasing cat with broom,
watercolour, indistinctly signed lower right, 25.5 x
35 cm £100.00 - £200.00
A mixed lot of various Victorian and later dog
cartoons including 'McQueen's Dogs at the Jubilee
Banquet', pub 1886, 42 x 32 cm; two limited
edition dog and boar prints, 19 x 40 cm; French
print 'Inauguration', 18 x 47; and three small prints
with compliments from GNA Pitt advertising Pitt
Safety Equipment, 20 x 10 cm (9) £100.00 £150.00

585

Philip Connard (1875-1958) - Two pencil and wash
figurative studies, both signed, 38 x 27 cm and 29
x 24 cm; and three framed sketches of birds, each
inscribed 'Greetings from Philip', 'A little robin to
wish you many happy returns of the day', and one
on headed notepaper from Cholmondeley Lodge,
Richmond, Surrey 'Greetings and many happy
returns from Philip Connard', 36 x 37 cm (framed
as one) £100.00 - £200.00

586

Pair of rectangular giltwood frames with stylised
leaf decoration, aperture 41 x 30 cm, 52 x 60 cm
overall (2) £100.00 - £150.00

586A Swarbreck's 'Sketches in Scotland', pub London,
1st June 1839, folio, lithographic titlepage with 25
various plates £300.00 - £400.00
587

An 18th century hand-coloured engraving 'The
Portraiture of Val d' Charlotte, originally call'd Lady
Legs: late the Property of the Rt Hon the Earl of
Portmore', pub 26 September 1741, by John
Cheny, 31 x 31 cm £30.00 - £40.00

575

F Varley - A set of four Nile views, watercolour,
signed lower right, 10 x 20 cm (4) £100.00 £150.00

576

F Varley - A pair of Nile views with figures on
camels, watercolour, signed lower right, 43 x 24
cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

588

After Turner - Approach into Venice, oil on board,
60 x 89 cm, the reverse with Christie's stencilled
stock number and chalk notes £300.00 - £400.00

577

Charles Mahoney (1903-68) - Preparatory study of
Sunflowers, charcoal and carbon pencil, inscribed
upper right corner, and signed and dated '59 lower
right, 48 x 33 cm £300.00 - £400.00

589

English school - Spaniel with hare in its mouth,
watercolour, 43 x 32 cm £100.00 - £150.00

590

An 18th century Italian style marquetry inlaid
satinwood and walnut card table, the serpentine
form fold over top over a shaped frieze, raised on
cabriole legs to sabots £200.00 - £300.00

591

A Victorian mahogany library table, the
rectangular gilt tooled brown leather top over a pair
of frieze drawers opposing dummy drawer fronts,
raised on turned and reeded legs to brass castors,
108 cm wide x 77 x 75 cm high £400.00 - £500.00

592

Sheena Amery bronze figure of a reclining young
woman, signed and numbered 4/9 and with
Meridian Foundry, London mark, 23 cm high

578

Darren Williams - The Sychnant Pass,
watercolour, signed lower left, 30 x 52 cm £100.00
- £150.00

579

Pierre Le Boeuff (fl 1899-1920) - Market square
with church, watercolour, signed lower right, 25 x
36 cm £150.00 - £200.00

580

I Vasari - A busy Continental street scene,
watercolour, signed lower right, 37 x 53 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

581

Herbert Davis Richter (1874-1955) - 'Summers
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£3,000.00 - £4,000.00

608

A Victorian cockbeaded mahogany sofa table, the
rectangular top with drop ends over two frieze
drawers to each side, raised turned end supports
to reeded swept legs on brass caps and castors,
92 cm wide x 76 cm x 74 cm high
£300.00 - £500.00

609

A Regency cross-banded sofa table, with rounded
drop leaves to each end over a pair of frieze
drawers opposing dummy drawer fronts, raised on
trestle ends on brass castors £300.00 - £500.00

593

A walnut dome cased 8-day mantel clock, the
movement stamped WBK & Fils, Paris with
silvered dial, striking the hours and half hours on a
spiral gong £60.00 - £100.00

594

A 19th century rosewood cased eight-day mantel
clock with enamelled dial, 28 cm high £60.00 £100.00

595

A Victorian oak slope front table top
stationery/correspondence box with card index
calendar £30.00 - £40.00

610

A pair of 19th century style gilt and painted
Blackamoor table lamps, composite, wired for
electricity (untested), 100 cm high £300.00 £500.00

A Regency satinwood strung and cross-banded
tea table, the fold over top enclosing a storage
well, raised on turned supports to swept legs on
brass castors £300.00 - £400.00

611

An antique hanging spoon rack with slope top
brass bound salt box, 52 cm high £100.00 £150.00

A George III mahogany side table/lowboy, having
three frieze drawers and raised on (later)
chamfered square section legs £300.00 - £400.00

612

A small Victorian style mahogany chest of four
long drawers with brass fittings, raised on shaped
bracket feet £100.00 - £150.00

613

A Victorian mahogany framed open armchair with
deep button red velveteen cover, raised on ringturned front legs £40.00 - £60.00

596

597

598

600

601

A French walnut dome cased mantel clock, the 8day two train movement striking the hours on a
spiral gong, with white enamelled dial, 25 cm high
£100.00 - £150.00

A large Victorian country house low dresser base,
having an unusually wide single plank top over four 614
panelled cupboard doors, raised on stile feet,
presented in unstripped distressed painted finish,
296 wide x 60 cm x 91 cm high £400.00 - £600.00
615
A large Victorian Aesthetic overmantel mirror, the
ebonised and gilt framed with pollard oak panel,
the back ink stamped 'James Lamb, Manchester
36942' and with paper label to glaziers 'The Union
Glass Co St Helens', with original plate, 205 cm x
168 cm h £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

602

A late 17th/18th century oak side table, the three
plank top with moulded edge over a full width frieze
drawer, raised on slender baluster turned supports 617
united by all-round stretchers, 89 cm w x 104 cm
x 100 cm h £100.00 - £200.00

603

A classic country house Knole sofa, upholstered
in blue velvet, 215 cm wide x 104 cm deep x 100
cm high £200.00 - £300.00

604

An early part 18th century waxed pine refectory
table, the wide planked top raised over a plain
frieze on turned supports united by all-round
square stretchers, 244 cm x 94 cm x 78 cm high
£600.00 - £800.00

605

606

607

616

A 17th century oak court cupboard with heavy
turned supports over carved and panelled joint
frame £300.00 - £500.00
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A Victorian burr walnut pedestal desk, the tooled
green leather inset top over an arrangement of nine
drawers, each with turned pulls, the whole raised
on plinth pedestal bases £500.00 - £600.00
A George III mahogany serpentine chest of two
short over three long graduated drawers, raised on
spayed bracket feet united by a shaped apron
£300.00 - £500.00
Keswick School of Industrial Art, a 19th century
copper tray of rectangular form stamped 'KSIA', 60
cm x 36 cm £100.00 - £150.00

618

A good quality 19th century ormolu mounted
kingwood vitrine table, the hinged top with bevelled
glass panel over a four sided glazed velvet lined
display area, raised on French legs with sabot
ends
£400.00 - £600.00

619

A Victorian mahogany four division Canterbury
with drawer beneath, raised on turned supports to
brass castors £180.00 - £220.00

620

A Victorian satinwood inlaid figured walnut music
cabinet, having a top tier raised on fret-cut ends
over a bow-fronted cabinet with glazed panel door
enclosing three shelves, each with leather edged
tabs, gilt titled £250.00 - £300.00

A large George III ebony inlaid mahogany
serpentine chest of three short over three long
graduated drawers, raised over a shaped apron to
bracket feet, 130 cm x 57 cm x 104 cm high
621
£600.00 - £800.00
An 18th century country oak elbow chair, the joint
framed with multiple acorn finials to the square
lattice form back, the arms with spindle supports,
on square section legs £200.00 - £300.00

A part 17th/18th century carved oak box settle,
formed from a coffer, the back with triple arched
panels over substantial swept arms over a 'coffer'
box seat £400.00 - £500.00

622

A 19th century Hepplewhite-style triple chair back
settee, with pierced well moulded splats over
shaped arms, an overstuffed seat and raised on a
trio of square section front legs £300.00 - £500.00
A 19th century mahogany chest of four long
graduated drawers, raised on shaped bracket feet

£80.00 - £120.00
623

624

625

626

627

628

629

A George III country oak bureau, the fall enclosing
a well fitted interior of niches and drawers centred
by a cupboard flanked with pilaster 'secret' slides,
over four long graduated drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet, the brass fittings replaced
£150.00 - £250.00
A vintage 1930's Hooper coachbuilder's self
extending seat, upholstered on a folding chrome
plated frame, raised on oak sledge runners, bears
makers plate patent no. 297648, as fitted to Rolls
Royce models bodied by Hooper in this period
£50.00 - £80.00
A Victorian four division fret-cut Canterbury with
waisted drawer beneath, raised on turned legs to
brass castors £280.00 - £320.00

over three long graduated drawers, the bottom
incorporating the plinth, flanked by faux part turned
columns, raised on turned feet, 125 cm wide x 60
x 115 cm high £200.00 - £300.00
637

A George III mahogany ear back corner chair, the
shaped fret-cut splat over shaped arms and having
a drop seat pad, raised on cabriole front legs to
claw and ball feet £100.00 - £150.00

638

A 19th century mahogany single drawer side
table, raised on slender square tapering legs
united by cross-stretchers, 56 cm wide x 40 cm x
74 cm high £150.00 - £200.00

639

A 17th century oak six plank coffer raised on stile
ends, 114 x 38 x 54 cm high £200.00 - £250.00

640

A late 17th/18th century oak coffer, the two plank
hinged top over a joint frame with triple panel front
on stile feet, 107 x 43 x 53 cm high £300.00 £400.00

A 17th century carved oak Bible box, the two
plank top with moulded edge hinged over a fleur de
lys front plank, 74 x 46 x 21 cm high £200.00 641
£250.00
An 18th century fruitwood side table, the two plank
top over a pair of frieze drawers, raised on four part 642
moulded club legs to claw and ball feet, 92 cm
wide x 54 cm x 72 cm high £180.00 - £220.00

A set of seven 19th century bar back side chairs
with overstuffed seats raised on turned front legs
(7) £100.00 - £150.00
Three companion framed public house/club reverse
glass signs in the Victorian style, 'Private' and two
'Games' (3)
£30.00 - £50.00

A George III mahogany drop leaf supper table, the
circular top raised on turned tapering gate-legs to
pad feet £50.00 - £80.00

643

A late 19th/20th century walnut Sutherland table in
the Chinese Chippendale style, the drop leaf top
over a frieze drawer opposing a dummy drawer
front, raised over a galleried undertier on shaped
legs to ceramic castors £60.00 - £100.00

A Victorian ormolu mounted satin strung inlaid
walnut pier cabinet with glazed panel door
enclosing shelves, raised on a plinth base £150.00
- £180.00

644

A George III satinwood inlaid mahogany barrel
front hanging corner cupboard £40.00 - £60.00

645

A Georgian style cast iron fire basket with lion
head finials to paw feet, 74 cm wide x 30 x 49 cm
high £150.00 - £200.00

630

An Arts & Crafts period walnut framed and part
upholstered chapel style armchair £40.00 - £60.00

631

A late 19th/20th century inlaid satinwood display
cabinet with drawer beneath, flanked by three
open shelves and raised on slender square top
spade end supports £100.00 - £200.00

646

A Regency-style cast iron and brass fire basket of
serpentine form, with integral relief cast fire back
acorn finial, 50 cm wide x 27 cm x 62 cm high
£120.00 - £160.00

632

A Victorian mahogany card table, the rectangular
fold-over top raised on turned supports with
moulded collars, on hip carved legs £180.00 £200.00

647

A Victorian mahogany demi-lune fold over tea
table, raised on square tapering legs £140.00 £180.00

633

634

648
A 19th century Dutch bombe form bureau, the
hinged slope enclosing a fitted interior centred by
a mirror panelled cupboard, over two short over two
long drawers on shaped bracket feet £300.00 649
£400.00
A Regency giltwood and gesso overmantel having
triple mirror plates beneath an inverted breakfront
top rail and relief moulded classical figures to the
frieze, flanked by turned pillars,155 cm wide x 68
cm high
£180.00 - £220.00

635

A Victorian mahogany small library table, the
rectangular top with moulded edge over two frieze
drawers with turned pulls, raised on turned legs to
ceramic castors £150.00 - £200.00

636

A Victorian mahogany bowfront chest of two short
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A Regency cross-banded card table, the
rectangular fold over top with canted corners,
baize lined, raised on lyre style ends £130.00 £180.00
A George III oak low dresser base of Scottish
origin, the single tier stage-back plate rack over a
plank top, the double arched apron with an
arrangement of seven drawers, raised on turned
front supports to a planked potboard, on stile feet
£600.00 - £800.00

650

A 17th century and later carved oak cabinet, the
cleated plank top over a pair of frieze drawers over
moulded panelled cupboard, with butterfly hinges,
raised on stile feet, 124 x 50 x 79 cm £300.00 £400.00

651

An upholstered two seat hump back sofa circa

1900, raised on short moulded cabriole legs to
scroll feet, the frame stamped '1500', 157 cm wide
x 94 cm deep x 84 cm high (at the back) £80.00 £120.00
652

653

655

656

664

An 18th century country oak dresser, the plank
back rack with moulded cornice over two shelves,
the base with wide two plank top over three
drawers and a pair of framed cupboards, raised on
stile feet, 146 cm wide x 53 cm x 182 cm high
£400.00 - £500.00

665

Rodney Kinsman, a pair of T1 tube chairs for
OMK, with replacement brown leather slung seats
(2) £500.00 - £550.00

A Victorian walnut and part steel framed button
backed open arm sofa of serpentine form, raised
on turned front legs to ceramic castors, 152 cm
wide x 76 cm deep x 76 cm high £180.00 - £220.00

666

A late 19th/early 20th century wing armchair in the
George II style, raised on a turned mahogany
frame on castors, c/w replacement Liberty style
overcover £150.00 - £250.00

An Italian carved and moulded walnut framed
upholstered settle/sofa in the 18th century style,
raised on six scrolled legs united by conforming
stretchers, 187 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

667

A 19th century West Country hoop back Windsor
chair with elm seat, probably Cornwall circa 1820 restorations £280.00 - £320.00

668

A 19th century hoop back Windsor chair,
Berkshire, yew and elm and with a crinoline
stretcher £250.00 - £300.00

669

A late 18th/19th century West Country hoop back
elm seat Windsor chair, the spindle back with old
steel spindle supports and shaped brackets to the
arms £280.00 - £320.00

670

A 19th century elm hoop back Windsor chair,
probably Lincolnshire £240.00 - £280.00

671

A trio of similar 19th century West Country elm
seat side chairs, probably Cornwall circa 1810 (3)
£150.00 - £200.00

672

A 19th century Continental figured walnut work
table with hinged top enclosing an interior of lidded
compartments, raised on swept supports to an
octagonal baluster and circular base with claw feet
£120.00 - £150.00

673

A Victorian mahogany side cabinet having a full
width frieze drawer over a pair of panelled
cupboard doors, flanked by square brass mounted
Egyptian Revival style pilasters, on a plinth base
90 cm wide x 39 cm x 84 cm high £200.00 £300.00

674

An antique oak six plank trunk, raised on shaped
bracket feet 109 cm wide x 36 cm x 43 cm high
£180.00 - £220.00

675

An early Victorian mahogany breakfast table, the
large circular tilt top raised on a short gun-barrel
support to four swept legs, each having square
brass toes and castors, 133 cm diameter x 73 cm
high £250.00 - £350.00

676

A late 19th/20th century button upholstered single
chair back chaise longue, the rolled back with
conforming arms, raised on short turned legs to
brass castors, 160 cm long x 80 cm wide x 95 cm
high (chair end) £300.00 - £500.00

An old upholstered two seat arched back sofa
having splayed arms and an ovoid needlepoint
panel applied to the backrest, circa 1900, size 180
cm wide x 90 cm x 87 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

An 18th/19th century oak box settle - a chorister's
bench, the single bar back over a wide single
plank hinged seat enclosing a joint framed storage
well, raised on stile feet, 230 cm long x 46 cm x
85 cm high (the seat 50 cm high x 40 cm deep)
£100.00 - £200.00

657

An upholstered 19th century wing armchair with
shaped arms, raised on hip carved paw and ball
end front legs £80.00 - £120.00

658

Hans Brattrud for Hove Mobler, Denmark, a
circular rosewood veneered dining table raised on
slim chrome plated tripod legs, 114 cm diameter x
72 cm h together with a set of six stacking
'Scandia' rosewood continuous lath chairs on
chromed legs, each with original corn cloth seat
and back panels (removable) circa 1960's
Notes: with Article 10 Cites licence to sell - ask
office for details; Chairs contain foam (noncompliance with the Furnishings Act 1981) and
are therefore sold as works of art only £1,800.00 £2,200.00

659

A Victorian mahogany show-framed button
upholstered armchair with serpentine formed seat,
raised on cabriole front legs to castors £120.00 £160.00

660

A Victorian rosewood framed button backed open
armchair, raised on moulded turned front legs to
castors £100.00 - £150.00

661

A Victorian mahogany breakfast table, the
rectangular tilt top raised on a gun barrel support
to four moulded swept legs on brass castors, 106
x 78 x 73 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

662

A good matching pair of Irish George III brass
bound mahogany buckets, one for peat, the other
a plate bucket, having stave bodies with folding
handles to scroll mounts, each 41 cm high x 35
cm diameter (2) £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

663

Markwick, London, an 18th century 8-day
longcase clock, the square brass dial with
677
subsidiary seconds and a date aperture, within a
heavily patinated mahogany case, reduces in
height at the plinth - 205 cm high
Note: the case and movement probably a marriage 678
£400.00 - £600.00
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A pair of 18th century style walnut framed
upholstered open armchairs, raised on cabriole
legs to scroll toes (2) £200.00 - £300.00
A late 19th/early 20th century mahogany pedestal
partners desk, the top with gilt tooled green

leather surface over an arrangement of drawers
and cupboards opposing a blind frieze, drawers
and cupboards raised on a plinth base, two
drawers stamped W Walker & Sons, Bunhill Row,
London, EC and fitted with Hobbs & Co Locks (no
keys), 153 x 100 x 77 cm high £400.00 - £600.00

691

A set of four rush seat Sussex chairs circa 1880's
by Morris & Co for Liberty (4) £150.00 - £200.00

692

A George III satinwood inlaid mahogany fret cut
wall mirror, the deep box frame with original bevel
edged plate, 112 cm high x 68 cm wide £600.00 £800.00

679

A 19th century giltwood framed mirror, centred by
a large oval plate framed by variously shaped
smaller plates, surmounted by a ho-ho bird, 170
cm high x 90 cm wide £600.00 - £800.00

693

680

A Victorian camphor wood campaign trunk, with
iron carrying handle, stencilled 'J Harris' to the
face, 103 cm wide x 49 cm x 48 cm high £300.00 £400.00

A Regency rosewood demi-lune fold over card
table, the interior with baize lined circle, raised
over a shaped and moulded frieze raised on a
tapering column to a moulded collar and circular
platform, on four carved paw feet and concealed
castors, 92 cm wide x 46 cm x 76 cm high
£140.00 - £180.00

694

681

A giltwood framed Art Deco period mirror, centred
by an arched bevelled plate flanked by rectangular
plates, within a diamante cluster studded blue
glass border, 133 cm wide x 93 cm high £300.00 £500.00

A Victorian mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated cockbeaded drawers each
with turned pulls, raised on shaped bracket feet,
102 x 57 x 111 cm high £150.00 - £200.00

695

A large ovoid lidded copper coal box, raised on a
wrought iron frame, 63 cm x 48 cm x 51 cm high
£80.00 - £120.00

696

A Victorian burr walnut Davenport, the 3/4 gilt
metal galleried top over a hinged slope enclosing
six bright satinwood drawers, the base with single
cupboard to one side enclosing four drawers,
raised on concealed ceramic castors, 60 cm wide
x 55 cm x 84 cm high £250.00 - £350.00

697
A pair of George III figured mahogany silver
mounted knife boxes of serpentine form, each
having pierced lock-plates and raised on five claw
and ball feet, all hallmarked for London, maker TN,
one fitted for stationary, the other as a tantalus, 40
cm high (2)
Provenance; The estate of a titled gentleman
698
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

A large marquetry inlaid kingwood and ebonised
Swiss cylinder music box, playing ten airs on a 42
cm long pinned steel cylinder, with tune indicator,
adjustable lyre form damper and original tune
sheet, the crank mechanism with no stop and
double sprung, 83 cm long overall £400.00 £600.00

682

683

684

685

An antique mahogany fret cut and cushion framed
wall mirror, retaining the original plate, 75 cm high
x 44 cm wide overall £100.00 - £150.00
A Regency satinwood banded mahogany linen
cupboard, the moulded cornice over a pair of
beaded panel cupboard doors above four drawers,
raised on shaped bracket feet, 118 cm wide x 53
cm x 181 cm height £200.00 - £300.00

A Victorian burr walnut decanter box of square
form with lacquered brass flush fittings and
Bramah lock, the hinged top over a fall front
699
enclosing a blue velvet lined interior containing four
square bottles with prismatic globular stoppers one bottle fragmented at neck, one stopper
fragmented in the bottle £300.00 - £400.00

Roskell, Paris, an antique Boule mantel clock, the
domed case with 8-day twin cylinder movement
with two part white enamelled dial, raised on cast
gilt metal feet, 32 cm high £300.00 - £400.00
John Jackson, Stafford, a 19th century mahogany
cased night watchman's clock, the oversize single
fusee movement with passing strike on the hour
on a bell, the white enamelled dial with Roman
numerals, the case with glazed side and door
panels and with winding aperture beneath the dial,
flush folding brass handle, converted for domestic
use - a library clock. £600.00 - £700.00

686

An antique North Italian cherrywood mirror-doored
armoire, drawer to base, raised on turned feet
£200.00 - £300.00

687

A 17th century oak side table with frieze drawer,
raised on turned supports united by square
stretchers, 64 x 46 x 84 cm £200.00 - £300.00

700

An antique oak cased eight-day wall clock with
white enamelled dial, 34 cm, as found £50.00 £100.00

688

A Victorian brass and steel wire diamond pattern
nursery fender with steel base plate, base raised
on brass bun feet, 90 cm wide x 30 x 33 cm high
£60.00 - £100.00

701

A late 19th century 8-day walnut drop dial wall
clock with white enamelled dial £200.00 - £300.00

702

A 19th century mahogany chest on chest, having
two short over five long graduated drawers, each
with original brass fittings, raised on shaped
bracket feet £500.00 - £600.00

703

A Victorian inlaid and ormolu mounted burr walnut
credenza with bow end arched panelled cupboards
flanking a panelled centre door, raised on a plinth
base £500.00 - £600.00

689

A set of three 18th/19th country fruitwood side
chairs each having a shaped single piece pollard
oak seat (3) £150.00 - £200.00

690

An antique cane seat fruitwood window seat /
bench, raised on six turned legs united by
conforming all-round stretchers, 124 cm wide x 31
cm x 43 cm high £40.00 - £60.00
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704

A 19th century mahogany fret cut mirror in the
Sheraton style, the crest centred with a pierced
gilt device, 105 cm high x 51 cm wide £120.00 £180.00

705

An antique copper log basket with brass lion mask
ring handles, raised on three cast brass paw feet,
50 cm diam £60.00 - £80.00

706

W Hampton, Lichfield, an 18th/19th century
mahogany cross-banded oak longcase clock, the
8-day movement with engraved arched brass dial
£500.00 - £700.00

707
708

709

710

711

and having hinged carrying handles to the sides,
c/w brass cylindrical liner, 49 cm diameter x 80
cm high (see next lot for the matching pair)
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00
717

An ebonised buttoned black leather seat
adjustable piano stool £100.00 - £150.00

An unusual George III style oversize brass bound
mahogany peat bucket, to a bespoke commission
modelled on the Irish originals within a Scottish
castle, the body of traditional stave construction
and having hinged carrying handles to the sides,
c/w brass cylindrical liner, 49 cm diameter x 80
cm high (see previous lot for the matching pair)
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

718

A Steck baby grand piano by the Aeolian
Company Ltd., mahogany cased, raised on square
tapering legs to brass castors £300.00 - £400.00

A Victorian Aesthetic period ebonised and gilt
framed overmantel, with original plate, 130 cm x
131 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

719

A Victorian Aesthetic period inlaid mahogany
chiffonier having a later granite top over a plain
frieze and pair of cabinet doors, raised on an
ebony banded plinth base £200.00 - £300.00

A Victorian oak table top stationery box with
gothic style metal mounts, the hinged top
operating a hinged body fitted for stationery £40.00
- £60.00

720

A 19th century oak longcase clock, the 8-day
movement with silvered brass dial having
subsidiary seconds, strike silent selector and
date, the 18th century case associated, 214 cm
high £400.00 - £500.00

A antique Dutch Stoelklok, the bell striking alarm
movement with brass pillars, the painted dial with
fret cast panels, the whole mounted within a
polychrome decorated fret case with mermaid
figures, wall mounted £500.00 - £600.00

721

A pair of old patinated gilt framed hanging lanterns
with shaped glass panelled sides, in the Italianate
style, 54 cm high overall (one lacking glass)
£300.00 - £500.00

A Regency mahogany chiffonier having a moulded
scroll supported shelf over a frieze drawer and pair
of cupboards raised on turned feet £200.00 722
£300.00

712

A 19th century inlaid flame mahogany longcase
clock, the 8-day movement with painted arched
dial having subsidiary seconds and date aperture
£300.00 - £500.00

713

A Victorian figured walnut and yew gilt mounted
credenza, the inlaid frieze over glazed panel
cabinet doors to each end flanking a cupboard to
centre, raised on a plinth base £1,000.00 £1,800.00

714

A Victorian mahogany four-division Canterbury
with turned finials over a single drawer, raised on
turned legs to brass castors £180.00 - £220.00

715

William Clarke, London, a George II stylised
giltwood cased wall clock, the 8-day single fusee
five pillar movement with tapered back plates and
bob pendulum, the engraved silvered dial with
pendulum aperture, dial 22 cm dia, case 40 cm
dia overall
Provenance; The property of a titled deceased
estate
Note; Baillie's Watchmakers & Clockmakers of
the World record one William Clarke working from
Bishopsgate Street, London between 1743 and
1753. £1,800.00 - £2,200.00

716

An unusual George III style oversize brass bound
mahogany peat bucket, to a bespoke commission
modelled on the Irish originals within a Scottish
castle, the body of traditional stave construction
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A nebuchadnezzar sized (15 litre) Tattinger
Champagne bottle (empty) £20.00 - £30.00

723

A panelled oak chest with hinged top, of 18th
century origins, 86 cm wide x 45 cm x 80 cm high
£80.00 - £120.00

724

A trio of brass and copper foot warming brazier
stools, two stamped A T Ogullari, Ankara, the
other by of Iranian manufacture, each 34 cm
diameter x 29 cm high (3) £30.00 - £50.00

725

Victorian satinwood inlaid burr walnut breakfast
table, the ovoid tilt top raised on four turned
supports to hip moulded scroll legs on ceramic
castors £150.00 - £200.00

726

A late Victorian ivorine inlaid red walnut salon
suite comprising five pieces, a two seat settee, a
pair of his 'n' hers armchairs and a pair of side
chairs, all with yellow braided upholstered panels
(5) £150.00 - £250.00

727

A Victorian mahogany graduated three tier dumb
waiter, the circular tiers raised on a tripod base
£150.00 - £200.00

728

A Victorian brass bound mahogany campaign
writing box, hinged to a gilt tooled red leather
slope, drawer to base £100.00 - £150.00

729

A large contemporary bronze finished composite
cast sculpture of a puma, after Thomas Francois
Cartier, raised on a rocky outcrop and on an ovoid
wooden plinth base, 60 cm long x 54 cm o/a
£300.00 - £400.00

730

A pair of Coalbrookdale style heavy cast iron

bench ends (ends only) £50.00 - £80.00
731

A French gilt metal and porcelain panelled mantel
clock with 8-day movement, raised on an ebonised
oval base (lacking glass dome) £80.00 - £100.00
748

conforming ivory spandrels within rosette and
palmette decorated navy border, 352 x 256 cm
£150.00 - £200.00
A Persian Mashad carpet, the traditional design
with large central floral medallion on wine ground
within peach and navy floral borders, 290 x 196 cm
£120.00 - £150.00

732

A mahogany cased lacquered brass barograph by
Short & Mason Ltd, London No 1106, with
instrument drawer to base £100.00 - £150.00

733

A Caucasian camel ground rug decorated with
animals and mixed rosettes within multi-guarded
floral border, 122 x 90 cm £40.00 - £60.00

749

A Persian Bakhtiar rug, the central reserve with
floral filled lozenge medallions within guarded
double border, 184 x 139 cm £100.00 - £120.00

734

A Persian Kirman rug, traditional floral design with
central motif on dark blue ground, within double
guarded light blue border, 140 x 90 cm £80.00 £120.00

750

A mid-1900s vieux rose ground silvered metal
Egyptian assuit shawl with geometric design, 76
cm wide x 198 cm long £80.00 - £120.00

751

A black silk top hat retailed by Lock & Co,
Hatters, St. James St., London, 58 cm circ., 20.5
cm front to back x 16.5 cm wide, contained in a
leather hat box with postage labels £80.00 £120.00

752

A bowler hat retailed by Lock & Co Hatters, St.
James' St., London - 55 cm circ., 19.5 cm front to
back x 15.5 cm wide, to/w a grey felt top hat,
Christy's London (2) £40.00 - £60.00

753

An Armand Marseille 996 A4M doll, a 'Dollies' 3
black doll, another doll with soft body, a collection
of dolls' clothes, a boxed ceramic doll's teaset and
a collection of vintage infant's clothing £40.00 £60.00

754

A pair of lined and inter-lined crimson open-weave
curtains with trailing floral and foliate design, 125
cm wide (flat, un-ruched) x 246 cm long £80.00 £120.00

755

Two Harlequin Delphin roman blinds with trailing
stitch-work floral/foliate design in blues and greens
with turquoise velvet borders, each 136 cm wide x
246 cm drop, to/w a pink roman blind (3) £80.00 £100.00

735

A Persian Malayer rug, the repeating design on
brick ground with blue rosette border, 124 x 79 cm
£30.00 - £40.00

736

A Persian Nahavand rug, the red ground with ivory
medallion and conforming spandrels within rosette
borders, 103 x 68 cm £40.00 - £60.00

737

A Caucasian camel ground rug with complex
geometric design within repeating double guarded
border, 185 x 113 cm £120.00 - £150.00

738

A small Persian Brojerd rug, the stylised floral
design on dark blue ground within multi-borders,
95 x 77 cm £40.00 - £60.00

739

An old Persian Malayer rug, the repeating design
on navy blue ground within repeating borders, 207
x 120 cm £40.00 - £60.00

740

An antique Serapi carpet, North West Persia,
circa 1890, the traditional geometric designs on
soft terracotta and cream ground, 425 cm x 300
cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

741

A Persian nahavand rug, the symmetrical design
on dark ground within red and blue borders, 115 x
82 cm £50.00 - £80.00

756

742

A Persian Turkoman rug, the red ground with
repeating tekke gul design within guarded
repeating border, 163 x 121 cm £120.00 - £150.00

A pair of lined and inter-lined Ralph Lauren
ikat/pastel checked curtains, 150 cm wide x 136
cm drop £80.00 - £100.00

757

743

An old Persian Qashqai rug, S W Persia, the pair
of large blue geometric medallions on rust ground
with floral decoration within repeating borders, 198
x 160 cm £70.00 - £90.00

744

An Anatolian rug with central red medallion on
camel ground within repeating border, 173 x 88 cm 758
£80.00 - £120.00

Two pairs of lined Liberty/William Morris style
printed linen curtains with trailing floral and foliate
design in pale green/ blue, one pair, each curtain
217 cm wide (flat, un-ruched) x 216 cm drop, the
other pair, each curtain 214 cm (flat, un-ruched) x
208 cm drop £150.00 - £200.00

745

746

747

A pair of lined and inter-lined bronzed silk effect
curtains with paler textured dot design, each
curtain 124 cm wide x 258 cm drop £180.00 £200.00

A Ziegler Mahal carpet, the camel ground with
tendril linked palmettes and other floral
decorations within blue and red repeating borders,
361 x 242 cm £180.00 - £220.00

759

A Tekke Hatchi small carpet, the symmetrical
design with pair of large central square medallions
surrounded by ivory and dark stepped motifs filled
with rosettes, within repeating borders, 255 x 158
cm £120.00 - £150.00

A pair of lined and inter-lined curtains silk curtains,
muted gold ground with red scrolling foliate design,
complete with swags, each curtain 109 cm wide x
261 cm drop £180.00 - £200.00

760

A pair of lined and inter-lined curtains, 'Popoli'
G.P. & J. Baker Ltd. - red/green floral and foliate
pattern with bunches of blue/black grapes, each
curtain 160 cm wide x 205 cm drop, with pelmet
and fabric piece £180.00 - £200.00

A Persian Heriz carpet, the large central blue
medallion on red ground with stylised floral design,
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761

Two pairs of lined and inter-lined curtains, cream
ground with red 'ticking' stripes, each curtain 97
cm side x 220 cm drop £180.00 - £220.00

776

A vintage Revelation suitcase of assorted table
linen including damask tablecloth, antimacassars, doilies etc. £20.00 - £40.00

762

Three lengths of Edwardian cotton net curtains
with Asiatic and flowering prunus design, 175 cm
wide x 164 cm drop, 208 cm wide x 165 cm drop
and 175 cm wide x 202 cm drop, to/w a single
curtain with foliate design and lily bordered
scalloped bottom edge, 212 cm wide x 240 cm
drop (4) £60.00 - £80.00

777

A 1940s pale grey fine cotton voile dress with
embroidered white dots, pin-tucking to bodice and
shell effect buttons to front, 54 cm across chest,
to/w a ribbed satin under-slip (2) £50.00 - £60.00

778

A 1950s dusky blue lace evening dress with blue
silk and shell-pink tulle lining, the bodice
embellished with sequins and beading, to/w a
matching stole with similar decoration to ends, 47
cm across chest £60.00 - £80.00

779

A 1950s black lace evening dress laid over shellpink tulle under-skirt, with matching bolero jacket,
to/w a shell-pink ribbed organza petticoat (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

780

A champagne mink box-shaped evening jacket
with boat-shaped neck-line and pearlised and gilt
buttons, 52 cm across chest £80.00 - £120.00

781

An Aquascutum herringbone Irish wool tweed
gentleman's overcoat with 'football' leather buttons
and buckle detail to cuffs, 58 cm across chest
£50.00 - £60.00

763

764

Two gentlemen's evening suits - one an Austin
Reed, Regent St. example, the other an Errington
& White, Savile Row suit with braces, both with
dupion silk lapels, each 40" waist, 54 cm across
chest (2) £50.00 - £60.00
An early 20th century Arts & Crafts style silk and
metalised thread panel, pale ochre ground with
perched birds on trailing floral and foliate
branches, 60 cm wide x 307 cm long £60.00 £80.00

765

A fox fur, two fur tippets, fur pieces and corsage
£20.00 - £30.00

766

A vintage wedding veil with floral needle-run pulled
silk thread in original box £20.00 - £40.00
782
A vintage heavy metal tin trunk and a black
painted tin trunk (2) £30.00 - £40.00
783

767
768

769

770

An eau de nil painted and leather bound chest
containing a collection of embroidered, crocheted
edge and other tablecloths, napkin and doily sets
£30.00 - £50.00

773

A gentleman's vintage tailcoat, to/w a vintage
morning tailcoat and waistcoat, both 50 cm across
chest £30.00 - £40.00

784

A reversible pastel floral machined patchwork quilt
with scalloped edge, 206 cm x 234 cm to/w a
hand-stitched floral embroidered quilt with lilac
border and scalloped edge, 204 cm x 198 cm (2)
£40.00 - £50.00

785

A gentleman's morning suit with quilted lining,
braiding to lapels and sleeves, complete with
braces, 42" waist, 54 cm across chest £30.00 £50.00

786

A gentleman's chalk-stripe suit with turn-ups to
trousers, J. Dege & Sons Ltd., 16 Clifford St.,
Savile Row, a Sandon & Co. Ltd. Savile Row grey
check suit with long-line jacket - the trousers with
turn-ups and two other J. Dege & Sons suits - a
dark grey suit with red satin lining and a brown
dog-tooth check suit - all 40" waist, 54 cm across
chest (4) £60.00 - £80.00

787

A dark mink fur coat with deep collar and a russet
squirrel fur coat, both approx. 56 cm across chest
£50.00 - £60.00

A gentleman's dark navy wool barrathea coat with
velvet trim to collar, to/w a black/grey herringbone
wool gentleman's coat, both 55 cm across chest
(2) £60.00 - £80.00

788

A 1970s purple wool cape lined with cerise silk,
to/w 30" waist kilt, a child's 24" kilt and a sporran
£40.00 - £50.00

A dark claret gentleman's velvet evening suit and a
claret silk brocade waistcoat and another £30.00 £40.00

789

A mid-brown shadowed musquash stole, a child's
musquash cape and a fur tippet with head and leg
embellishment (3) £30.00 - £50.00

790

A 1950s ivory white floral spray needle-run lace
Christening robe £30.00 - £50.00

A black leather purse/wallet, the interior stamped
'Mulberry', containing a credit card wallet, the disc
to front with tree logo and identity no. 515287,
complete with box £50.00 - £60.00
Two suitcases containing vintage RASC army
uniform including; uniforms, caps, dress shirts,
collars etc. £40.00 - £60.00

770A A vintage black silk top hat retailed by Herbert
Johnson, 38 New Bond St., London W - 57.5 cm
circ. 16.5 cm across, 20.5 cm front to back
£200.00 - £300.00
771 A mink fur stole with scalloped edges, mink collar,
a pair of cuffs with four mink tails on each, a midbrown squirrel fur coat retailed by Tyrrell & Green,
Southampton, 50 cm across chest, a moleskin fur
coat with flared sleeves and turned cuffs, 50 cm
across chest, a mink fur hat £40.00 - £60.00
772

A lady's navy blue Burberrys' trench coat with belt
and belt detail to cuffs, size 10/12 £40.00 - £60.00

774

A vintage grey faux fur jacket with neru collar, 52
cm across chest £30.00 - £50.00

775

An Aspinal of London red leather handbag with
gilded chain and padlock detail £60.00 - £80.00
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791

Two boxes containing a collection of over twenty
jockeys' horse racing 'silks' and caps £40.00 £50.00

792

A black silk top hat retailed by Christys', London,
56 cm circ., 20 cm front to back, 16.5 cm across,
to/w a cream fringed gentleman's scarf (2) £80.00 £100.00

793

A Liberty's kelim, the pastel light blue central
reserve with geometric floral motifs within wide
faun border, 225 x 160 cm £200.00 - £300.00

794

A Persian Turkoman prayer rug of mehrab design,
the green ground within ivory and red repeating
border, 108 x 88 cm £100.00 - £150.00

795

A large Indian Agra carpet, the red ground with
large stylised palmettes and leaves linked by
scrolling tendrils within guarded light green wide
border, 368 x 273 cm £800.00 - £1,000.00

796

A large North Indian Amritsar carpet with tendril
linked botanical motifs on gold field with guarded
floral light brown border, 427 x 305 cm £1,300.00 £1,500.00

797

A large Indian Lahore carpet, the ivory field with
large palmettes and other floral motifs within
guarded green stylised border, 422 x 300 cm
£1,400.00 - £1,600.00

798

An Afghan small carpet with repeating gul design
on red ground within repeating borders, 290 x 204
cm £100.00 - £150.00

799

Four Turkish wool kelims with geometric designs
£80.00 - £120.00

800

Dr Joseph Black (1728-1799), Professor of
Chemistry at Glasgow University(1756) and
Professor of Chemistry at Edinburgh University
(1766): Three important handwritten, 18th century,
leather bound notebooks of his lectures,
commencing 13th June 1775, and written up as:
'Notes of Dr Black's Philosophical Lectures on
Chemistry/Corrected and Enlarged by the Joint
Labour of George Buchan Hepburn (later Sir
George, 1st Baronet FRSE FSA) and Alexander
Law, Advocates'. The first lecture significantly
discussing Heat, a subject which Black had
pioneered through the study of specific or latent
heat in 1761.
The notes from this lecture state: 'Chemistry is the
effect of Heat, and of Mixture upon all bodys, or
mixtures of bodys...Heat is easily communicatedit passes continually from hotter to colder Bodys
and affects every species of matter-In this
communication of it to colder bodys Density is no
obstacle...'
Subsequent headings and dates in Volume I
include: Expansion/Thermometers ('Sir Isaac
Newton on the degrees of heat gives an account of
many experiments with an oil thermometer-He
took a mass of red hot iron as hot as common fire
could make it and suddenly exposed it at a
window where he let it remain till
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cooled...')/Fluidity/Vapour/Ignition/Inflammation
12th Lecture, dated 26th June/Inflamability 13th
Lecture, 27th June/Mixture/Mixture & Progress of
Chemistry/Progress of Chemistry &
Attraction/Chemical Attraction/Chemical
Apparatus/The Elements and Objects of
Chemistry/Elements and objects of
Chemistry/Saline Substances, 17th Lecture, 1st
July/Alkalis/Acids 19th Lecture, 4th July and 20th
Lecture, 5th July/Compound Salts 21st Lecture,
6th July/Salts/Of Earthy & Stoney Substances
26th Lecture, 12th July/Earth 27th Lecture 13th
July. The first volume ends on a page marked 200
after a brief discussion as to the discovery of
porcelain manufacture.
Volume II starts with 'Inflamable Substances'
(Lecture dated 4th August 1775) and continues
with a lecture on Charcoal (Lecture 38/7th
August); Lecture 39/9th August; Lecture 40/10th
August; Lecture 41/11th August; Lecture 42/28th
November 1775; Lecture 43 on Metals/30th
November; Lecture 44 on Metals/1st December;
Lecture 45 on Metals/4th December; Lecture 46
on Metals/5th December; Lecture 47 on 7th
December on Mercury and Metals; Lecture 48 on
8th December; Lecture 49 on 11th December;
Lecture 50 on December 12th; subsequent pages
titled: 'Of Regulus of Antimony'/'Of Bismuth'/'Of
Linck...This metal which is also called spelter is
more tough than Bismuth'/'Of Cobalt'; Lecture 51
on 14th December, including: Tin and Copper;
Lecture 52 on 15th December; Lecture 53 on 18th
December; Lecture 54 on 19th December. The
Second Volume ends on Page 188 with the note
that: 'In this abridged course of lectures, Doctor
Black it would appear found it necessary to omitt
the table of Elective Attractors which will be found
in the Appendix no.10 page 40'.
Volume III commences with the title: 'Notes of
Doctor Black's Lectures on Chemistry/54th
Lecture/Continued 19th Dec. 1775'. It continues
with: Lecture 55 on Water/ 20th December;
Lecture 56 on Vegetable Substances/21st
December; Lecture 57 on Vegetable and Animal
Substances/22nd December. On Page 37, Black
concludes: 'Upon the Whole Chemistry is as yet
but an opening Science closely connected
however with the usefull and ornamental arts and
worthy the attention of a liberal mind.-And it must
always become more & more so: for tho' it is only
of late that it has been looked upon in that light,
the great progress already made in Chemical
Knowledge, gives us a pleasant prospect of rich
addition to it.'
After the conclusion of the Lecture notes, Volume
III includes the following subjects;
(1) The Appendix introduction with a heading,
stating: 'What follows is taken from the Papers of
the Gentleman to whom we are indebted for the
account of the Chemical Apparatus'.

(2) The Preparation of Mercury and Mercury
combined with Brimstone.
(3) Of The Preparation of Iron referred to Vol II/Pag
132.
(4) Of Regulus of Antimony and Antimonial
Preparations.
(5) The Preparations of Antimony
(6) The Chemical History of Lead with regard to
Acids
(7) Of Silver Ores and the Method of Separation
(8) Elective Attractions with an associated table,
'divided into four general parts', illustrating the
attraction of elements, compounds, acids or
alkalis.
(9) The Analysis of Water, referred to Vol.3 page
3d.
(10) Some discussion on physiology, including:
urine; fluid secretion, Saliva and related Sediment
or Calculus.
(11) The Index, commencing with 'Absorbent
Earth' and 'Absorption'

husband's work, learnt English as a means by
which to update Lavoisier on the work of British
chemists. Presumably, therefore it was through
Marie-Anne that Black's work was brought to
Lavoisier's notice.
Lavoisier's re-examined Black's experiments, in
what was eventually to be termed Quantitative
Analysis, an area which had been implied by
Black's graduation thesis on Magnesia Alba,
published in 1754. The following two years, 175556, saw Black's discovery of Magnesium (Element
No.12 on Dmitry Mendeleyev's Periodic Table);
this pointed the way towards the principle of The
Conservation of Mass when Black summarised:
'We have already shewn by experiment that
Magnesia Alba (Magnesium Carbonate) is a
compound of peculiar earth and fixed air'. Here
again, though, Lavoisier is the one most often
understood to have discovered the idea that the
mass of different matter remains constant,
following a chemical reaction between them.

Each book about 26 x 20cm (3)
Mendeleyev is justly celebrated on his Periodic
Table by Element 101, so perhaps Black's
discovery of Magnesium should be similarly
remembered, and that an Element yet to be
discovered, should be named after him. £1,000.00 £2,000.00

Provenance: Sir George Buchan-Hepburn, thence
by direct family descent, The Property of a
Gentleman. All three volumes with library
bookplate for Buchan-Hepburn Bart. of Smeaton
Hepburn.
During Dr. Black's lifetime, many manuscript
copies of his lectures were made by his students.
Compare, for example: University of St. Andrews
(Reference GB227/MS38181-38186, dated to 17711775), comprising volumes of notes from Black's
lectures; some notes by unknown students, and
some notes taken by Henry Beaufoy (died 1795),
later a Whig MP for Minehead. These manuscripts
include lectures 91-106, and include the subjects
of Metals, Mercury, Semi-Metals, Antimony,
Bismuth, Zinc, Lead and Tin.
Black was succeeded as Professor of Chemistry
at the University of Glasgow in 1766 by John
Robson, FRSE (1739-1805) who in 1799 prepared
Black's lectures for publication. Black's work has
remained relevant; his theory of specific or latent
heat, proposed in 1761, is a definition which has
remained in use (see for example 'The Penguin
Reference Library/Dictionary of Science'/2014
Edition page 626). Indeed, latent heat has long
been considered significant; Thomas Thomson
MD, FRS, writing in 1815, reminded his readers
that Black 'was the first person who pointed out
that every substance is possessed of a peculiar
specific heat, or that different bodies have different
capacities for heat'.
However, the most significant compliment to
Black's work was the attention given to it by the
great French Chemist, Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier
(1743-1794) and his wife Marie-Anne. Madame
Lavoisier, who involved herself with all her
BidMaster Office
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801

Millar, Phillip, The Gardeners Dictionary, Vol. III,
4th edition, pub. London 1754 to/w Carpenter,
Joseph, The Retir'd Gardener in Six Parts, the
First Being Dialogues Between a Gentleman and a
Gardener, 2nd edition, revised, now pub. in one
volume, 8vl, complete, original fifteen fold out
plates, engraved intro page and The British
Gardeners Calendar, pub. R.Flemming, 1759,
leather bound, bears library bookplate of (sir)
George Buchan-Hepburn of Smeaton Hepburn
(Scotland) (3) £100.00 - £150.00

802

Lawrence, John, The Art of Gardening, comprising
3 parts Shewing the Pleasure & Profit of the Art of
Gardening, 5th ed., pub. Bernard Lintott, London
1717; The Gents Recreation, 2nd ed., Bernard
Lintott, 1717, The Lady's Recreation, pub. Charles
Evelyn, J Roberts, London 1717 - three
engravings, 3 fold out plates, hardcover in brown
leather, library bookplate for (Sir) George BuchanHepburn of Smeaton Hepburn (Scotland) (2)
£60.00 - £100.00

803

Manning, William, The Glow Worn, illust. Horton,
Westley & Holme, Charles, 1st edition pub. 1896,
Frank T. Sabin number 10 of an edition of 112,
signed by Charles Whittington (Chiswick Press),
cloth bound with gilt titles £180.00 - £220.00

804

Millar, Phillip, The Garden Dictionary Containing
the Methods of Cultivationg & Improving all Sorts
of Tree, Plants & Flowers ....., in three vols, vol I,
4th ed, printed John & James Rivington, London
1754 to/w The Country Housewife's Family
Companion, pub. James Hodges, London 1750
and Millar, Phillip, The Gardeners Kalendar, 3rd

ed., pub. C. Rivington, London 1734 (3) £50.00 £80.00
805

806

807

808

809

Production, A Royal Air Force Story, 1st English
ed., pub. Collins, London & Glasgow 1944, deluxe
presentation binding, blue calf, gilt titled, blue end
papers, ink signed Dwight D Eisenhower, probably
at a special dinner in London in aid of the RAF
Benevolent Fund and sold to/w a second damaged
example, also signed by Eisenhower (2)

British Sport Past & Present, illus George Armour,
pub Hodder & Stoughton, London 1909, tipped in
colour plates to/with Galloping Shoes, illus Lionel
Edwards, Scattered Scarlett, Ogilvie, tipped in
colour plates, 1923 and Gordon, Tidy, A Little
About Leech, tipped in colour plates, pub
Constable & Co Ltd, 1931(4) £30.00 - £40.00
Tulley's Offices, in three books, turned out of Latin
into English by Sir Robert L'Estrange, 4th ed.,
pub. R Bentley, F. Hindmarsh & J. Tonson,
London 1688, engraved title pages, pencil notes to
inside covers and ink owners title George Buchan
1756, to/s Three of Terences Comedies - The
Andria, The Adelphi & Hecyra with English notes
by William Willymot, printed Theo Mead, London
1706 (2) £40.00 - £60.00

Prov; Patrick George Thomas Buchan-Hepburn,
1st Baron Hailes GBE, GH, PC (1901-1974),
Conservative MP and sometime personal
secretary to Winston Churchill, thence by descent
£300.00 - £400.00
811

The Trial of Sir Archibald Gordon Kinloch of
812
Gilmerton, Bart, for the murder of Sir Francis
Kinloch, Bart, his brother-german, before the Court
of Judiciary on June 29 1795, printed C. Denovan,
Edinburgh - 161 pages, leather bound with gilt
spine title to/with A Narrative of the loss of the
Winterton East Indiaman recked on the coast of
813
Madagascar in 1792, pub Hatchard, Seeley &
Hamilton, Edinburgh 1820 (2) £40.00 - £60.00
Hawker, Lt Col P, Instructions to Young
Sportsmen in all That Relates to Guns &
Shooting, 7th ed., pub. Longman, Rees, Orme
Brown, Green & Longman, 1833, 3/4 green
morocco bound, illustrated plates and woodcuts
£100.00 - £150.00
Father Richard Augustin Hay, (James Maidment)
Genealogie of the Sainteclaires of Rosslyn (St.
Clairs of Rosslyn), pub. Thomas G Stevenson,
Edinburgh, 1835, a very scarce volume from the
original 120 first editions, in part untranslated from
the Latin, c/w three fold out engravings, part
leather bound with marbled boards and gilt tooled
spine title.

814

Printed in two formats, this volume one of the 108
on small paper, a further twelve copies were
published on large thick paper.

810

Dahl, Roald, The Gremlins from the Walt Disney
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Lady Murray of Stanhope, Memoirs of The Lives &
Characters of the Rt Hon. George Baillie of
Jeviswood and of Lady Grisell Baillie, 1822 (private
printing) gilt tooled leather bound, front detached
£40.00 - £60.00
The Ruchlaw Estate - Plans of Policies & Mains,
1888, a Victorian volume of hand-drawn and
coloured maps and charts being the holdings
comprising the Ruchlaw Estate (East Lothian,
Scotland), c/w table of contents and notes
executed by Charles Patterson, Surveyor,
Haddington, hard bound
Prov: the Buchan-Hepburn library, thence by
descent £100.00 - £200.00

This volume published anonymously, resulting
815
from the work of James Maidment (1795-1879)
having edited the original, earlier work of Father
Hay, whose own research had been compiled from
the original documents contained within Castle
Rosslyn. This text is the earliest published
account resulting from examination of the papers
816
of William St Clair of Rosslyn, 1st Grand Master of
the Grand Lodge of Ancient, Free and accepted
Masons of Scotland, the papers since lost.

Provenance; Buchan-Hepburn family of SmeatonHepburn, Haddington, Scotland, thence by direct
descent to the current vendor £180.00 - £220.00

John Ogilvy & William Morgan, The Travellers
Pocket Book of the Roads, 22nd edition, corrected
and considerably improved, pub. Buckland,
Rivington, Law etc..... London 1785, small square
edition, 178 pages, cloth bound boards c/w folding
map £40.00 - £60.00

817

Miller, John, History of The United States from
their first settlement as colonies to the end of the
war with Great Britain in 1815, 1st English pub,
London 1826, gilt tooled leather bound to/w
Griswold, Rufus Wilmott, The Prose Writers of
America, pub. Richard Bentley, London 1847,
leather bound, library bookplate of McDouell of
Logan (2) £30.00 - £40.00
An assorted quantity of books relating to
Scotland, titles include Fraser, Hugh, Amid The
high Hills; Whitfield, East Lothian Studies; Baxter
E, Birds of Scotland, vols I & II, pub Oliver & Boyd
1953; Bird Life of the Borders etc etc (32) £50.00 £100.00
Fleming, Ian, You Only Live Twice, 1st edition,
2nd impression, March 1964, Jonathan Cape, c/w
dust jacket together with Octopussy And The
Living Daylights, 1st edition, pub. Jonathan Cape
1966, c/w dust jacket (10' 6d version) and For
Your Eyes Only, 1st edition, 2nd impression, pub.
Jonathan Cape 1960 (June) c/w dust jacket (3)
£150.00 - £200.00
The Game Book of a gentleman, Partick BuchanHepburn (1901-1974) later 1st Baron Hailes, dating
from 1919, a part completed handwritten volume
recording Scottish shoot locations - Milton Park,

Smeaton-Hepburn, Wellwood, Didlington,
Broomhall, Colstoun, Humbrie House etc,
recorded guns recorded include Lord Charles
Kennedy, Sir William Baird, Hon. C.W. BaillieHamilton, Lord Lamington, Sir Algernon Peyton,
Colonel F. G. Blair, The Earl of Elgin, Gen. Sir
David Kinloch etc etc £30.00 - £40.00

Hodder & Stoughton, tipped in colour plates, gilt
tooled silk bound £40.00 - £50.00
825

The Camelia, ed Beryl Leslie Urquhart, folio
edition, coloured pictorial plates to/with The
Species of Rhododendron, limited ed numbered 13
of 38, pub The Rhododendron Society 1930 (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

818

History Of The Lands & Their Owners In Galloway, 826
illus woodcuts by P H McKerlie, vols 2, 3, 4, 5
only, pub Edinburgh 1877 (4) £30.00 - £50.00

819

An interesting inter-war photograph album,
compiled by an officer of the Kings Shropshire
Light Infantry, locations include Razmak (1928-29,
horse racing, military manoeuvres and
installations, group portraits; Bowden Hall,
Cotswolds (1930's) in the hands of the Colville
family, family portraits and groups, house; Fair
Oak open air theatre production; Afghan borders
(1930's) views, Peshawar Club; Malta/Valetta
harbour, views and shipping; Malacca (1934)
views, Kings birthday parade; Taiping/Tanjong
Brues (1934) Proclemation Parade etc etc to/w a
George V commission document for Second Lt D
Colville in the Kings Shropshire Light Infantry
(1926) and a Lafayette portrait of a Rifle Brigade
officer, Lt Francis William (Bill) Brooksbank
£100.00 - £150.00

Scott, Sir Walter (1771-1832) Prose Works, pub
Robert Cadell, Edinburgh 1834 and later (24 - vols
15/20/23/27 missing) to/with Life of Scott (10) pub
Cadell 1839 and Scotts Poetical Works (12) pub
Ballantyne, all gilt decorated to green leather
bindings, bear library plate for John Orde
Ommanney (total 46) £50.00 - £80.00

820

821

822

823

824

Shoemaker, Michael Myers, Palaces Prisons &
Resting Places of Mary Queen of Scots, deluxe
limited edition 118 of 375 numbered copies, pub H
virtue & Co, London 1902, in red book box case
titled in gilt £60.00 - £80.00

827

Hartstone, Albert, Old English Glasses, pub
Edward Arnold 1898, illus, part velum bound to/w
Wilmer D, Early English Glass pub 1910, English
Table Glass and Hepplewhite, The Cabinet Makers
& Upholstery Guide, pub Thames 1963 (4) £50.00 £80.00

828

Survey Map of Haddingtonshire, folio edition,
surveyed in 1853 by Capt James RE, pub Colonel
Hall RE, Superintendent, 9th August 1854, part
leather and cloth bound, gilt titled to/with
numerous associated titles on Haddington and
The Survey Atlas Of Scotland, folio, pub Royal
Scottish Geographical Society 1912 (6) £200.00 £300.00

829

Witherby, Jourdan, Ticehurst & Tucker, Handbook
Of British Birds, vols I, II, V, IV only, pub 1943
to/with Parker, Eric, Patridges of Yesterday &
Today, 1st 1927 and other assorted related titles
(15) £50.00 - £100.00

Collenette, C L, A History of Richmond Park, one
of 600 copies pub Sidgwick & Jackson Ltd, london
830
1937 to/with Jesse J Heneage, Literary &
Historical Memorials of London, Vols I & II, pub
Richard Bentley, London 1847, library bookplate of
M Douell of Logan and with ink dedication 'James
McDouell from his sincere friend Frederick William
Duncombs, Election 1857 (3) £60.00 - £100.00
Three George III leather bound volumes - Kent,
Nathaniel, General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Norfolk, With Observations For The
Means of its Improvement, pub London 1796 (c/w
folding map and engravings) to/with Lowe, Robert,
General View of the Agriculture of the County of
Nottingham, London 1798 (c/w folding hand
coloured maps and engravings) and General View
of the County of Norfolk, London 1804 (coloured
folding map, illustrations) all with library bookplate
John McDouell of Logan, two ink signed Col.
McDouall 1799 (3) £50.00 - £80.00
Proceedings Of The Berwickshire Naturalists Club
(instituted Sept 22nd 1831) in sixteen volumes
covering the years 1831-1902, pub Alnwick,
Edinburgh, various dates, 3/4 green leather to
cloth bound, gilt titled to spines and to/with The
Session Book Of Bunkle & Preston 1665-1690,
pub Alnwick, Edinburgh 1900 (17) £40.00 - £60.00
Anderson, Hans, Fairytales, illus Kay Neilsen, pub
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A good Victorian large format travel photograph
album compiled by Jane Stewart (nee McDouell)
circa 1860-65, including albumen and other type
images by Samuel Bourne (15), Antonio Beato (6),
James Robertson & Antonio Beato (3) Alinari and
others, subjects include views of India - Calcutta,
Delhi, Agra, Simla, Lahore, portrait of Sir Bartle
Frere and family (Governor of Bombay); Egypt Cairo, Pyramids etc; Europe including Norway;
Italy; Corfu/Greece; France etc, contained in a gilt
tooled red leather album, each images hand titled
beneath, approx. 93 images total, sizes vary but
typically 23.5 x 29 cm, the album with gilt
monogram 'JS' and further titled to the interior in
watercolour 'Janie Stewart'
Prov; Jane Stewart, daughter of Col. McDouell of
Logan, married 1860 the distinguished officer
Lt.Col. Patrick Stewart, Bengal Engineers (died
1865), thence by descent via the McDouell /
Buchan-Hepburn family (see also lot 831) £600.00 £1,000.00

831

A good Victorian travel photograph album of the
East and Europe, compiled by Jane Stewart (nee
McDouell of Logan) circa 1860-65, albumen and
other type images by various hands including
Pascal Sebah (1823-1886) and Antonio Beato

(1832-1906) titles include - Interior of an Arab
Court, Street in Cairo, Shepperds Hotel, Camels in
Sebah's Yard, The Shoorla Road, portrait of a
835
Water Carrier, The Nile, The Great Pyramid,
Pyramid of Cheops, Camels in the Desert, The
Luxor Hotel, Pigeon Houses, Wall of Rameseum,
The First Cataract, Temple of Isis, Tomb of David,
Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Beyrout, The Bosphorous, 836
The Seraglio Point, Stamboul and views of Prague,
Dresden, Nuremburg, Cologne etc, approx 100
images, each hand titled beneath, sizes vary but
837
mostly 26.5 x 35 cm and 20 x 20.5 cm, some
signed within the plate, others similarly numbered,
within a black hard-bound album bearing gilt
monogram 'JS'
Prov; Jane Stewart, daughter of Col.McDouell of
Logan, married 1860 the distinguished officer
Lt.Col. Patrick Stewart, Bengal Engineers (died
1865), thence by descent via the McDouell /
Buchan-Hepburn family (see also lot 830 and 832)
£600.00 - £1,000.00
832

A Victorian travel photograph album, compiled by
Jane Stewart circa 1870-80, albumen and other
type images by and including Vincenzo Paganori
(Alinari) and P. Pozzi, views of The Mosque of St
Sophia, Piazza St Marco, Rialto, L'Arsenale,
Palazzo Orice, Como, Bellagio, Nice, Monaco,
Monte Carlo, San Remo, Pisa, Florence,
Nuremburg - UK, Ske, Loch Corusk, Clifton
(Bristol), The Suspension Bridge, Redcliffe Church
and interior etc, sizes vary but most 26 x 34.5 cm
and 15.5 x 23 cm, ink titled beneath each image,
within a black leather bound album, gilt monogram
to cover 'JS'
Prov; Jane Stewart, daughter of Col.McDouell of
Logan, married 1860 the distinguished officer
Lt.Col. Patrick Stewart, Bengal Engineers (died
1865), thence by descent via the McDouell /
Buchan-Hepburn family - see lots 830 & 831
£300.00 - £400.00

833

834

An unusual early 20th century mixed photographic
and watercolour album circa 1904-09, titled to the
interior 'Uganda Protectorate & Congo State,
containing approx. 78 photographs (12 x 17 cm) of
landscapes, river views, portraits etc and approx.
75 watercolours of the varying landscape, some
sketches and portraits, probably by two differing
hands, specific locations and details annotated
beneath each images and include Lake Albert
Edward, Reyaya River, Lake Mutanda, elephants
watering at the Misisi River, Ugandan views etc
etc, within a hard-bound album and to/w a
companion part compiled album of Scottish views,
presumably by the same hand, a member of the
Buchan-Hepburn family (2) £300.00 - £400.00
An early 20th century travel album containing a
mix of photographs and watercolours, titled
'Albania, Monte Negro, France and dated circa
1908/09, images include Tara River, Scutari and
Lake Scutari, mountains views, expedition
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portraits etc etc, within a hardbound album, each
images titled and annotated £250.00 - £350.00
Walton, Izaak & Thorpe, James (ill), The Compleat
Angler, tipped in colour plates, London: Hodder &
Stoughton, decorative gilt blue cloth £20.00 £40.00
Cricket Interest: Trueman, Fred, 'My Most
Memorable Matches', signed 1st, London: Stanley
Paul 1982 dw £20.00 - £30.00
Medical - The British Encyclopedia of Medical
Practice, Lord Horder (edit) 2nd, London:
Butterworth & Co, 1950, 12 vols and medical
progress supplementary volumes 1951 and 53-58
etc c/w Index & 2 volume Pharmocopoeia to/w 3
vols 'Paediatrics' by Gaisford & Lightwood 1954
to/w supplements for 1956, 57, 58, 60 and index
£50.00 - £70.00

838

A collection of European Art reference and other
books, including: 'Georgian Cabinet Makers' by
Ralph Edwards; 'An Introduction to Old English
Furniture' by W.E. Mallett; 'Old English Furniture'
by R.W.Symonds (mcmxxiii); 'The House and it's
Equipment' edited by Lawrence Weaver (lot)
£50.00 - £100.00

839

Dickens, Charles, works in thirty volumes,
Chapman & Hall, gilt dec half calf and oil board
(some disbound) £100.00 - £200.00

840

A selection of mostly 19th century gilt tooled
leather-bound volumes - literature and poetry,
including Thackery (Vanity Fair 1863), seven
Dickens 1854-57, Scott, Longfellow, Macomby,
Swinburne, Bronte, etc. (31) £100.00 - £150.00

841

Herodotus, History, Vol IX (Latin version); London
1824, half calf and oilboard, 8vo £20.00 - £40.00

842

The Life & Times of Queen Victoria, 4 vols, red
cloth, Cassell & Co., to/w Cassells History of the
Russo-Japanese War, 3 vols, 5 vols of Kipling &
High Walpole £20.00 - £40.00

843

Liberace (autograph): London Palladium Music
Box Show programme (1960), signed by Liberace
and the Beverley Sisters £60.00 - £80.00

844

A collection of nineteen catalogues: Christie's,
Charles Ede & Bonhams - mostly Antiquities
£40.00 - £60.00

845

A selection of standard works on antiques and
collecting, including; Jackson's English
Goldsmiths, Wolf Mankiewitz Wedgwood,
Antiques Collectors Club Price Guide to Jewellery
(M. Poynder) etc. (8) £40.00 - £60.00

846

Pain, William, The Practical House Carpenter or
Youth's Instructor, many engraved plates with
architectural detail, 6th Edition, Corrected,
London: J. Taylor 1799, 20th century half calf and
oilboard binding 8vo £70.00 - £100.00

847

Aviation: a selection of twenty-nine vols and
pamphlets including: The Soaring Pilot by Anne &
Lorne Welch & C. F. Irving - signed by all three
authors (Note: Lorne Welch designed the Colditz

Glider and the ventilation pump for tunnelling (as
seen in 'The Great Escape'); Playground in the
Sky by 'Bill' Gotch (signed) and 'On Being a Bird'
by Philip Wills (signed) £60.00 - £80.00

page coloured illustrations by G D Armour,
decorative half red morocco binding £90.00 £120.00

848

Harris, B - The Art of Fly Fishing; Shephard, M - A
Concise guide to West Country Fishing and
fourteen other books on fishing £50.00 - £80.00

849

Longrigg, R - The History of Horse Racing, 1972,
Favourite Racehorses, Timeform, 1997; Mortimer,
Roger - The Jockey Club, 1958, first ed and five
others on racing £30.00 - £40.00

850

Veniard, J - Further Guide to Fly Dressing, 1985,
Veniard - Fly Dressing Materials, 1977, and ten
other fly tying books (12) £20.00 - £30.00

863

Colquhoun, John - The Moor and The Loch,
Instructions in All Highland Sports, 1851, 3rd
edition, engraved illustrations, original decorative
cloth binding £20.00 - £30.00

864

Francis, Francis - A Book on Angling, Being a
Complete Treatise on the Art of Angling in Every
Branch, 1885, sixth edition, coloured plates of flies
and other illustrations, original brown cloth binding
£70.00 - £90.00

865

Skues, G E M - The Way of a Trout with a Fly and
some Further Studies in Minor Tactics, 1921, first
ed, 2 coloured plates, original brown cloth binding,
together with Side-Lines, Side Lights and
Reflections, Fugitive Papers of a Chalk Stream
Angler, 1932, first ed, illustrated, original brown
cloth binding £100.00 - £150.00

866

Barton, Dr E A - Pictures of the Chalk Streams,
the photographs, poetry and prose, introduction by
Cmdr C F Walker, 1978, limited edition of 750
copies, original blue cloth binding and contained in
original slip case £80.00 - £120.00

851

Clayton, M - Collectors Dictionary of Silver and
Gold, 1985; Murdoch John and others - The
English Miniature, 1981, and McClinton - Antique
Cats for Collections, 1974, three books £20.00 £30.00

852

Leech, John - Pictures of Life and Character,
Numerous black and white illustrations, oblong
folio, original green cloth bindings, 6 vols,
complete set £50.00 - £80.00

853

Caldecott, Randolph - Gleanings from the Graphic,
867
1889, humorous illustrations £50.00 - £80.00

854

Michaelis, H von - Birds of the Gauntlet, 1952, first
ed, illustrated to/w Lorant de Bastyai - All My Life
with Hunting Birds, 1982, first ed £40.00 - £60.00

855

Weckerlin, J B - Chansons et Rondes Enfantines,
circa 1889, together with Nouvelles Chansons et
Rondes Enfantines circa 1889, coloured
illustrations, both books in their original cloth
bindings £30.00 - £40.00

856

857

Mavrogordato, J G - A Falcon in the Field, A
Treatise on Training and Flying of Falcons, 1966,
first ed, illustrated by G M Henry and G E Lodge,
together with Salvin and Brodrick: Falconry in the
British Isles, 1977 £170.00 - £190.00
Southgate, Frank - Wildfowl and Waders, Nature
and Sport in the Coastlands, ltd first ed, 1928, 16
coloured plates and further illustrations, original
quarter vellum binding £50.00 - £80.00

868

Ronalds, Alfred - The Fly-Fisher's Entomology,
1844, 3rd ed, 20 hand coloured plates, being a
frontis of trout and grayling and 19 mainly of flies,
original green cloth binding £40.00 - £60.00

869

Halford, F M - Making a Fishery, 1902, 4
illustrations, original blue cloth binding £40.00 £60.00

870

Halford, F M - Modern Development of the Dry Fly,
1923, 2nd ed, coloured plates of flies and patterns,
original brown cloth binding £60.00 - £80.00

871

Halford, F M - Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and
Practice, 1889, 2nd ed, illustrated, original brown
cloth binding £100.00 - £150.00

872

Lamond, Henry - The Sea-Trout, A Study in
Natural History, 1916, coloured illustrations,
diagrams, quarto, original green cloth binding
£30.00 - £40.00

858

Meek, C F U - Winners of the Past and Their
Breeding, 1907, folding charts, original blue cloth
binding £30.00 - £40.00

859

873
Snaffles - A Half Century of Memories, 1949, first
ed, coloured and black and white illustrations,
original cloth binding, original dust wrapper £40.00 £60.00

860

Badminton Library - Coursing and Falconry, 1901,
illustrated, original decorative brown cloth binding
£50.00 - £80.00

861

Nimrod - The Life of John Mytton, circa 1904, handcoloured plates after Alken and Rawlins, original
875
green cloth binding £40.00 - £60.00

862

Cuming, E D - With Horse and Hound from British
Sport Past and Present, 1911, first ed, 17 full
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Grey, Sir Edward - Fly Fishing, 1899, first ed, 7
illustrations, original blue cloth binding, scarce in
this colour binding, normally bound in green cloth
£100.00 - £150.00

874

Lockhart, Bruce - My Rod My Comfort, 1949, pub
by the Dropmore Press, ltd ed of 550 copies,
illustrated with wood engravings by J Gaastra,
original quarter vellum binding, original dust
wrapper £40.00 - £60.00
Hills, J W - A Summer on the Test, 1924, ltd ed
300 copies, signed by the author, 12 full page 12point etchings by Norman Wilkinson, folio, original
two tone buckram binding £300.00 - £400.00
Byron, Lord George, Works, 3 vols (of 4 - vols
missing), London: John Murray 1816, full claf
(disbound), 16 vo, to/w twelve other leather
bindings, including Izaak Walton, The Complete

Angler (sic) - 1876 facsimile of 1653 first edition, in
an oak bookslide £40.00 - £60.00
876

877

878

An 18th century Swiss Holy Bible (in German),
printed Basel, Johann Rudolph, 1797, quarter calf
(disbound) £50.00 - £70.00
An album of sketches, watercolours, verses, circa
1917-1922, interspersed with 1960s photographs
and other images £30.00 - £40.00
An autograph album containing verses, drawings
and sketches, etc., to/w a collection of pre-War
photographs of Central America and the West
Indies, loose in three Ilford film-boxes £20.00 £30.00

879

Kate Greenaway's Alphabet, London: George
Routledge & Sons (a/f), to/w a collection of Kate
Greenaway prints £30.00 - £40.00

880

A collection of about 119 Player's, Major Drapkin
& Co. or Wills Cigarette Cards, all of English or
Australian cricketers and including: B.H. Valentine
(Kent); J.B. Hobbs (Surrey); A.P.F. Chapman
(Kent); W.R.Hammond (Gloucestershire); L.Ames
(Kent); M.Leyland (Yorkshire); H.Larwood (Notts.);
D.R.Jardine (Surrey); H. Sutcliffe (Yorkshire);
G.Duckworth (Lancashire); E.Hendren
(Middlesex); A.P.Freeman (Kent); M.W.Tate
(Sussex); F.E.Wooley (Kent); C.V. Grimmett
(South Australia); together with: a Churchman's
card of Benny Lynch (the Scottish profeesional
boxer); and four Wills cards from the series 'Our
King and Queen' (lot) £20.00 - £30.00

Magazine, Windsor Magazine, Picture Magazine
and Punch vol. 83, to/w eight other vols., some
with decorative covers (16) £50.00 - £70.00
886

An album of postcards - Civic Arms - to/w a
quantity of cigarette cards and playing cards,
including De Reske, Carreras, Godfrey Phillips,
etc. £50.00 - £70.00

887

A quantity of mostly inter-war period postcards topography, figures, RMS Queen Elizabeth, etc.
(box) £80.00 - £100.00

888

An interesting album of Edwardian and later
postcards, including humour, greetings, novelty,
topography, souvenir, etc. £80.00 - £120.00

889

An interesting and scarce ivory fan with many ink
signatures of artists, writers, politicians,
philosophers belonging to the Sette of Odd
Volumes, 1891, inscribed at top edge of fan paper
'This fan was presented to Mrs George Haite by
the Members of the Sette of Odd Volumes as a
souvenir of the fourth day of December on
thousand eight hundred and ninety one, when she
rendered distinguished her services to the Club as
a Member of the Dinner and Reception Committee
- There is Divinity in Odd Numbers - Dulce est
dispoene in low'; leading the signatures is Bernard
Quaritch, first president, 1878, and including
Henry Stacy Marks, John Charles Dollman, Henry
Ryland, Edgar Bundy, Edmund Blair Leighton, W
Wyllie, Cecil Aldin, Douglas Sladen, George
Sheridan Knowles, Phil May, Wilfred Ball, James
Orrock, George Haite, Fred Villiers, Alfred East,
Henry Moore, Jerome K Jerome, Cosmo
Monkhouse, MacLaren Cobbon, Ada Ballin, Dr
John Todhunter, W G Churcher, and many more,
approx 135 signatures, approx 67 cm open span,
35 cm closed, within green silk cotton lined pouch
with stylised flower motifs, possibly designed by
Haite
Prov: Purchased by the present vendor at an
auction dispersal of the Estate of George Haite's
daughter in the 1970s

880A A quantity of loose cigarette cards, including De
Reszke, Players, Cavanders, Wills, Sarony,
Carreras, Sunripe, Turf, Ogdens, Anstie £50.00 £70.00
881

882

883

A quantity of cigarette silks including military
badges, etc. - to/w a silver Naval, Military & Air
Force Tournament 1919 prize medal - RASC MT
Competition, Imperial Japanese Old Postage
stamps, 2 million Marks banknote 1923, 1945 20
Schilling, Banque d'Algerie 5 Francs, Military
badges, sterling and enamel Hampshire Yeomans
brooch and a 3rd Reich 'Tinnie' badge £40.00 £60.00

£1,000.00 - £1,200.00
890

A cased set of twenty Art Nouveau floral design
brass buttons, 14 mm diameter, to/w a manuscript
letter 'At the Grave of Robert Burns (An Address to
his Biographers)', being a series of verses, signed
Charles Mackay, 1889, a small collection of
'Saucy Seaside' postcards and a 1937 Catalogue
of Medici Society Prints £50.00 - £70.00
891
Fourteen albums of cigarette and other trade cards
including Carreras, Wills, Players, etc. £20.00 £40.00

884

A Victorian photograph album with floralembossed leather cover and chromolithograph
decorated pages and nickel clasp £40.00 - £60.00

885

Eight various late Victorian and Edwardian
volumes of periodicals, including Strand, vols I and
IV, The Quiver, The Lady's Realm, Pall Mall
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892

An early 19th century Continental ornately pierced
bone fan, the paper leaf painted with elegant 18th
century figures in Arcadian setting, the reverse
with printed 16th century scene, 26 cm (for
restoration), to/w a pierced bone brise fan,
decorated in the Chinese taste (2) £100.00 £150.00
An oval portrait miniature on ivory of an 18th
century lady of fashion, signed T.(?) Lawrence
1791 and inscribed on reverse of the ornate brass
frame Duchesse de Bedford (?) Lawrence 1791, 10
x 7.5 cm (note: there was no Duchess of Bedford
at that period - the 5th Duke died in 1802,
unmarried) £100.00 - £150.00
Four various early 19th century portrait miniatures
of ladies and gentlemen, to/w a similar engraving
(5) £80.00 - £120.00

893

Three portrait miniatures of gentlemen in ebonised
frames £40.00 - £60.00

894

A Victorian profile portrait of a young lady, the
reverse with label: 'Likenesses Drawn in One
Minute by J. H. Gillespie Profile Painter' and
another label: 'Miss Marial Holt', to/w a pair of
portrait miniatures of a husband and wife, one
inscribed on label on reverse, indistinctly, but
dated 1848 (3) £100.00 - £150.00

on two folio sheets, 1826 £40.00 - £60.00
907

A George IV map engraving of the County of
Southampton, by C. & I. Greenwood, published
1829, 61 x 74 cm, framed and glazed £80.00 £120.00

908

A John Speede County map engraving of
Hampshire, engraved by Jodocus Hondius, 38 x
51 cm, mounted, framed and glazed with reverse
glaze to show printed text £100.00 - £150.00

895

An 18th century circular portrait miniature of a
young lady in a floral bonnet, in marcasite
surround and morocco pocket-case, 2.8 cm
diameter £50.00 - £70.00

909

An 18th century Dutch map engraving of
Venezuela, by Johannes Janssonius, with printed
matter to the reverse, impression, 38 x 50 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

896

A portrait miniature on ivory of an 18th century
lady, in the manner of Lawrence, unsigned, 9 x 7.5
cm, in gilt metal glazed mount and red morocco
pocket-case £100.00 - £150.00

910

897

A 19th century portrait miniature on ivory of a
young gentleman, unsigned, 10 x 7.5 cm, in gilt
metal and glazed, ebonised frame (frames as
found) £60.00 - £90.00

Two 17th century county map engravings, Rutland
& Cheshire, by Robert Morden, to/w a 19th
century steel engraving of Northumberland and a
1924 Ordnance Survey map of Corbridge (4)
£20.00 - £40.00

911

A good quality cased set of drawing instruments,
including sectional 40" compass, unnamed, to/w a
Moore & Wright cased micrometer, a German
Polar Planimeter by R. Reiss and a teak-cased
Stanley nickel instrument-set (4) £50.00 - £80.00

898

A Victorian watercolour portrait miniature on card
of a lady in lace cap, unsigned, 12 x 8 cm, in later
morocco pocket case with rear easel-strut £80.00 - 912
£120.00

899

A Victorian watercolour portrait miniature on paper
of a gentleman in chequered waistcoat, unsigned,
in gilt slip and large velvet-lined morocco pocketcase £60.00 - £80.00

900

A silhouette cut-out of a Victorian father and son
with hoop, 23 x 21 cm, in maple frame, to/w five
silhouette portraits (6) £100.00 - £150.00

901

913

914
A fine collection of 555 tintype/ferrotype images,
mostly portraits and about 10 x 7 cm format,
documenting a large variety of fashion and social
915
history from the 19th and 20th Centuries; one with
scarce trade label advertising: 'The London
Ferrotype Company/3a Tottenham Court Road & 2
Aldgate'. Some unusual portrait or other
compositions for the genre, including: a recumbent
dog; three women with their hands clasped in
prayer; a pair of men with two spears in Ottoman,
or other, dress; and a horsewoman beside a shed;
916
all contained in two ring binders (555) £750.00 £1,000.00

902

A Victorian photograph of a lady, framed, to/w a
leather toiletry case with fittings (2) £40.00 - £60.00

903

A George III fine cross-stitch oval map sampler
with floral silk long-stitch border, by Mary Wills,
1801, 52 x 45 cm, in black glass surround and gilt
frame £60.00 - £80.00

904

A 19th century petit point needlework picture,
Nativity scene, 60 x 50 cm, in glazed maple frame
£80.00 - £120.00

905

Two 19th century needlework samplers, one dated
1873 £50.00 - £70.00

906

A George IV partial map engraving of Southampton
and the Isle of Wight by C & J Greenwood, printed
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A morocco-bound mahogany quarter-plate camera
with red leather bellows, lacquered brass mounts
and Bausch & Lomb 1891 patent Unicum shutter,
to/w three double plate-holders, Barnet Ortho
Screen (filter) and vintage Vaseline in box £80.00 £120.00
A gilt metal pocket barometer with 4.5 cm silvered
dial £40.00 - £60.00
A brass field compass with mother-of-pearl dial,
stamped 'T. G. Co. Ltd., London No.891790
(Broad Arrow) 1941 Mk III £30.00 - £40.00
A pair of Victorian gilt metal spectacles engraved:
'Presented to Mrs. Hannah Taylor by Her Husband
on the 50th Anniversary of their Wedding Day,
21st Dec. 1874', in lacquered papier mache case
inset with abalone shell, to/w a pair of gilt wire
spectacles, a pair of pince nez and a mother-ofpearl and abalone-set visiting card case (4) £80.00
- £100.00
A brass and teak set of travelling scales
(collapses into fitted drawer of base), to/w a threedraw pocket telescope, an unusual 2-draw
electroplated pocket telescope of squat form, by
E. Blunt of Cornhill, a leather bound monocular
subject lenses, a Bausch magnifying glass on
folding stand, in leather case and a pair of
'Sportocular' binocular spectacles in leather pouch
(box) £70.00 - £100.00

917

A selection of smoker's collectables and other
items, including long-stemmed pipe with silver
band, six other pipes and cigarette holders 'cigar
fan' (looks like a cigar and extends as a patriotic
British fan), a vintage Mazawattee Tea tin and a
Carl Mahr internal micrometer in original box (box)
£60.00 - £90.00

918

Various collectables including; silver mounted

leather dagger sheath (no dagger), two copper
hunting horns with nickel mounts, Derby
929
(probably) porcelain armorial deer figure (as found),
ivory brushes and hand mirrors engraved with
crests, watches, studs, Guinness cufflinks, car
930
badges, bakelite playing cards box, etc. (box)
£40.00 - £60.00
919

920

921

A silver-mounted inkstand, Birmingham 1923, to/w
a cut glass globular scent bottle with embossed
silver hinged bun cover (marks rubbed), another
scent bottle with silver collar, two Walt Disney
Pelham Puppets - Mickey Mouse and Pluto and a
pair of electroplated and leather opera glasses (6 box) £100.00 - £150.00
A decorated wood icon with a central figure of The
Archangel St. Michael (Eastern Orthodoxy, The
Taxiarch Michael), holding a sword in his right
hand, and standing between two winged cherubs,
24 x 15cm £30.00 - £40.00

932

Four Evershed & Vignoles teak-cased standards
£50.00 - £80.00

933

A ship's bell, stamped with crowned ER, 26 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

934

A vintage stitched linen Royal Naval Warship white
ensign, 318 x 174 cm to/w a red ensign and a
Union flag (3) £50.00 - £70.00

A Rolleiflex twin lens reflex camera (as found) with
leather case, instruction leaflets and Rolleikin
accessory tin, to/w a cased pair of Carl Zeiss
Deltrintem 8 x 30 binoculars, various digital
cameras, etc. (box) £30.00 - £50.00

923

A Nikon FM2 35 mm SLR camera no.8240893,
936
with AF Nikkor 80=200 mm 1:4.5-5.6 lens, AF
Nikkor 70-300mm 1:4-5.6 lens, AF Micro Nikkor
60 mm 1:2.8 lens and various filters (box) £150.00 £170.00

924

A Leica R6 35 mm SLR camera body no.172953,
complete with 'Passport' (purchased 1988), to/w a
Leica AF-C1 camera no.34112409 (2) £120.00 £150.00

925

A Cary of London lacquered brass field compass
with silvered dial , 10 cm diameter, in leather case
£50.00 - £70.00

926

A 19th century Continental ebony trinket box,
inlaid with brass and mother-of-pearl, containing
collectables including roe deer antler, cigar cutter,
two lion mask and ring caddy handles, brass
magnifying lens and pocket tape-measure £40.00 £60.00

928

A pair of Naval 4.5in gun tampions, mounted with
brass boar's heads on composite backs £40.00 -
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Seven various 7in Naval instrument dials - three
submarine rise/dive, 3 port/starboard rudder
controls and engine room £40.00 - £60.00
An Evershed & Vignoles green bakelite Megger
Circuit Testing Ohmmeter (sic) in leather case
to/w an oak case Evershed & Vignoles Direct
Reading Resistance box and four leather cases for
electronic instruments (6) £40.00 - £60.00

922

A Victorian walnut playing cards box, the domed
lid mounted with brass and ivorine, containing part
sets of Goodall & Son, London, cards, instructions
for Bezique & Poker-Patience, five De La Rue gilt
tooled leather Bezique markers £40.00 - £60.00

A French Swiss lacquered brass microscope, in
fitted mahogany box, to/w 21 pre-prepared slides
£40.00 - £60.00

931

An Olympus OM-1 camera with Auto-S 1:1.8 f=50
lens 966022, Clubman MC Auto Zoom 1:4.5-5.5
935
f=80-zoom L5807779, Vivitar 28 mm 1:2.8 MC
Wide Angle 28151729, Vivitar Automatic Tele
Converter 3X-21, Richo KR-10 35 mm SLR with XR
Rikenon 1:2 50 mm lens; Ricoh Super 8 Model
4002 cine camera; brass-cased aneroid barometer
Mk II by T. Wheeler, London and two cased pairs
of binoculars - Carl Schultz 8 x 28 and Barr &
Stroud 8 x 30 (box) £70.00 - £100.00

927

£60.00

'Biographical Memoirs of Lord Viscount Nelson
&c. &c. &c. with observations, critical and
explanatory' by John Charnock, Esq., F.S.A.,
London 1806, Printed for H.D.Symonds,
Paternoster-Row: J.Hatchard, Piccadilly; and
Black and Parry, Leadenhall Street. The 79 page
Appendix comprising letters written by Lord
Viscount Nelson, and the Ceremonial for the
Public Funeral of the Late Vice-Admiral Horatio
Viscount Nelson. Engravings comprise: Portrait of
Nelson, plan of Action at Cape St. Vincent,
encounter off Cadiz 1797, plan of Aboukir Bay,plan
of Copenhagen, Nelson letter opposite page 294
and two plans of Trafalgar, 1805. £60.00 - £100.00
Six medals commemorating Lord Horatio Nelson,
KB (1758-1805), comprising: A 'British & Foreign
Sailor's Society/Death of Nelson Centenary
Memento (1905)/Containing Victory Copper from
Lords of The Admiralty'; A Nelson Medal struck
from his Flagship, Foudroyant, wrecked at
Blackpool in 1897; Liverpool Seaman's Friend
Society Medal with Nelson head obverse; a
uniface medal of the Sound and Forts of
Copenhagen with the legend 'Passed The Sound
and Defeated Y.Danish Fleet. Mar.30'; a small
Death of Nelson medal; and a small BFSS Nelson
Centenary Medal containing Victory Copper.
Together with a copper ash tray, 9.5cm diameter
decorated with a central medallion depicting
H.M.S. Victory above the legend, 'Victory/1765' (7)
For a similar example of the Copenhagen Medal,
dated to 1801, and with its obverse intact, see The
National Maritime Museum Collection (MEC
2936). The Foudroyant Medal is also represented
in the Royal Museum's Greenwich Collection
(MEC 2138). The date of 1765 beneath the Victory
on the ash tray is significant as the year of H.M.S
Victory's launching on the 7th May. £100.00 £140.00

937

A British War and Victory Medal Pair to 511203

Private Percival Ernest Haigh, 14th London
Regiment, The London Scottish, together with his
octagonal ID tag (3)
Private Haigh from Cranbrook Park Road, Ilford in
Essex had the cover of his discharge documents
stamped by the Infantry Record Office in London,
on May 19th, 1920. £40.00 - £60.00
938

Two booklets on Lancashire Victoria Cross
holders, comprising: 'Drummer Spencer John
Bent, V.C., M.M.' by H.L.Kirby and R.R. Walsh;
and 'Private William Young V.C.' by Henry L.Kirby;
together with a number of newspaper cuttings
concerning Victoria Cross recipients; and about 70
Player's Cigarettes Cards on Orders, Medals and
Decorations (lot) £20.00 - £30.00

from 1712 coins and various other collectables
including medallions, monocle etc £50.00 - £70.00
945

A shagreen cigarette box with silver hinges,
London 1912, 19 cm wide £70.00 - £100.00

946

An 1889 pattern Wilhelm III Imperial Prussian
military officer's sword with 87 cm double fullered
electroplated blade, gilt hilt with folding eagle
guard and ribbed grip mounted with Royal cypher,
in japanned steel scabbard 105 cm overall £150.00
- £200.00

947

A George V 1897 Infantry Officer's sword by Henry
Wilkinson, 89 cm, slender etched and fullered
blade, solid plated steel guard with foliate chasing
and engraved for F N Tuff, REKMR, shaped
fishskin grip, in leather scabbard, 113 cm overall
to/w a leather box and two fencing foils (4)
Provenance: The property of a Gentleman. The
sword is said to have been owned by Second
Lieutenant Frank.Noel.Tuff, Royal East Kent
Yeomanry (born 26-11-1889/died on 5-11-1915).
Second Lieutenant Tuff was an Oxford Blue for
Cricket, and also played for the Kent 2nd XI. He
was wounded at Gallipoli on 23-10-1915 and died
of his wounds in Malta; he is buried in the Pieta
Military Cemetery on Malta. £100.00 - £150.00

939

Two textile maps for Operational or
Escape/Evasion use, comprising: Burma (North
East)/Siam (Thailand)/French Indo China (Part
of)/China (Part of); and secondly China (Part
of)/French Indo China (Part of); together with a
book of 'The Times/Great Escapes/The Story of
MI9's Second World War Escape and Evasion
Maps' by Barbara Bond (2015) (3)
£30.00 - £50.00

940

A Skein Dhu with carved wood handle and
948
electroplated mounts, leather sheath, a wire-bound
woven leather cosh and a lacquered brass bearing
compass, 'The Magnapole', 5.5 cm diameter, in
leather case (3) £50.00 - £70.00
949
1914-15 Star to 705 Pte W S Broadhead K Edw H
& Victory Medal to 32271 Pte JMR Clark,
Highland Light Infantry, to/w a small collection of
military badges and buttons £50.00 - £70.00

Two silver proof 1977 Jubilee commemorative
crowns, to/w a set of five silver 1977 Jubilee
medallions depicting Royal Palaces and castles all cased (3) £40.00 - £60.00

Assorted medals related to Turner family
recipients, comprising: - Imperial Service Order,
George V, to William Turner; Imperial Service
Medal to Ernest Turner, QEII, in Royal Mint box of
issue; Victorian Queens South Africa Medal, 18991902, two bars Orange Free State, Cape Colony
named to 13065 Pte. R.A. Turner, R.A.M.C.; WWI
1914/15 Star; British War Medal; Victory Medal all
to 32495 Pte. M. Turner R.A.M.C. and a WWII
Defence Medal; to/w a group of four miniatures, a
single Defence Medal, a Royal Masonic Institution
for Boys Medal, and two other medals (15 medals
in total) £200.00 - £300.00

950

A 19th century Continental knife with 11 cm steel
blade, ribbed ferrule and antler handle, in leather
scabbard to/w a Northern African dagger with 16
cm double-edged broad blade and horn-mounted
brass handle (2) £20.00 - £40.00

951

A 19th century Kukri with 34 cm blade and floralcarved ivory handle, later scabbard embossed for
4th Gurkhas, Burma 1944, to/w another Kukri, the
wooden handle with electroplated mounts (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

952

An African sword with 63 cm blade and woven
leather handle and scabbard, 82 cm overall £40.00
- £60.00

953

An African Tebu dagger with 29 cm broad
engraved blade, woven leather hilt with flattened
blade iron pommel, in scarce 'fish-tail' scabbard
constructed from various leathers, 46 cm overall
£40.00 - £60.00

954

A flintlock pistol with antique 19.5 cm barrel and
lock on later walnut stock with cast brass trigger,
guard and pommel, 38 cm overall £30.00 - £50.00

955

A 19th century percussion lock sporting gun with
76 cm Damascus barrel, wooden ramrod, walnut
(possibly) half-stock with engraved lock-plate and
scrolling trigger guard, 117 cm overall £50.00 -

941

942

943

944

A boxed Sterling cigarette box niello decorated
with temple dancer, presented by General Phin
Choonhavan Cinc Royal Thai Army 1951, to/w
eight silver or sterling and enamel Reme Rifle
Association trophy teaspoons, a quantity of
similar electroplated examples and other trophies
and various related embroidered cloth badges
£70.00 - £100.00
A set of twenty-five electroplated livery buttons
embossed with the MacDowall family crest, by
Pitt & Co, London to/w a Harrods cased set of
mother of pearl dress shirt buttons and cufflinks
to/w two 18ct collar studs, pair of cufflinks made
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A George III naval pattern dirk, the twin edged 22
cm blade etched with fouled anchor, military
trophy and foliage, foliate-cast brass hilt and
turned ivory handle, in brass scabbard, 34 cm
overall £300.00 - £350.00

£100.00
956

957

A fine quality 19th century French percussion lock
double-barrelled sporting gun with 73 cm
Damascus barrels, ebonised ramrods, steel strapswivels, walnut half-stock with lock-plates
engraved for 'Chassaing Aine a St Etienne', foliate
engraved hammers and trigger guard and buttplate engraved with birds, the butt well-carved with
a boar's head; butt-plate compartment with springcatch, 123 cm overall £100.00 - £200.00
A BSA Meteor .22 air rifle with suppressor muzzle
and rubber butt-plate, with original box to/w an
Excelvan 3-9 x 40 EG telescopic sight £80.00 £120.00

and open mouth with two teeth and tongue, on fivepiece composite body (requires re-stringing) 42
cm, to/w an Armand Marseille 341/3-1/2.K bisqueheaded baby doll with sleeping brown eyes, on fivepiece composite body, 40 cm (requires partial restringing), with embroidered silk gown (2) £40.00 £60.00
969

A quantity of Britains die cast figures including
boxed part set of 429, Scots Guards and 1st Life
Guards, to/w Sailors, Infantry & Cowboys and
Indians £40.00 - £60.00

970

A boxed Sasha Doll, 309 'Caleb', 42 cm (little sign
of use - box worn) £180.00 - £200.00

971

A boxed Sasha Doll 309 'Gregor Fair Blue Suit', 42
cm (little sign of use - box worn) £100.00 - £150.00

958

A stuffed fox's head on teak shield £30.00 - £40.00

959

An unusual Dancemaster's kit fiddle (small violin)
972
with single-piece flame mahogany 21.5 cm back,
mother-of-pearl inlaid ebony tailpiece and pegs
and ebony fingerboard, handwritten paper label
973
within (incomplete) inscribed: 'Henry Jo - London
1788', length overall, 44 cm to/w a later 50 cm bow
(unnamed) £350.00 - £450.00
974
A scarce 19th century mahogany violin double
case with brass loop handle and fitted lining, label
for George Withers & Co, 95 St Martin's Lane,
London, 83 cm long, containing an unnamed violin
975
with single-piece flame back, l.o.b. 36 cm and a
bow stamped 'Japan'

A large composite doll of a queen (plays National
Anthem), 65 cm to/w a boxed Burbank Toys doll
'Sweet Emma Jane' (2) £40.00 - £60.00

£300.00 - £500.00

976

An antique carved hardwood Anglo-Indian pedestal
desk, profusely carved with an arrangement of two
frieze drawers over a cupboard to each pedestal,
on stile feet £300.00 - £400.00

977

A Victorian style mahogany partners desk, the top
with tooled red leather surface over an
arrangement of drawers and cupboards to each
side, raised on plinths £300.00 - £400.00

978

A violin with 35.5 cm two-piece flame back
unnamed, to/w two bows (one with ivory screw,
the other stamped 'Japan'), in ebonised wood case
£50.00 - £100.00

960

961

A Scandalli piano accordion with black plastic
body, 120 pegs and ivorine keys, with carrying
case £100.00 - £150.00

962

A Hohner Student 1 cream marbled piano
accordion £50.00 - £80.00

963

An ornate Scandalli Vibrante Three blue and
cream marbled piano accordion, set with
'Rhinestones' £100.00 - £150.00

964

965

966

967

968

A 19th century 'Gem' Melodeon, made in Germany
for Campbell & Co, Patentees, Glasgow 1890, c/w
original Campbell & Co catalogue 1899-1901, to/w
a set of grocer's scales, the ceramic stage printed 979
with the figure of Justice, with weights (3) £50.00 £70.00
980
A quantity of cigarette silks to/w albums of trade
cards and postcards, in vintage Blue Bird Luxury
Assortment tin £40.00 - £60.00
981
A boxed Japanese Bandai Toys Co Inc tinplate
Ford Police Car no 4096 in the 'Automotives of the
World' series, Battery Operated Remote Control
to/w Eastman Kodak Co Brownie camera, unused, 982
in original box (2) £50.00 - £70.00
983
A bisque 'doll's doll' in silk and lace costume, to/w
an Alpine stuffed fabric costume doll, a small
tortoiseshell box and a leather box for sewing
984
implements (box) £30.00 - £50.00
An Armand Marseille 995 A.4.M. bisque-headed
girl doll with cropped brown wig, closing blue eyes
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985

Thunderbirds: - ceramic 'Lady Penelope' doll on
stand, by English Classic Porcelains, 1988, 52
cm high, in original tube £40.00 - £60.00
A Hornby Boxed Set series 'Orient Express' c/w
locomotive, carriages and track, boxed mint,
original outer packaging worn but complete
£80.00 - £120.00
A ceramic adjustable-height ceiling light with blue
and white case glass conical shade £40.00 £60.00

A set of four Victorian cast iron garden urns on
stemmed square bases (a/f - one lacks base), 31
cm diam and 28 cm high £100.00 - £150.00
A cold-painted cast iron figure of a white stallion,
28 x 40 cm £30.00 - £40.00
A Victorian burr walnut stationery box with two
doors enclosing perpetual calendar above slotted
compartments and base drawer, 33 cm £100.00 £150.00
A Reindeer hide floor-rug £50.00 - £70.00
A pair of Art Deco brass ceiling lights with frosted
swirling glass bowl shades, on long chain
supports £70.00 - £100.00
An ornate brass six-branch electrolier hung with
facetted drops and beads, 50 x 64 cm approx
£50.00 - £100.00
A glass 12-branch electrolier hung with cut glass

drops and beads, 45 x 80 cm approx £150.00 £250.00

997

986

A Venetian glass foliate design six-branch
electrolier c/w five matching sconces £100.00 £150.00

987

A cast metal eight-branch electrolier with twelve
sconces, hung with facetted glass drops and
beads £70.00 - £100.00

988

A Formula 1 motor racing replica crash helmet for
Nigel Mansell to/w a framed facsimile of his FIA
1000
racing licence (2) £80.00 - £100.00

989

990

991

992

993

994

995

996

A Formula I replica motor racing crash helmet
signed by Lewis Hamilton, with certificate of
authenticity for the signature t/with a 2006
Australia Grand Prix Paddock club pass bracelet
(2) £50.00 - £100.00

1001

A 2001 Formula I motor racing replica crash
1002
helmet (Bell) signed to the visor by Michael
Schumacher, one from a limited edition (unboxed)
£300.00 - £400.00
1003
Three various framed signed (by the artists) limited
edition prints of Formula 1 racing cars and drivers,
Jean Alesi, Ferrari by Harry Amson 105/650; Nigel 1004
Mansell & Riccardo Patrese 1339/1500, Nigel
mansell 25/250 (3) £30.00 - £40.00
1005
An original Formula 1 Ferrari carbon fibre tail finend, removed from the 2001 season car, signed by 1006
Michael Schmacher (monogrammed in silver fibre
pen), 61 cm x 38.5 cm, to/w a photograph of the
car and an embroidered Marlboro World
1007
Championship Team patch (3) £200.00 - £400.00
Various Formula 1 memorabilia including two
limited edition figures of Jenson Button and Lewis
Hamilton, a Benetton wheel-hub fixing nut,
1008
mounted on a section of base-plank etc (box)
£50.00 - £100.00
Two scale model Formula 1 McLaren racing cars, 1009
to/with two replica scale model nose cone
assemblies, a boxed Matchbox Nigel Mansell
1010
collection etc (box) £50.00 - £100.00
A taxidermy tiger skin, the head mounted with
glass eyes, open mouth with original skull,
whiskers and sixteen claws, with red felt border
1011
and linen backing. 295 x 198cm (af)
Provenance: vendor purchased the skin with the
following provenance given by the estate from
which it came (Chepstow):
Sir Holburt Jacob Waring (1886-1953) 1st Baronet 1012
CBE FRCS, a surgeon at St Bartholomew's
Hospital, toured India and Nepal in 1911 to operate
on Sir Baber Shamsher Jang Bahadur Rana (18881960), second son of Maharaja Sir Chandra
1013
Shamsher Rana, hereditary Prime Minister of
Nepal. He was a good shot and so it can be
presumed he bagged this Tiger himself in Nepal.
£350.00 - £450.00
A continental scroll end chaise longue raised on
moulded splayed legs, 195 cm long £300.00 £400.00
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Malcolm Campbell (1885-1948) an ink signed
photograph of a cake model of Bluebird, in the
process of finishing by White Star Line RMS
Aquitania baker C E Smith to/with assorted
related photographs of RMS Aquitania officers &
galley crew, Smiths Continuous Certificate of
Discharge book, passport etc
Note - Campbell travelled many times on this ship
£40.00 - £60.00
A good and unusual Georgian stumpwork and
longstitch picture of leopard, in stylised jungle
landscape, 64 cm x 76 cm, within a glazed period
gilt frame £2,000.00 - £2,500.00
A selection of African tribal carved wood objects
including flour mills and covered pots to/w a
terracotta cooking bowl (box) £50.00 - £100.00
A pair of bronze furniture mounts cast as Melusine
(winged watersprite with two tails), 48 cm high
£100.00 - £200.00
A wooden model of a J-class yacht, 86 x 62 cm
(modern) £20.00 - £40.00
A small solid hull wood model of a four-masted
sailing ship, 29 x 46 cm £30.00 - £40.00
An alabaster cloaked classical figure with laurel
wreath and scroll, 35 cm high £20.00 - £30.00
A miner's safety lamp - 'Protector Lamp and
Lighting Co Type 6' with 1974 presentation
inscription £40.00 - £60.00
A Shortland Bowen brass carriage clock, the side
and back panels decorated to commemorate the
1981 Royal Wedding, 12 cm high £100.00 £150.00
A chrome and simulated tortoiseshell miniature
balloon-cased alarm clock, on bun feet, 9.5 cm
£50.00 - £80.00
A small brass cased boudoir clock with
rectangular enamel dial £80.00 - £120.00
A Zenith Watch Co Swiss gilt metal travel alarm
clock with gilt dial, 5.5 cm in blue morocco outer
case, retailed by Brook & Son, Goldsmiths to the
King, Edinburgh £80.00 - £120.00
Six various verdigris-patinated bronze reproduction
Roman oil lamps to/w a similar miniature ruined
column with pediment and a rondello temple
building and a snake-hook (9) £80.00 - £120.00
An Art Deco gold and silver patinated bronze figure
of a clown girl with empty pockets in the manner
of J B Hirsch, on green onyx base, 17 cm £250.00
- £300.00
A Finnegan's of London Spread Eagle car mascot,
16 x 26 cm, on later turned and ebonised plinth
Prov: mounted at one time on one of the eight
Rolls Royce owned by 'Jack' Savage (John Clifford
Savage MBE 1891-1945) aviator and inventor, as
shown in attached copy of photograph £500.00 £800.00

1014
1015

1016

A slate plaque with trilobite fossil, 22 x 14 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

to/w a glazed copper lantern (3) £60.00 - £100.00

1032
A Victorian London rack and barrel corkscrew with
turned bone handle and applied with Royal Coat of
Arms to/w an ambrotype portrait photograph of a
gentleman, in morocco pocket-case (2) £60.00 1033
£90.00

A pair of Rococo style twin-branch wall lights hung
with facetted glass drops, to/w three Belle Epoque
twin branch wall lights and two pairs of singlebranch wall lights (9- box) £60.00 - £90.00

1893 groat XF, 1836 groat F and 1836 two pence 1034
VF, to/w a silver sovereign case, Birmingham 1913
and a pair of electroplated folding lorgnettes with
1035
sprung action (5) £30.00 - £50.00

A vintage Slazenger Ltd croquet set, in pine box
£100.00 - £150.00

1017

Three Henry IV groats F & 2 others (drilled) (5)
£100.00 - £150.00

1018

Edward III, half groat, F to/w three Edward I
(probably) pennies, all F or below to/w Edward III,
4 pennies F or lower; three long-cross pennies,
Edward III or Henry IV probably (all F or below);
and 2 x Charles I 2d (one drilled) to/w a half penny
and another, unidentified, hammered coin, as
found £100.00 - £150.00

1019

An oval portrait miniature of an old lady, circa
1900, in brass and mother of pearl pocket case
£70.00 - £100.00

1020

A 19th century Continental ivory necessaire, fitted
with gilt metal sewing implements £60.00 - £90.00

1021

An Art Deco black lacquer and gilt brass cigarette
case, 17 x 8.5 cm £30.00 - £40.00

1022

A miniature cut glass scent bottle and stopper, in
turned and pierced bone outer case, 5 cm £40.00 £60.00

1023

A Cantonese carved ivory part set of sewing
accoutrements including pin cushion, thimble-box,
bodkin cases, thread-pots etc £60.00 - £90.00

1024

A Vienna cold-painted bronze turkey in the
manner of Bergman, stamped under tail, 7 x 10
cm £100.00 - £150.00

1025

A cast silver miniature Yeoman of the Guard, to/w
a rabbit and a mouse, to.w two pewter puppies (5)
£40.00 - £60.00

1026

Two white metal medallions commemorating the
1851 Great Exhibition at Crystal Palace, one in
original box £80.00 - £120.00

1027

A bottle of J Calvet & Co Cognac in cut and
pressed glass special edition Baccarat decanter
c/w stopper in lined presentation box with original
Baccarat card £100.00 - £150.00

1028

A vintage turned wood hat stretcher with
mechanical expansion screw action to/w a plain
turned wood hat stretcher (2) £50.00 - £70.00

1029

A foliate cast ormolu three branch candelabrum,
21 cm high, to/w a similar twin-branch example (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

1030

A 1930s cased tortoiseshell thirteen piece brush
set, decorated with gilt Chinese dragons £50.00 £100.00

1031

A pair of japanned metal coach-lamps with
bevelled glass (converted to electricity), 58 cm
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1036

An Art Deco style electroplated desk-lamp with
scalloped shades £100.00 - £150.00

A brass pestle and mortar, hot water canister,
chamberstick, another mortar, tray etc £30.00 £50.00
An Arts & Crafts brass candlestick with scrolling
strap handle, on three raised feet, 28 cm high to/w
a 19th century pair of baluster brass candlesticks
(3) £60.00 - £100.00

